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A bstrac t 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the development of the North Korean 
econoiny with a focus on the role of extemal factors. This study examines the 
relationship between the dynamics of the intemationdregional system and the 
development process of North Korea throughout the last five decades. As a result of 
researching North Korea's economic performance and problems withui this focus, this 
thesis finds that the development course of North Korea has been profoundly 
influenced by extemal forces. It is demonstrated that the changes in the international 
system have been a determining factor in shaping North Korean development. 
Despite the North Korean regirne's persistent emphasis on self-reliance, its econorny 
has been greatly afTected by the changing Cold-War environment. The impact of 
changing international situations on the North Korean economy has been both 
beneficial and detrimental. This study identifies some obstacles to North Korean 
development which arose fiom outside and consequently argues that the disruption of 
the North Korean economy in the 1990's is largely related to unfavorable changes in 
the international system. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 

1. Background 

When the Japanese surrendered to the Allied Powers in August 1945, Korea was 

liberated fiom colonial nile. The entire Korean peninsula was dive in celebration of the 

end of 36 yean of Japan's infamous occupation and of the nation's return to independent 

d e .  However, Japanese colonialisrn and imperialisrn was replaced by the Cold-War 

conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union. Immediately following its 

independence, Korea was involuntarily divided into two zones. The two global powers of 

the postwar period agreed to divide Korea into two areas - North and South - dong the 

38" parallel in order to evacuate the Japanese forces on the Korean peninsula. As a 

temporary mi1itax-y expedient, Soviet troops entered the northem part of Korea, while 

American forces occupied the southem haif. The occupation forces on both sides, 

supposedly taking a neutrai position toward domestic politics, developed political groups 

that bolstered each side's power in its respective occupied zone and created antagonism 

between the North and South even before Koreans could implement their own plans for a 

single self-government. The territorial division based on the two superpo wen ' interests in 

Korea's geographical importance in East Asia redted in the emergence of two distinct 

developmental patterns in Korea; a capitahst development in the South and a socialist 

development in the North. 

It has been more than five decades since Korea was divided. Ideological conflict 

between the two hostile Korean States in the late 1940's brought about the outbreak of the 



tragic Korean War (June 1950- July 1953). Since then, the two Koreas have continued to 

confront each other dong the DMZ (Demilitarizai Zone), one of the most militarized 

conflict areas in the World, with the number of heavily-armed forces totaling more than 

1 .5 million troops. Moreover, bot .  States have engaged in a rivalry for ideological and 

economic dominance in the Korean penùisula, each side claiming that it is the only 

legitimate nation on the Korean peninsula. 

Like many newly-independent Third World nations, North Korea was bom as a 

nation of extreme poverty. Its per capita income at that time was far below the average 

level of other Third World corntries in Asia and Latin America. The Korean War 

aggravated economic dificulties, ones associated with the human losses, the physical 

losses of industnal fachties, limited technical skills and the lack of capitai investment. ui 

the early 19503, when North Korea was still suiTering Eom the effects of the war, its 

economic outlook on the future was very pessimistic according to most scholars in Korea 

and abroad. However, during the early decades, North Korea improved its economic 

capacities through rapid industnal expansion. With the help of political consolidation, the 

soc ialization of the economy and foreign aid fkom the Soviet bloc, North Korea achieved a 

fast recovery fiom its war-ravaged economy, surpassing South Korea in econornic strength 

until the mid- 1970's (U.S. CIA 1978;CumBigs 1997). In the course of executing a series 

of developrnent plans, North Korea managed to become one of the most successful 

economies in the socialist bloc. Joan Robinson, a Brîtish economist, described North 

Korea's economic achievement as an c'economic miracle" in her article in a 1965 issue of 

Monlhly Review. North Korea was also praised when Hanison Salisbury referred to the 



country as a leading Asian economy &er his visit of 1972, by stating that "on a per capita 

bais North Korea is the most intensively industrialized country in Asia, with the 

exception of Japan" (1 973,199) 

However, since the later 1970's, the North Korean economic growth has slowed for a 

variety of reasons. Faced with economic decline, North Korea attempted to establish 

economic luiks with non-socialist countries through trade expansion and foreign 

investment projects, in order to improve industrial technology and econornic conditions. 

Nevertheless, North Korea met with poor results in resolving its economic depression in 

the 1980's. The sudden coliapse of the socialist regunes in the Soviet Union and Eastern 

Europe at the start of the 1990's in particular brought serious economic and political 

dificulties. With regard to such serious economic dûficulhes in the 19907s, North Korean 

political authorities unprecedentedly admitted economic hardship caused by shortages of 

food, energy and foreign exchange, even though this acknowledgement damaged North 

Korea's public daim of having achieved self-sufficiency in agncultural production and 

self-reliance in industnal development. As one of the few suMvors of the fomer socialist 

bloc, North Korea to&y is, without a doubf confionting the most serious challenge since 

the birth of the socialist regime in 1945, stniggling to fmd its vision for the friture. 

II. Problern Setting 

An enormous volume of books and reports fiom various theoretical perspectives on 

South Korean development has been published. Many scholars, both in development 

snülies and Korean studies, have conmbuted to the growing literature on the economic 



trajectory of South Korea, while highlighting the positive and negative aspects of rapid 

economic growth and industrialkation. However, in cornparison to the abundant 

theoretical and empirical works in South Korean àevelopment, literature on the northern 

part of Korea - the Dernocratic People's Republic of Korea - is scarce. Considering 

frequent reference to North Korea either as  an extreme case of successful self-reliant 

deve lopment or the failure of the Soviet-type economies in development literatwe. it is 

perhaps surprising to €id that research on North Korean development has been limited 

and theoretical discussions in previous studies on this subject have been minor. Because 

of the ideological constraùit of the intensive Cold-War environnient in the Korean 

penuisula, academic research and debates on economic development of North Korea were 

restricted in South Korea and, therefore, South Korean xholarship has difficulty in 

interpreting and evaluating the socialist development experienced in North Korea. As 

well. a large portion of works on the econornic and political systems of North Korea, 

which were made by scholars abroad, were distorted during the Cold-War era, since some 

SC ho lm in North Korean studies possessed either anti-cornmunist bias or pro-North 

Korean tendencies. 

With the end of the Cold-War at the global level in the early 19903, the ideological 

constrainc which hindered objective observation on North Korea, has been alleviated and 

academic research on North Korean dynamics has becorne active both in South Korea and 

abroad. Scholan of North Korean affairs began to recognize the previous limitations of 

explaining the development path of the North Korean economy and have med to improve 

the reliability of their publications. Under the circumstances of the ment advancement in 



North Korean studies, a number of liberal scholars have shown their hterests in the 

economic performance of North Korea d u ~ g  the last five decades. They aclmowledge 

North Korea's achievement in industrtaiization and remarkable improvement of Living 

conditions until the 1970's. However, reflecbng the coiiapse of the socdist bloc and 

North Korea's economic deterioration in the 1990 '~~  the primary concem of these 

scholarly works on the North Korean economy has lied in analyzing the causes of the 

current economic hardship in North Korea. The majority of liberai scholars on this subject 

tend to focus their attention on North Korea's economic problems. They stress that the 

reason for North Korea's present economic failwe is the ngidity of its planned economic 

system. rtiey also argue that a self-reliant policy based on Juche ideology has prevented 

North Korea fkom participatuig in international markets. These scholars posit that 

al though it fac il itated short-term economic growth, the inward-oriented development 

mode1 of North Korea resulted in low industrial productivity, low efficiency, technological 

backwardness and, in the end, economic stagnation. The closed nature of the North 

Korean economy was blamed for paralyzing indusirid and agncultural production. 

C o m p a ~ g  North Korea and South Korea (or C b )  on the bais  of models of cornmaml 

vs market economy and autarkic vs open economy, some scholars in the field of North 

Korean studies forcibly argue that the better economic performance of South Korea (or 

China since the 1980's) over North Korea is attributable to its respect for capitalist 

economic system and fundamental market-refoun In this perspective, the North Korean 

political environment of totalitarianism and nepotistic leadership succession has largely 

h t e d  comprehensive reform and the recovery of the North Korea. economy. 



According to the liberal scholars who dominate the literature on North Korean 

developme nt, the ine ffic iencies of a central economic sy stem and the totalitarian features 

of North Korean politics are largely responsible for the present economic problems of 

North Korea. Liberal scholars have quite comectiy pointed out the problems of the North 

Korean development model. However, although these mainstream scholars have helped to 

shed light on the basic nature of the North Korean economy, they have focused 

exclusively on intemal economic and political systems of North Korea. This thesis finds 

that previous studies on this subject have largely ignored the historical and mtemational 

factors on North Korea's development path. Since most previous studies Wted  their 

discussion to the role of domestic factors in determining the economic performance of 

North Korea, this thesis recognizes that part of the literature on North Korean 

development is missîng; the beneficial and detnmental effects that changes in the 

international system have had on the economic trajectory of North Korea. in order to gain 

a comprehensive understandmg of North Korea's recent economic mcdties, it seems 

necessary to examine the socialist development experience of North Korea within the 

larger context of the international political economy. 

Since the start of the 20& century, the Korean peninsula has been a place where the 

interests of superpowers have coUi&d. By being located on the geographic frontier of the 

Cold-War conf%ontation, North Korea, dong with South Korea, was more sensitive than 

other Third World contries to the chansing international situation. The early state 

building process of North Korea took place within the framework of the antagonistic 

Cold-War system. ûpposing the global hegemonic power, the United States, North Korea 



could not fuliy participate in the international market. Indeeci, unlike pro-North Korean 

scholars' argument that North Korea achieved seEsufficient capacity of the state, North 

Korea depended extensively on the former Soviet Union and China for security and 

economic resomes in the fom of capital, market access and technology, which was 

revealed by the rapid economic deterioration d e r  the end of Cold-War. Given this 

hstorical basis, it can be argued that the intemal development process of North Korea has 

profoundly been shaped by the dynamics of the international system. in this contexc this 

thesis believes that an analysis of North Korean development cannot be completed without 

exarnining the re lationship between domestic and international forces. Consequently , 

assuming that strong support fiom the West during the Cold-War both bolstered and 

cushioned the South Korean economy, exploring the impact of unfavorable changes in the 

international system - such as the Sino-Soviet conflict and the sudden coiiapse of the 

socialist bloc - on the North Korean economy seems appropriate. 

As an alternative way of explainhg the development path of North Korea, h s  thesis 

poses the followuig research questions; (1) How and to what extent have mtemational 

factors been workinn to facilitate or hmder the develo~ment mcess of North Korea? (2) 

How has North Korea reacted to changes in the international situation in its auest for 

economic development? in responding to these two questions, this thesis wdl examine the 

relationship between the economic performance of North Korea and the changing 

international situation. Rus examination wiîi allow us to i d e n e  the strengths and 

weaknesses of the North Korean developmental system and provide useful insights into a 



complex process.l As well, this biesis will suggest possibilities for and limitations of 

Third World development in the contempomy international system. 

l Before rnoving to the literature review section, it seems essential to defme îhe meaning of development as 
it 1s used in the context of this thesis. Development can be understood and measured in many diffaent 
ways: economic growth. sustilined structural change, equitable distribution of mcome, poverty elimih.r;.n, 
improvinç basic human needs ancilor economic decolonization (Miutinussen 1997, 34-43). As well, 
de~eloprnent can be explaincd as such non-economic factors as political progress, greater participation of 
the population in decision-making , higher social rnobility andlor environment sustainability There are 
substantive points of disagrecment on the dehition and measurement of development among the v&m 
schools of thought. The debate on this issue has appeared complex since economists and oher social 
scientists in the development field have grneratcd a wide variety of analyses based on their individual b 

intcllcctual standpoints. indeed, given the fact that the economic growth expcrienced by some developing 
countries did not necessady bring about improvement of the Living standard of the entire population, there l 

is a distinction berneen cconomic development and cconomic growth in development literatute. Some 
studies done for cross-national cornparison of development take into account the problems in the . 
traditional measurement of a country's development - such as the level of gros national product (GNP) 
and the level of per capita incornes - and have searched for alternative ways of analyzing development. As t 

rccently as the early 1 %Ml's, for example, UNDP's Human Developmenr Report dernomirates the 
importance of recognizing quality change (improvement) of the country*s population, by including such 
variables as educational enrollment, overafl Iife eqectancy and infjint rnortality in its measurement of 
average living standard. However, despite its acknowledgement of the differences between economic 
growth and development, this thesis wiil not make a clear distinction between them because the purpose 
here is to me& study the relationship between the dynamics of the international system and the trend of 
the North Korean economy. Althougb the risk of oversimplification e'cists, for the sake of convenience. 
ihis thesis wll rekr to economic growth and deveiopment ~onymous ly  when examining the ecunomic 
performance of North Korea. Therefore, in this snidy, development primarily means national economic 
growth (including level of GNP and increasing per capita incomes), mcreased economic capacity, 
increasuig production and consurnptim levels, industrialization, structural change of the workforce and 
increased national wvealth (even though these conceptions seem conventionai). in order to masure the 
grovcth performance (development process) of North brea, this thesis will maidy employ quantitative 
macroeconomic aggregates such as the growth rate of gross national product and gros  domestic product. 
In ttiis context, development does not necessariiy refer to improvement (or change) toward equal 
distribution sustainability, political democraîîzation, legihaîhation of plitical institutions, value 
changes, cdturai advancement, improved human rights, et cetera, conceptions that are used as important 
indicators in masuring the level of a country's development by some scholars in the development field 



III. Literature Review 

Two competing views explaining the North Korean economy were most prevalent in 

literature until 1970's. However, following the economic downtum in North Korea in the 

1980's and the aftemath of the collapse of the Soviet bloc in the late 19803, one view 

advocating North Korea's socialist style of development and its self-reliant stmtegy 

disappeared from the literature of North Korean scholarship. The neo-classical 

perspective, the cornpethg view, came to dominate writing in North Korean studies. 

Therefore, in order to provide an appreciation of the current mainstream view of the North 

Korean economy, this thesis reviews the important assumptions and prescriptions of the 

theoretical level in the neo-classical perspective for developing cornitries. Then it will 

move fonvard to deal with the writings of North Korean scholarship adopting this 

perspective. 

1. The Mainstream View of the North Korean Ecoaomy: 
The Neo-Classical Perspective 

Although the emphasis given to the market varies, the virtues of the fiee-market 

sy s tem are, in general, given prominence in the literature outlining neo-classical 

prescriptions for the so-called transitional economies in the former socialist bloc and for 

other Third World economies. The rationale for market ~periority lies in the principle of 

classical economics that says that the market is able to achieve an optimal allocation of 

economic resources through profit-seeking behavior of rational humans. Subsequently, 

this efficient resource allocation fhction under perfect cornpetition creates favorable 

conditions for rnaximizing long-texm economic growth (Wade 1992,271 ; Ericson 1991 ). 



Since economic resources conceming production, consumption and investment can be 

utilized at maximum levels in economic development under the operation of the market 

mechanism, the role of the state, in the neo-classical view, should be limited to supplyuig 

public goods and adequate Uifi.astnictuxal facilities in order to facilitate the operation of 

the private economic forces. From the neo-classical perspective, private economic acton 

- such as business enterprises, private commercial banks and hdividuals - acting in the 

pursuit of their self-interests helps to create market conditions conducive to economic 

gowth and to provide solutions to Third World problems. Believing in the notion that 

state intervention in the market mechaoism is more harmful than beneficd, neo-classical 

economists view the economic problems of Third World countries, including hi& 

inflation. large fiscal deficits, large foreign debts and slow economic growth as having 

resulted from macro-economic inefficiencies of state intervention and central planning. In 

this context, defending the criticism of "market failure," La1 (1985) has pointed out that 

the economic intervention of govemments, in conjunction with their economic plans, leads 

to deletenous effects on the resource allocation fùnction of markets in the Third World: 

"most govemment interventions attempting to supplant the price mechanism (by direct 

controls) have dcne more h m  than good - even compared, possibly, with laissez-faire. 

Most of the more serious distortions in the current workings of the price mechanism in the 

Third World countnes are due not to the uiherent imperfections of the market mechanism 

but to irrational govemment interventions.. . " (h l  1 985, 77). By emphasizing the 

inefficiency of the central-planning mode1 in the real worhi, La1 highlights the superior 

hc t i on  of the market-based economy over the planned economy in t e m  of allocating 



economic resources and fulfiiling the numerous needs of individuai ecmomic participants 

(1985, 72-75). UnNe the market-based economy, in a centraliy planned economy, the 

prices of goods and services are determined by the state. Generally, the prices of 

consumer goods and agricultural products were maintained relatively lower than 

equdibriwn prices that would have been anived at in a fkee market system. in this 

connechon, neo-classical economists view that the state's control of price seaing and 

produc t ioddistribution of goods and services is inefficient because centml planning 

ajencies have dficulties in collecting adequate uifonnation of resource allocation and in 

au iding investment decisions . hdeed, since private property has been abolished and al1 3 

enterprises are owned by the state, according to the neo-classical perspective, the socialist 

economies have encountered the mevitable consequemes. Low incentives, the absence of 

cornpetition and the lack of entrepreneurship lead to low productivity and further 

economic problems. Therefore, in the neo-classical literature dealing with the transitional 

economies in Asia and Eastern Europe (Rana and Hamid 1 995; Ericson 199 1 ; Fischer and 

Gelb 1991), state-led market distortions were considered as the prime reason for the 

collapse of the socialist economies in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 

The neo-classical literature on this subject also identûies the mward-oriented 

development strategy and trade-restricting indusimal policies of the soc ialist counmes (and 

Third World countries) as another main cause of their economic problems. Neoslassical 

economists theorize that internatid trade makes the docation of economic resources 

more efficient and strengthens the rationai price structure of domestic markets. Inspired 

by Ricardo's comparative cost theory, which says that all nations involved in free-trade 



gain benefits through comparative advantage in specialized production, neo-classical 

theorists - supporting trade liberaiization and the open economy - treats intemational trade 

as the main engine of economic growth and rapid industrialization in the Third World. 

Based on the assumptiom that small domestic markets, limited cornpetition and poor 

economic inputs hinder econornic development, advocates of nm-classicism have 

suggested that participation in the world market through trade and international 

specialization allows Third World countries, with relatively small domestic markets, to 

enjoy tangible benefits such as greater efficiency of production and reduction of waste 

because of the economics of sa le  in the enonnous international market (Balassa 198 1, 17; 

1988, 280). And this wdl lead them to be more cornpetitive in the international market. 

Thus, they claim that the inward-oriented development strategy - particularly the mode1 of 

the autarkic economy - have produced adverse consequences for Third World economic 

development because of the inefficient utlii7SItion of resources and low-productivity of 

domestic industries. 

Adopting the assumption that economic mculties of developing countnes are 

primarily caused by detenorating terms of üade and heavy dependence on primary exports, 

many states in the World, ùicluding some Third World socialist countries, tried to expand 

their domestic industrial secton, during the third quarter of the 2om century, with the goal 

of replacing imports of industrial goods with domestic production. Subsequently, many of 

these states established trade baniers; includmg hi& tariffs, quota systems and import- 

licensing, and controlled foreign exchange, in order to protect domestic indusmes from 

foreign cornpetiton and accelerate national ecmomic growbi. However, afkr the early 



stages of import-substituting industrialization, many Third World countries that had 

emp 10 y ed this development strategy later encountered stagnation and large foreign de bts. 

Taking into account the adverse results of import-substituthg industrializat ion, neo- 

classical economists emphasize tbat high rates of trade protection and the absence of 

cornpetition gives rise to large-scale "rent-seeking" activihes of domestic entrepreneurs, 

therefore making domestic products more expensive and of lower quaiity than imported 

goods (Balassa 198 1 ; La1 1 985). Indeed, accordmg to neo-classical perspective, import- 

substituting industrialization resulted in large-scale foreign indebtedness because 

developing countries adopting ths strategy were importing more intemediate and capital 

goods to consiruct the industnal base at the same t h e  that export eamings were 

decreas ing . For these reasons. many studies t a h g  a neo-c lassical perspective have 

claimed that the outward-looking development model based on fkee-trade and fuiancial 

liberalkation is much better than an inward-looiung development model for creating 

conditions conduc tive to fast economic growth and industrialization. For example, in his 

comparative analysis of the patterns of the economic development arnong his research 

CO untries, Balassa ( 1 98 1 ) emphasizes the positive relationship between outward-looking 

trade policies and economic growth, stating that "corntries applying outward-oriented 

development strategies had a superior performance in terms of exports, economic growth, 

and employment whereas countries with continued inward orientation encountered 

increasing economic difficulties" (1 98 1, 1 6-1 7). He concluded that integration of Third 

World economies (as well as the socialist economies in Eastern Europe) into the world 

market will have a beneficial effect on economic development and recommends a change 



in industrial iation polic y fiom import-substitution to export-promotion. As weii, in his 

work on the East Asian NICs (Newly Indus-g Countries), Balassa (1988) examines 

the effects of export-orienteci development on the rate of economic growth and 

subsequently argues that export expansion based on comparative advantage in the world 

market is a main factor contributing to the success of the East Asian NICs. Lin (1988), in 

the comparative analysis of economic performances between East Asia and Latin Amenca, 

also highlights that the trade liberalkation of the East Asian countries has contributed to 

the rapid economic growth in this region, arguing that the constant trade-restriction 

policies of the protectionist Latin American countries reduced their economic capacity and 

led to their economic decline. in the light of the economic difficulties in both the former 

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, the inward-looking development smtegy and the 

concentration of trade within the CMEA (Council for Mutuai Economic Assistance) have 

been criticized by neo-classical economists as contnbutors of senous economic problems 

in these socialist countries. From the neoîlassical perspective, the isolation of domestic 

industries from the world market limited the effect of economies of scale and upgrading of 

industrial technologies. As industrialization progresses, it requires more sophisticated 

technology and larger markets for f i e r  developrnent However, since the socialist 

economies largely relied on domestic technology and markets, the industrial upgradmg is 

retarded, which resulted in production cos& higher than world costs and a reduction of 

export demand because of higher price and lower quaiity. Moreover, a wide variety of 

intemal trade regulations, including exchange rates, subs idies on trade and price regulation 

(the so-called " fkiendship prices") in the CME A counmes isolated domestic product prices 



from the cornpetition of international prices and removed the competitlve pressure for the 

state enterprises in these socialist comtries. 

Unlke those who believe in the radical concept that capital investment by 

transnational corporations (T'NCs) causes socio-economic marginalkation and a reduction 

of economic autonomy in Third World countries, neo-classical economists have laid great 

ernphasis on the positive role of foreign investment in Third World development. From 

the neo-liberal perspective, capital transnationalization and global activities of TNCs 

relying on "the international division of labo? have provided prosperity to the Thud 

World with such benefits as technology transfer, capital accumulation, increased exports 

and job creation (Martinussen 1 997, 1 14- 1 28). Thus, as various studies from the neo- 

classical standpoint have shown (Baiassa 1981; La1 1989, an important role of 

jovemments is to maintain a stable political and economic environment that is liberal 

enough to amact foreign investment. Developing countries also need to set up, through a 

series of liberalkation programs, investment incentives that channel international capital 

into domestic economies. Therefore, neo-classical economists have recommended bat 

developing countries are better creating labor-intensive light indusmes by hosting foreign 

investrnent in the early stages of their development since they have a comparative 

advantage in the production and export of labor-intensive products. This idea, stressed by 

such economists as Lewis (1954), Little (1979) and La1 (1985), is based on the crucial 

assumption that the expansion of capital, technology and employment will move the 

industrial structure of developing comtries fkom labor-intensive to capital-intensive and 

technologically sophisticated industries in the loag-nin ui order to accelerate the growth 



rate in the early stages of development, capital and technology investment, with the help 

of transnational corporations, into l m t  industries is considered especially important in the 

neo-classical literature. In this framework, the high prioris, given to heavy industry in the 

so-called Soviet model (the Stalinist model) is inappropriate for sustaking economic 

development in the long-run (Rana 1995; Ericson 1991 ). Despite rapid industriahtion 

and economic growth in the earlier phase, the Soviet model ended up with stagnation and 

economic decline . Given this historical fact, neo-classical economists are llkely to point 

out that the heavy industry-fust poiicy in the Soviet bloc countries failed because of 

misguided and unrealistic investment. They argue that the creation of a heavy industrial 

base, relying on domestic resources, in the early stages of development is 

counterproductive suice the production of heavy-industnai goods requires initial hi& 

costs of inputs and capital per unit. As well, the unbalanced heavy-industrialization 

resulted in negative impacts on the development of light industry and agriculture, having 

hampered the economy fiom developing or strengthening "backward and forward 

luikages" for continued economic development. 

Taking the above into consideration, in the neoclassical sense, economic 

development of the developing counmes (incluhg the transitional economies) is only 

possible through fac ilitation of efficient market fiuictioning, as well as macroeconomic 

stabilization and outward-oriented development strategies. This notion is clearly shown in 

the Structural Adjutment Programs (SAPs) of the two Bretton Woods institutions (the 

MF and the World Bank). As well, these assumptions and policies were reuiforced by the 

rise of neo-liberalism in conjunction with the emergence of conservative leadership in the 



West in the early 1980's (George 1999,Z-4). As the ideologicallyembodied form of neo- 

c lassical economics, neo-liberah also c r i t i c 4  state intemention in the market 

rnechanism, whle emphasizing a radical ezonomic liberalization - mcluduig deregdation 

of the pnce sy stem and foreign trade, rapid privatization and other fiindamental structural 

reforms - in the former socialist countries as weli as in many other developmg counûies 

(Fischer and Gelb 1 99 1 ; Ericson 199 1 ). Following neo-liberal (neo-classical) 

prescriptions, the former Soviet Union and a rnajonty of the East European countries, 

supported by the IMF and the World Bank, have undertaken market-oriented reforms in 

order to make the transition fiom a planned economy to a &-market one within a short- 

time period (Rana 1995). Although the claims of the neo-classical economists have been 

criticized for the negative impact of the market-led development approach, the iiberal 

policymakerç in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe during the 1990's 

implemented anti-uiflationary monetaty and austere fiscal poiicies, based on the logic of 

neo-classical economics, in an effort to achieve rnacroeconomic stabilization. From the 

neo-classical (neo-liberal) perspective, this is considered as a precondition for successful 

market reforrns. 

In the literature dealing with the North Korean economy, most scholars have taken 

the neo-classical position mentioned above, suggesting that the present economic 

problems of North Korea are simila. to the experiences of other former Soviet bloc 

countries. According to this perspective, the basic cause of economic dinicdties in North 

Korea lies in the shortcomuigs of its central-planning economic system. Noland (1998) 

supports this belief, pointing out that North Korean social and economic development has 



been hampered by the ineficiency of a centralized systern of economic management and 

planning controls. Emphasizing the importance of introducing a market economy for 

resolving the current economic hardships in North Korea, he summaries the main features 

of the North Korean economy, which lus created the present economic phenornenon, as 

follows: 

North Korca eshihibits the unial pmblems of mtrally planned economies (CPEs) exacabated by the 
chuch e ideology of self-rcliance and e x m e  centraihiion of power: There has been an overemphasis on 
hcavy industxy to ihe detriment of consumer goods and services; there has ben overaccumulation and 
misallocation of capital; the hfhsüuciure is in dire condition; enterprises operate using outdated 
technology, and the coune is largely unable to afquire new technology nom abroad; the suppression of 
international trade has contributed to foreign exchange shortages, which have inhibited the importation of 
cvcn essential products such as cooking coi4 shortages of power and paris bave reduced capacity 
uiilization: the bureaitcratization of agiculture has contributed to falling production, and a famine of 
&onn magnitude may iveil be unda way; regional developmait is unbaianceû; and. as in many 
social ist CPEs. real living standards are reùuced by environmental degraàation, a massive military. and the 
diversion of resources into w h t  Aidan Foster-Carter hiis described as "monumental edifices." (Noland t 

1998.33) 

Ln his influentid works on the North Korean economic performance, Joseph S. 

Chung (1 974, 1983, 1987) has provided M e r  analyses of a series of North Korean 

economic plans beguining with the one-year plan of 1947. in examining b e  declining 

rates of North Korea's economic growth, he argues that the North Korean economy has 

expenenced technology shortages in mdustry and serious bottlenecks in transportation, 

energy and foreign currency, those found cormnonly in the other centrally planned 

economies ( 1983, 168-1 79). According to Chung, as the scale of the North Korean 

economy was expanded, the task of North Korea's centrai planning agency became 

cornplex and, therefore, economic decision-making by the authonties was unable to 

respond quickly to demands of its economy as well as the fast-changmg global economic 

conditions. In the meantime, the inefficiency of the ngid plammanagement over resource 

allocation, dong with the lack of adecpate technology, resulted in uduEliment of p h e d  



targets since the fint Seven-Year Plan (196167) and a continuous decline of the North 

Korean economy. 

In their joint work on the system of industrial management in North Korea, Sin-Lim 

Choi and Suk-Ki Lee (1998) also feel that decreasing production capacity of North Korean 

industries stems, to a large extent, fiom the inappropriateness of the centralized industrial 

management. They regard this management system as leading to enormous waste of 

resources and dismptions in the planned production system because central plannen and 

state-owned enterprises pay more attention to fulfilling the required outputs rather than 

quality. indeed, consideMg the staîe's control over the production and distribution 

process, these two writers argue that an inappropriate incentive system and severe 

shortages of consumer go& have limited labor incentive and achevernent motivation of 

workers, which has caused a slowdown of industrial growth. From the neo-classical 

perspective, the same problern - the lack of material incentives for increasing production - 

has occurred in North Korean agriculture, where the collectivization process was 

completed in 1958. The respective studies of Ky-Hyuk Pak (1 983), Hy-Sang Lee (1994) 

and Phillip W. Lim (1997) have commented that North Korea achieved some impressive 

success in increasing agicultural production unûl the early 1980's, thmugh land reform, 

hi& m e c ~ t i o n ,  chemicaiization and mass mobilization, despite its shortage of arable 

land and a short growing season. Nonetheless, Ky-Hyuk Pak and Phdlip W. Lim take the 

position that agriculeural growth has been stopped since the collective farm management 

system of North Korea has ceased efficient functioning. According to hem, low material 

incentives to f m e r s  brought about by state monopoly of agricdtural products and the 



cooperative ownershp of famers led to die decrease in fanning productivity and resulted 

in the severe famine of the mid-l99û's, which was compounded by d e q u a t e  supplies of 

agricultural inputs and mismanagement of North Korean agriculture. h relevant literature 

(e.ç., P.S. Kim 1994; Trigubenko 1991 ), North Korea's initial excessive focus on heavy 

industries - luiking with rmlitary industries - was another factor which imposed 

limitations on the overd eficiency of the economy. The heavy industry-frst policy of 

North Korea has produced long-tem structural imbalances between heavy and light 

industries and between industry and agnculture, d l  leading to negative growdi of both 

light uidustry and agnculture in later years. In addition, disproportionate emphasis on 

heavy industry brought about serious shortages of consumer goods and food, which 

negatively atrected not only North Korea's rationing system but also its state controUed 

distribution system. 

In this vein, the majority of neo-classical economists found in the literature on the 

North Korean economy point to North Korea's self-teliant industrialization policy as 

another main source of its present economic problems. For example, taking the 

dichotornous classification of "outward onentation" versus "inward onentation," Sang- 

Chu1 Suh (1983) considered the North Korean economy as a good example of the 

shortcomings of inward-oriented development strategy. By caiiuig attention to the 

weaknesses such as a small domestic market and limited cornpetition of the inward- 

oriented development mode1 - an emphasis found in many writings fkom neo-classical 

perspective - Suh viewed the economic stagnation of North Korea as originatïng f?om its 

pursuit of in ward-oriented industnalization. Moreover, Noland argues that the sec lusion 



of the North Korean economy is greater in its extent than that of any other economy. He 

describes the North Korean economy as "the world's most autarkic economy" (1 997) and 

"autarb-within-autarky" (1 998). 

According to neo-classical perspective, the neglect of foreign trade and foreign 

investment, nsing fiom North Koreays pursuit of a selfireliant economy based on Juche 

ideology, insulated the North Korean economy fkom benefits of integration withm the 

world market. As a result, the economy sufTered from a shortage of industnal capital, 

technology and foreign exchange. Studying the economic situation of North Korea in the 

1990's. Hong-Tack Chun (1997)' Seung-Yu1 Oh (1997) and Noland ( 1997) examine North 

Korea's trade deficit and its effect on the balance-of-payments which led to a foreign debt 

problem. In their view, dong with die chronic trade deficit derived fkom an inward- 

oriented development strategy, North Korea's heavy reliance on CMEA trade, on a non- 

profit commercial basis, resulted in its foreign exchange deficiencies. This was because 

trade with non-convertible currency econornies of other CMEA corntries did not produce 

hard currency eamings. These economists lay the blame on North Korea's excessive 

imports of new machinery and industrial plants fiom the West m the early 1970's as the 

main reason for North Korea's high foreign debt since the countqt acted without careful 

consideration of the export eaming potenbal of the capital purchases. In addition, they 

sumised that North Korea's debt defaults aggravated the isolation of the North Korean 

economy, viewùig the poor credit ratings of North Korea in the international financial 

market as discomging foreign investment, even though North Korea mtroduced some 

refom programs after the mid-1980's in order to access foreign capital and technology. 



With respect to North Korea's economic reform programs, harsh criticism has 

appeared in the literature. Critics (eg,  S. H. Je 1998; Y. Namkoong 1995, 1998) argue 

that North Korea's reform measures, includmg the enactment of a 1984 joint ventures law 

and its supplementary laws and the establishment of a speciai economic zone in 1991, 

were unsuccessfûl. The results of this economic opening policy, in the critics' opinion, 

were far b e h d  North Korea's original target because of such udavorable business 

en vironment issues as poor infrastructure, irrational excbange rate, restriction on domes tic 

practices of foreign corporations and hi& investment risk. They thought that these limited 

reform measures were not enough to attract foreign Uivestment in a highly cornpetitive 

global market. Considering the economic ascent of China after Deng's market-oriented 

ec onomic re form, Cntic s emphasize the necessity of comprehensive reforms, uicluding 

rehabilitation of property nghts, privatization of state-owned enteprises and trade 

liberalization as the f ~ s t  elements in overcoming the current economic mculties of 

North Korea. They also posit that fiindamental reforms and the transition to a market 

economy, which may have jeopardired the existmg socialist system, were hmdered by 

political considerations during the leadenhip succession and the survival of the North 

Korean regime. 

in this section, we have Looked at the main propositions of neo-classical perspective 

and neo-classical interpretations of North Korean development foinid in the literature of 

North Korean studies. As mentioned in the section on problem setting, maiysis of the 

North Korean developrnent by neeclassical scholars has helped shed light on the 

characteristics of the North Korean economy. As the mainstream view on the North 



Korean economy, the neo-classical explanation helps to cla* the economic mechanisms 

of North Korea's present economic situation It is also noteworthy that shidies done 

within this North Korean scholarship have greatly contributed to the advancement of a 

relatively underdeveloped literature of Noah Korean studies. Nonetheless it should be 

recognized that the neo-classical perspective has focused principally on the structural 

problems of North Korea's economic and political system. The neo-classical perspective 

tends to examine the shortcomings of the central planning system and the inefficiencies of 

North Korea's autarkic system. Since this perspective deals in greater detail with 

domestic factors causing a deteriorathg North Korean economy, it can be said that the 

neo-classical perspective pays too much attention to the intemal aspect of North Korean 

development . Consequently, studies based on the neo-classical perspective seem to 

larçely ignore the extemal (intemational) factors in the economic trajectory of No& 

Korea. Aiso. regardmg the heavy criticism for North Korea's inward-onented 

de vel opment strategy , it can be argued that the neo-classical perspective overemphas Yes 

the benefits of international trade and foreign investment. It cm be said that this 

penpechve views the international economic system as playùig a mostly positive role in a 

nation's development. 

Since mainstream scholars of North Korean studies assert that North K m ' s  

domestic policy of self-reliance (Juche) has been attnbuted to the non-participation in 

international markets, their argument or assertion about the positive e ffects of international 

participation failed to address the important issue of how international and historical 

factors have affected North Korea's decisionmaking in pursuing an hward-oriented 



development strategy and have influenced its i n t e d  process of economic developrnent. 

In patticular, this perspective largely ignores how the political support and hostility of the 

superpowers during the Cold-War innuenced the development path of North Korea. In a 

broader aspect, neo-classical assumptions and prescriptions for the former socialis t and 

Third World countries in ment years have also been criticized for the negative impact of 

economic Liberaluation such as falluig living standards and social diuuptions. Critics 

(e . g ., Chossudovsky 1 997) argue that neo-classical "reform programs" have conmiuted 

little to the recovery of these economies, provmg this through the use of empirical 

evidence of deteriorating socioeconomic coaditions. Why some developing corntries 

adopting the outward-onented development strategy have not tangibly benefited from the 

i ntemat ional integration of their economic ac tivities through trade and foreign investment, 

in contradiction to the predictions of neotlassical perspective, can also be questioned. 

Having recoguzed the problerns in the dominant view of No& Korean economy, it is 

necessaxy to survey alternative views. 

2. Alternative Views 

Many perspectives on Third World development have evolved during the last five 

decades. But in order to establish an appropriate theoretical bais for the research 

questions, this thesis wdl review the presuppositions and main arguments of three 

perspectives that have focused on the d e  of extemal (international) factors for the 

development of a national economy. 



The Neo-Marxist Perspective 

Originally a critique of modemization theory, neo-Marxist theory emerged fiom the 

radical intellectuai tradition to describe the dnWig force behind the economic 

bac kwardness of the Third World and to explain why Third World countries have not been 

able to achieve the capitalist developrnent of Westem Europe and North America (Hunt 

1989, 1 62-1 63; Packenham 1992, 7-14). Contmy to modemization theory, which points 

to intemal (domestic) factors as the main causes of economic problems in the Third World, 

neo-hl-ts emphasize that the underdevelopment and economic stagnation facing the 

Third World has been caused by such external factors as foreign domination in its 

economies and unfavorable international markets. Aiîhough strongiy duenced by 

Marxism and Leninism, neo-Marxists dSer fiom the early Marxists whose analysis was 

predicated on the idea that the imperialist petration of Western capitalism would remove 

obstacles of capitalist development m the Third World and that, consequently, the colonial 

economies would develop themselves mto fuily-industialized ones (Martinussen 1997, 

85-86; Blomstrom and Hettne 1987, 28-29, 35-38). Neo-Marxists consider colonialism 

and imperialism as having blocked the possible economic development of Third World 

c o d e s  since the emergence of "a capitalist world economy" in the 16& century 

(Blomstorm and Hettne 1987, 68; Hunt 1989, 173). Since the colonial powers brought 

Third W orld countries into the capitalist world economy, advanced capitalist nations 

(espec ially Spain, Great Britain and the United States) have exploited the Thud World for 

their continuou capitalist development and industrializaticm through various means of 

exchange and military enforcement. Thus, neo-Maxis6 focus on a range of unequal and 



dependent relationship between two kinds of nations, generally described as tenter/ 

periphery (or metropolisl satellite). Neo-ManUsts argue that Third World countries have 

suffered fiom economic underdevelopment because of the steady transfer of economic 

surplus - intended to be reinvested in the Third World to promote its economic 

development - frorn "the periphery" to "the centef' withm the h e w o r k  of the world 

capitalist system. 

Leading neo-Marxists, such as Frank, Emmanuel and Amin, generally share "the 

development of underdevelopment" notion, whch suggests that development in Third 

World countries is directly uihibited by dependency on extemal powers. Frank, the 

pioneer of this notion, strongiy refutes the notion that underdevelopment in the Third 

World is caused by intemal economic conditions, stating that underdevelopment is not due 

to the survival of archaic institution and the existence of capital shortage m 

[underdeveloped] regions" (1 972% 8). He instead focuses on the surplus exploitation and 

appropriation fiom underdeveloped countries to advance capitalist countries, which has 

resulted in the continuous development of rich countries and the continuous 

underdevelopment of poor countries (Frank 1972a, 6-7; Larrain 1987, 1 16). To make 

things worse, the monopolistic and hierarchical structure of the global capitalkt system 

explains that the maximization of surplus extraction by the advmced capitalist countries 

occurred through "unequal exchange" relations. Thus, Frank stresses that, despite the 

Third World's political independence in the 20' century, a large portion of the economic 

surplus generated in the 'Iliird World continued a move to the monopolistic capitalists in 

developed countries: 



When we examine this metropdis-satellite structure, we find that each of the satellites, including MW 
underdeveloped Spain and Portugal, serves as an instrument to swk capital or economic surplus outnfits 
own satellites and to channel part of this surplus to the world metroplis of which ail are satelCites. 
Moreorer. each national and local metropolis m e s  to Unpose and maintah the mouopolistic süwtucoed I 

exploitative relationship of this system.. . . .as long as it serves the interests of the metropolis which take 
advantage of this global, national, and local structure to promote their own development anâ&e I 

enrichment of their ruiing classes (Frank 1 969,607). 

For neo-Mancists, foreign trade and investment under dependency conditions are the 

key factors behind surplus exploitation in Third World countries. While criticizing 

Ricardo's theoxy of comparative advantages, n e o - M e t s  argue that the basic pattern of 

Th ird W orld production and export specialization - where labor-intensive primary 

commodities are exchanged for capital-intensive industrial products - has been adverse to 

the interests of Third World corntries. As weU, in their view, the foreign investments in 

primary commodities and the labor-intensive industries of Third World countries are 

largely associated with the outfiow of economic surplus to advanced capitalist commes m 

suc h foms as profit re patriation, dividends, interest payments and royalties (Martmussen 

1 997,9 1-92; Hunt 1989, 1 80-1 83; Larrain 1989, 133-134). B a d  on theu observation of 

surplus exploitation, neo-Marxists raise a question about the role of a national bourgeoisie 

class in the midst of unequai and dependent economic situations. They conclude that the 

dominant economic class in the Third World - including landowners, merchants and other 

econornic elites - is no longer an important social force m promoting autonomous national 

development because its members are more concemed with their traditional and 

monopolistic position, one tied to foreign forces (Frank 1972b, 5; Hunt 1989, 176). At 

this juncture, neo-Marxists believe that the capitalist system is unable to generate real 

development ; instead i t leads to stagnation and economic underdevelopment in the Third 

World. Because contmuous contact with world capitalism is hmdering fiinire 



development of Third World countries, Neo-Marxists recotnmend delinking fkom the 

capitalist world economy through a socialist revolution and an economic autarky policy in 

order to minimize foreign control of Third World indusmes and thereby achieve 

independent national development (Martinussen 1997, 89; Hunt 1989, 1 7 1 ). Although 

proponents of neo-Mvlanust theory did not provide a detailed description of socialist 

development strategy and self-reliant mode1 in the Third World, some neo-Manrists 

insinuate that the Soviet-type system and industrialkition 1s an apt mode1 for harnessing 

Third World countnes' capacity for autonomous and sustained development. 

As a popular anâlytical approach on the c a w s  and consequences of Third World 

development (or underdevelopment) in the late 1 %û7s and throughout the 197OYs, the neo- 

Marxist perspective contributed to theoretical debates in the academic study of 

development. During the heyday of the neo-Marxist perspective, and further inûuenced 

by the writings of neo-Mamists, a few scholars on North Korea took the position that 

North Korea had been able to achieve autonomous development through a radical socialist 

revolution and a delinking from the capitalist world economy. The contributions of Byong 

Sik Kim (1970) and Brun and Hersh (1976) were good examples of neo-Mancist 

application to the North Korean economy. Given the fact of North Korea's rapid 

economic growth until the mid- 1970's, both of these 1970's studies viewed the economic 

achievement of North Korea as proving that the self-reliant development strategy is 

possible. These studies also asserted that the elimrnation of foreign mterests in the 

economy through the socialkation of production means helped North Korea's economic 



management systems - the Chongsanri Method and the Daean Work System - to 

facilitate both agicultural and industrial growth. 

However, during the last few decades, neo-Marxist propositions have received harsh 

criticism from both orthodox Mancists and non-Manrists. Critics have argued tbat the 

dependency analysis of neo-Mamis& overemphasized exploitative and unequal 

relationships between "the center" and 'the periphev" through ambiguous and insufkient 

analysis of the exchange mechanism. Since the neo-Mancist perspective placed a great 

emphasis on the role of extemal factors in shaping the development path of Third World 

countries. others blame neo-Manllsts for overlooking the intemal dynamics of national 

economies such as social class relations, the emergence of the entrepreneurial class, 

production relations and the possibility of indigenou capital accumulation. The ne* 

M m i s t  argument that unequal exchange in intemational trade and surplus exploitation by 

transnational CO rporations led to stagnation and underdevelopment in the peripheral 

counmes becarne irrelevant because the East Asian NICs have undergone capitalist 

development through the use of foreign investmenf technology and trade. Along with 

rapid economic growth of the East Asian MCs, the serious economic problems and the 

collapse of the socialist bloc countries at the end of the 1980's raised a challenge to the 

neo-Mancis t position: the impossibility of capitalist development in the Third World under 

the contemporary capitalist world system and the possibility of socialist development. 

indeed, it can be argued that neo-Marxist ignored the problems of socialist development. 

Consequently, in the dependency debate of neo-Marxists, there is a neglect of the so- 

called "Soviet dependence'' within the socialist bloc. The neo-hlarxists advocating the 



autarchy of the socialist countries ignorecl the polihcal and economic support of the Soviet 

Union (and China) to its socialist d i e s  during the Cold-War as well as the impact of the 

relationship of the capitalist countries on the intemal process of socialist development. In 

sum, arguing that the economic problems in Thud World countries are denved fiom the 

center-periphery relationships within the capitalist world system, neo-Marxist perspective 

helped to show the importance of extemal factors in the individual national development. 

Nevertheless, it is obvious that neo-Marxist took an extreme position. Their pessimistic 

deteminism on the capitalist development of developing countries in hindsight can be 

seen to be misplaced. The neo-Marxist solution to Third World problems - autonomous 

and seif-reliant socialist development - is problematic since the experience of fomer 

Soviet bloc countries have shown that they were heavily affected by such chmgmg 

international situations as the world economic recession in the 1970's and the emergence 

of conservative leadership in the West in the early 1 980's. Hence it is necessary to review 

moderate perspectives in order to grasp the interaction between the extemal and intemal 

factors on Third World economic development. 

The Dependent Development Perspective 

in the 1970's, contrary to the expectatiom of the earlier dependency theorists (neo- 

Marxists), some Third World countries, such as Brazd, Taiwan and South Korea, achieved 

rapid economic growth while pursuing the outward-oriented development strategy. ln the 

wake of the emergence of Newly Industridizing Countries (NICs), the underdevelopment 

notion of neo-Marxists became problematic because it could not provide a theoretical 

fiamework for explainin8 the economic phenornenon of these countries. In the process of 



interpreting the possibility of development in the Third Worlà, two perspectives fiom the 

dependency tradition - &pendent developrnent and world-system perspective - begaa to 

appear in Third World development literature. 

Cardoso is a key contributor to the fomulation of the model of dependent 

development. He views dependency situation in a different way fiom neo-Manllsts, 

rej ect ing the fo Uo wing main notions : that extemal forces cause underdevelopment and 

stagnation; that indigenous capitahsts do not contribute to development; and that capitalist 

developrnent is not feasible in the Third World (Cardoso in Kay 1989, 137; Martinussen 

1997. 95). Considering that the dominant class ailiance based on natiodism in some 

Latin Amencan countrîes played a progressive role in achieving economic growth and 

industridization, Cardoso argues that extemal forces are not a determining but rather a 

conditioning factor of Third World development. V-g degrees of dependence and 

development within the context of Third World economies exist becaw the intemal 

political, social and economic reactions to the uifluence of extemal factors among Third 

World countnes are diverse (Cardoso in Martinussen 1997, 94; Hunt 1989, 2 14). Thus, 

based on his observations of the different dependency expenences among Latin Arnerican 

countnes, he attempts to examine? in more specific and empincal fasluon, how the 

relationship between extemal forces and intemal dyoamics affect national development, 

opposing the idea of constnictùig "a general dependency theory" that applies to the entire 

Third World. Cardoso considers that the changes in the world capitalist system, such as 

increased c ompetition among transnational corporations, "intemationalization of 

consumption patterns" and the strengthened bargainins power of some developing states, 



provide oppomities for a nwnber of 

"associated-dependent development" 

developing counûies 

Although this style 

to undergo die process of 

of development does not 

necessarily take into consideration economic sustauiability and the importance of incorne 

distribution, for Cardoso, increasmg multinational capital investment to Thnd World 

counûies that possesses the involvement of state and indigenous capitalists in capital 

accumulation could possibly lead to economic growth. 

The mechanism and structural limitations of "dependent development" are discussed 

in detail in Evan's analysis (1979) of Brarilian deveiopment. Evans argues that 

"dependent development is a speciai instance of dependency" (1 979,32). In his view, the 

emergence of the "triple alliance" among multinational corporations, the state and 

indigenous capitalists makes dependent development possible. The relations among the 

three partners in the alliance contam the mutual benefits, as well as intemal tensions, 

because they pursue their own interests and objectives (1979; 34-50). ûnven by new 

technological innovations and heightened cornpetition, transnational corporations move 

much of their manufachuing production, from textile to electronics and automobiles, to 

some Third World countries in order to take advantage of cheap labor, raw materials 

and/or large domestic markets in these counûies. Although the prime objective of their 

global strategy is the maximization of profits, accordmg to Evans, transnational 

corporations share their profits with local partners to secure their local and global 

activities. However, transnational corporations use capital-intensive technology Ui export 

industries whch is inappropriate to a host country's industriai structure and creates a dual 

economic smicture. They also invest maidy in consumer and luxury goods to be 



consumed by the upper income classes (1979, 34-38). Although the exports of 

manufactured goods increases, there is large traàe imbalance because trade basicdy relies 

on pnmary exports and the imports of capital go&. Therefore, Evans posits diat the role 

of transnational corporations in Thvd World corntries is both beneficial and problematic. 

With respect to the state in the triple alliance, Evans considea the state in the niird 

World as the centrai actor in promoting economic development, saying that "If classic 

dependence was associated with weak states, dependent development is associated with 

the strengthening of strong states in the semi-periphery. The consolidation of state power 

may even be considered a prerequisite of dependent development" ( 1 979,11). Accordmg 

to Evans, through strengthening their bargaining power with multinationals and domestic 

capitalists, strong States in the semi-periphery - many of them emerging out of military 

coups - start to take advantage of their political and economic position in the development 

process (1979, 290). Coming into power lacking political legitirnacy, strong states, 

backed up by the military apparatus and the technocrats, commit themselves to "the 

normalization of the economy" in order to solid* their politicai power (O'Domefl 1979, 

292). However, despite economic growth, dependent development also leads to 

undes irable consequence S. To create a favorable climate for the activities of transnational 

and domestic corporations, severe politicai repression and labor control have accompanied 

dependent development. The experience of dependent development shows a reduction of 

real wages, increasing inequality in income dktnbution and large unemployment More 

significantly, according to Evans, although the role that the state and indigenous capitalists 

play in creating conditions for economic development is very impottan& Third World 



development is larg ely "conditioned b y" the international economic system. Evans points 

out that economic growth under conditions of dependent development is strongly 

uifluenced by such extemd factors as the interests of transnational corporations and 

changes in international relations (1987, 220-223). Since capitalist development in the 

Third World is interrelated with the dynamics of extemal forces, Evans suggests that 

dependent development has Uiherent htations: 

Dependent development is viable only if it has support h m  the larger system of imperialism The a i re  
success of the dependent development is predicated on multinationals willing to invest, international 
bankcrs willing to extend crcdit, and other corntries willing to consume an ever incrcasmg volwne of 
[Third Worid] exports. ... Like classic dependence, dependent development will eventuaily reach its 
tirnits ... (Evans 1979,290). 

The World-System Perspective 

Some important research questions of dependent development writers, such as the 

economic differences arnong nations and the mobility of a nation's position within the 

world capitalist system, have been M e r  developed and elaborated within the world- 

sy stem perspective, whch particularly highhghts the dynamcs of the capitalist world 

economy. The pioneer of this perspective is Wallerstein (1 979, 1983), who developed the 

basic concepts of world-system andysis. At the heart of his contributions is the 

formulation of the semi-periphery concept. Questionmg the bimodel fiamework of the 

earlier dependency school, Wderstem divides the capitalist world economy into three 

zones: the "core," "semi-periphery" and "periphety" (1979, 68-72). Accordmg to 

Wallersteiq semi-peripheral countries are located between the core, with its advanced 

economies, and the periphery, with its ~~~derdeveloped economies and technologies. 

Semi-peripheml countries contain complex features drawn fiom these two opposites 



( Amgh i and Drangel 1 986, I 1 - 1 2). W illun the capitalkt world economy , semi-peripheral 

countries engage in economic activities found in the middle ground between the core and 

the periphery , specializing in certain labor-intensive industries, which compete against the 

hgh-wage production of the core, and in certain capital- and techaological-intensive 

industries, which cornpete against the cheap labor-based products of the periphery 

(Wallerstein 1979,70-71; Shannon 1989,28-34; Chase-Dunn 1990,2-3). Because of their 

"mix of core-peripheral activities," semi-peripheml countries have benefited economicaiiy 

from usmg theû comparative advantage. 

The semi-periphery concept, which provided a theoretical base for the possibdity of 

economic development in the Third World, was reuiforced by another concept of the 

world-sy stem perspective : upward and downward mobility witiun the world economy . 

Through increasing the economic and/or political power of states, new serni-peripheral 

countnes (and core countries) c m  emerge from the periphery even though the possibilities 

for such upward movements are fairly rare. Wallerstein presents three strategies, any one 

of which a country can adopt, which can lead a state to achieve semi-periphed status: 

"the strategy of seizing the chance, the strategy of promotion by invitation, and the 

strategy of self-reliance" (1979, 76). With respect to "the strategy of seking the chance:' 

Wallentein demonstrates that some peripheral corntries with a rich natual endowment or 

a large domestic market, such as China, Mexico and Brazil, c m  attempt to accelerate 

economic development through "aggressive state action that take advantages of the 

weakened political position of core couneies and the weakened economic position of 

domestic opponents of such policies" (1 979,77). The expansion of industrial production 



through import-substitution in Latin Amenca during the world depression of the 1930's is 

considered as a good example. With regard to "promotion by invitation," Wallerstein 

views that the favorable intemational environment created fiom the interests of core 

countries also allows W d  World countries to achieve economic development through 

foreign capital investment and technology transfer (1979, 79-81). Along with the 

intemationalization proc ess of capital, rishg labor cos& in advanced capitalist countries 

has led to the global activities of TNCs and the tendency for "decentralization of 

production," which pressures many manufachuing industries to move toward peripheral 

and semi-penpheml countries in order to take advantage of lower-wage labor. As a 

positive consequence of new industries transferred by TNCs, some peripheral countries - 

for instance, the East Asian NICs - have rapidly expanded their indusûiai capacity during 

the last few decades. Bu4 despite the benefits of foreign hvestmenb, in the world-system 

analysis, there is also the awareness of the negative consequences of foreign capital 

investment based on the international division of labor (e.g., Szentes 1982; Amghi and 

Drangel 1986). One example of these phenornena 1s direct labor control by the state in 

order to maintain pro fitability and labor productivity . To encourage more foreign capital 

and technology investmenf the state apparatus in the peripheral coumies, in conjunction 

with their capitalist class, has been used to tightly control labor costs and to maintam 

socio-economic stability. 

Regarding economic relationships in the world-system, Wallerstein, infiuenced by 

the notion of unequal exchange relations in neo-Marxist theory, argues that economic 

surplus in the Third World is transferred to core countries duough trade and other foms of 



capitalist exchange (1 979, 98). At the same the ,  although they do not have sufficient 

power to overcome the core's exploitation, 'Ihird World countries implement regdatory 

policies to prevent domestic markets from being penetrated by the activities of 

transnational corporations (1979, 99). Sharing the core's interests in keeping regional 

order, semi-penpheral countries exercise a certain extent of political and military power 

t O ward peripheml courmies within their regions . Thus, the world-sy stem perspective of 

Third World developrnent is generally neither pessimistic nor optimistic, but depends on 

the individual state's conditions and how it has chosen to act in international economic 

and political place (Wallerstein 1979'73). 

Based on their consideration of a long-historical time span and global scale analysis, 

Wallerstein and collaborators of his world-system analysis argue that "a single capitalist 

world-economy" has existed since the 16' cennily, when European merchant capital 

spread throughout al1 peripheral countries. Therefore, from the world-system perspective, 

althouçh socialist states have corne far in theù pursuit of self-reliance, they remain part of 

"a capitalist world-economy." Indeed, socialist states belong in either the semi-periphery 

or the penphery, uistead of delinking fiom the capitalist wodd economy or creating the 

socialist world-econornic system. According to world-system perspective, socialist- 

developmental strategies has been heavily affected by extemal facton since socialist 

countries continuously participate in the capitalist world market through trade and capital 

investment. Wallerstein regards that the creation of the socialist economies in the 20the 

century was limited because the economic activities of the socidist states were 

c ircumscribed by the capitalist world market and the antagonistic C old-W ar confrontation 



(Wallerstein in Block 1 990, 266). Furthemore, Wallerstein argues that "establishing a 

system of state ownership withm a capitalist world-economy does not mean estabiishing a 

socialist economy" (1979, 90). In spite of some disagreements about the nature of state 

socialist economies w i t h  the world-system school Wallerstein's notion that socialist 

States in the 20" century remain m a single world-economy, which is dominated by 

capitalist states, has been supported and extended by Chase-Dunn (1982, 1990) and other 

world-system analysts. However, attempts by world-system analysts to situate socialist 

states within the capitalist world economy has been criticized for neglecting "actually 

existin; socialisrn" in socialist states. The world-system perspective has also been 

criticized for sirnplieing the various differences among Third World countries and for 

isgonnç the role of intemal facton in development. 

IV. Theoreîical Framework for the Thesis 

We have reviewed various debates that have taken place in development literature. 

As mentioned earlier, among the reviewed four penpectives used to explain the dynamics 

of development, the neo-classical perspective has been given the most credibility by 

mainstream scholars on North Korea. Nonetheless, this thesis fmds that the neo-classicai 

explmations of the path of the North Korean economy remain ùicomplete because they 

give too much attention to the internal aspect of North Korean development. An 

alternative view based on the neo-Manrist perspective also appears to emphasize only 

certain aspects. Although the neo-Manrist perspective sheds light on the role of external 

(international) facton in the internal processes of development (and mderdevelopment), 



the North Korean style of socialism and its present economic problems do not seem to 

conform to the propositions of neo-Marxism. Thus, even though these two perspectives 

examined above are valid to some degree in their explmation of North Korea's 

development path, they do not sufficiently take into accomt the impact of the international 

system on the intemal economic development of North Korea. 

Given the inadequacy of the previous two approaches, dus thesis finds that the 

dependent development and world-system perspectives are quite usefbl for examuiing the 

relationship between the economic performance of North Korea and the dynarnics of the 

international system. In fact, the literature on the North Korean development as seen kom 

the dependent development perspective is very rare since diis perspective has emerged 

from the experience of Latin Amencan coumies, with a focus on the nature of 

de pen denc y and the possibility of capitalist development in the Latin Amenca context. 

Indeed, liberal scholarship on North Korea has been reluctant to interpret the economic 

trajectory of North Korea f?om a dependent development perspective, considering this 

perspective part of radical (Marxist) discourse. This thesis recognizes that dependent 

deve loprnent perspective does not have enough relevance to analyze the socialist 

deveiopment experience in North Korea. It is clear that the theoretical issues raûed by 

dependent development perspective are not designed for explainhg a mode1 of socialist 

development. Rather, it discusses the mechanisms and consequences of capitalist 

development. This perspective has also focused to a large extent on the intemal-extemal 

linkages through transnational corporations (TNCs), the role of which has been minimized 

in North Korean development smce the birth of the socialist regime. However, despite its 



mherent limitations, the dependent development perspective provides several w o r h g  

ideas for the thesis; namely that the economic fùnctions and structures of individual 

coun tries are condit ioned by international (extemal) forces; and there exis t diverse 

situations of dependence in the international system. Thus, this perspective helps to 

examine how changes in the international system have affect4 North Korea's 

developrnent path in both negative and positive contexts. It helps to explain how North 

Korea achieved rapid economic growth during the early decades through heavy 

dependence on the Soviet Union and other socdist countries which were supplymg 

military and economic aid. As well, the dependent development perspective is helpful for 

creating an understanding of the relationship between North Korea and the capitalist world 

economy afier North Korea established economic links with non-socdist countries in the 

late 1960's. Nonetheless, it is clear that, at the theoretical level, the experience of the 

North Korean economy should be examined as a modified fom of dependent development. 

This is because North Korea's "Soviet dependence" and relations with capitalist countries 

differ from the centedperipheral relationships among capitalist corntries identifed by the 

dependent development theorists. 

In addition, the world-system perspective provides a theoretical bais  for interpreting 

the position of North Korea in the internatio~liil system. Although its overlooking of 

socialist modes of production and existing socialist feahires m socialist countries has been 

problematic, the world-system perspective does help support the argument the socialist 

path of North Korea has b e n  profoundly influenced by the international (extemal) factors. 

Since the world-system perspective identifies the problems of socialist development in the 



context of the capitalist world economy, it helps to dustrate how certain lmfavorable 

factors in the international environment have hindered North Korea fiom pursuing its own 

developrnent strategies. Also, this perspective contributes to the explanation of how the 

Nonh Korean state reacted to the Cold-War environment and implemented its 

polihcaYeconomic policies in response to changes in the international system. This 

perspective also requires an examination of how the political and m i l i m  dynarnics of the 

Cold-War superpowers' interests in the Korean peninsula contributed to the econornic 

development and problems of North Korea. Drawing support fiom some propositions of 

the world-system perspective, t h  thesis can argue that the North Koran economy has not 

been able to function independently of the changing international situation even though 

North Korea punued a self-reliant economy. The world-system perspective can be used to 

explain North Korea's trade relations with the West and its consequent trade imbalance 

and foreign debt de fault in the 1 970's. This perspective is also useful in understanhg the 

ongoinç econornic dificulties of North Korea following the collapse of the Soviet bloc 

countnes. In conclusion, the purpose of this thesis is not to apply an existing development 

theory to the econorny of North Korea. Although the two perspectives examined above do 

not Mly explain the economic trajectory of North Korea, these ideas constitute the 

theoretical fiamework for our study and guding prsiciple for the thesis because they do 

provide several useful working ideas for interpreting the economic situation of North 

Korea. 



V. Thesis Statement 

The development course of North Korea has been shaped by extemal forces. The 

changes in the intemationaüregional system have been a determinhg factor in 

conditioninç the North Korean development. Despite the North Korean regime's 

persistent emphasis on economic self-reliance, its economy has been greatly affected by 

the changing Cold-War environment. The impact of the changing international situations 

on the North Korean economy bas been both beneficial and detrimental. North Korea 

took advantage of the early stages of Cold-War alliances and cornpetition during the 

postwar rehabilitation period. However, some changes in internationalkegional system 

have resulted in negative effects to North Korea's economic development In particular, 

Ihe disruption of the North Korean economy in the 1990's is largely linked to the end of 

the global Cold-War. 

VI. Methodology 

The basic approach and analytical n;miework for this thesis is based on a 

s tnicturalist perspective on economic and political development . This thesis focuses on 

how the changing interaction between North Korea and the international political and 

economic system has affecteci Noah Korea's economic development in both a beneficiai 

and detrimental fashion. Gwen the focus of the thesis, a smictural analysis at both the 

national and international levels helps to elucidate the dynamic Mages between North 

Korea and world political and economic changes. As well, since international factors 

played an important role in shaping the development processes of North Korea during the 



Cold-War, focus on the extemai dimension of North Korean development should move 

beyond the problematic analytical fhmewodr of mainstream North Korean lesearchers 

working with neo-classical assumptions. 

Along with a structurai approach, Uiis thesis employs an historical research rnethod 

in order to avoid the abstractions mherent in a structural approach. In this, the thesis 

adopts the perspective of Femand Braudel and presents a combination of structural and 

historical analy sis. The his torical approach also prevents this thesis from becoming 

subject to the flawed interpretation that is occasionally found in the case studies that 

merely ernploy short-term perspective or pure econometric analysis. The historical 

approach, based on the contemporary context of North Korea, reduces the possibility of 

igioring unique aspects of the economic trajectory experienced by North Korea during the 

last five decades. The weaknesses of historical analysis, especidy subjective and less 

sy stemat ic description, are compensated for by the previously mentioned structurai 

approach. 

With respect to data collection on North Korean developrnent, this thesis uses both 

primary and secondary materials dealing with the subject in both English and Korean. 

Statis hcal data of the North Korean economy are drawn fkom previous studies found in 

books, reports and joumals. Since ths thesis looks at the long-term pedormance and 

results of the North Korean economy, it has paid little attention to the growuig literahire 

dealing with such non-economic issues as human nghts, environmentai problems, culture 

and the nuclear issue. 



When considering &ta-gathering tasks for North Korea, it should be noted here that 

there are some mculties in studying and understanding the North Korean economy in 

depth. First, this thesis &ta lacks North Korea's official documentary sources. Until the 

mid- 1 9 70' s, the North Korean govemment occasiody released detailed economic 

figures. However, it has not published national economic statistics since the late 1970'~~ 

when North Korea faced an economic slowing-dom. indeed, North Korea has not joined 

most international and regiod economic organizations, such as the MF, the World Bank 

and the Asian Development Bank, even though it becarne a member of the United Nations 

in 1991. In this connection, economic statistics and information on North Korea are not 

available through the official publications of these international organizations. As well, 

al thou& there are several publications of govemment-affiliated organs m North Korea, 

such as the Nodong Sinrnun (Workers' Newspaper) and the Minju Choson (Democratic 

Korea), it has been almost impossible to access these publications fkom this region. 

Second, without North Korea's ofTicial documentary sources, this thesis is based 

instead on primary and secondary sources published in South Korea, Europe and North 

Arnerica. By referring to official No& Korean statistical &ta, available until the mid- 

19703, and making estimates of its economic performances, some scholars and 

researches have examined North Korea's economic development and problems. in spite 

of a low issue rate, a few academic journals and magazines, including Asion Perspective, 

Journal of Conternpomry Asia, Korea and World Aflairs and Far Eastern Economic 

Review, have continuously included articles dealing with the North Korean economy and 

its development policies. Also, several govemmental and coprate orgarhtiom, such as 



the Bank of Korea, the National Unification Board of the South Korean government and 

the Economic Intelligence Unit in London, have provided estimates on the North Korean 

econornic performance for researchers on North Korea. Under these cùcumstances, this 

thesis makes use of a few primary materials published by South Korean govemment and 

institutions in South Korea and abroad, while it refers to some officia1 North Korean 

statistics found in secondary sources. In most cases, this thesis relies on secondary 

analysis of data collected and presented in documentary and academic studies. 

However, this thesis fuids that statistical &ta and economic estimates developed by 

researchers - both individuals and institutions - sometimes differ arnong themselves and 

from the official figures of North Korean govemment. Thus, it is unclear whether 

estimates f?om researchers outside of North Korea or officd North Korean statistics 

accurately indicate the real economic situation in North Korea. Because of this, this thesis 

cannot be free fiom a question of reliability as to its data. However, notwithstanding the 

given limitation of gathering highly-reliable data, ths thesis cannot be conducted without 

using the donnation and estimates fond in the previous studies. Hence, this thesis pays 

carefùl attention to the &ta used in order to collect relatively accurate &ta dealing with 

the North Korean economy. This is achieved by careful cross-checking of data sources. 

Third, dong with the problems of data reliabiîity, ideological bias in the iiterature on 

North Korean studies makes the task of ths thesis - exploring the North Koresn economy 

- dficult. uI fact, under the Cold-War environment, it was ditncult to observe the 

development path of socialist North Korea objectively. A number of previous studies on 

North Korea before the 1990's seem to have been published as an instrument for political 



propaganda and economic race between North Korea and South Korea during the Cold- 

War era. Given the fact that previous studies were hampered by ideological constraht, it 

is coincidental that some proportion of the literature on North Korea is based on anti- 

cornmunist and anti-North Korean consciousness, whereas some proportion reflects North 

Korean political propaganda. With regard to methodological tasks, therefore, it should be 

stressed that this thesis intends to avoid an analysis of the rivalry cornpetition between two 

Korean states. In addition, this thesis approaches the topic with as much neutral 

objectivity as possible under the circumstances that include my own nationality (South 

Korean). In an effort to overcome ideological constraints, information that has been 

constnicted for the purpose of political propaganda will be eliminated. 

VIL The Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter One introduces the problem setting, 

the literature review, the theoretical fiarnework, the methodology and the thesis statement. 

Chapter Two presents the conditions created in the Japanese colonial era and in the 

penod of the Korean partition by the United States and the Soviet Union in order to 

demonstrate the uifluence of international factors on the early development process of 

North Korea. 

Chapter Three examines the relationship between the economic performance of 

North Korea and the dynamics of the international system during North Korea's economic 

ascension period. The ht section focws on land reform and the nationahtion of 

industries under Soviet auspices throughout the liquidation period, from 1945 to 1947. 



The second section reveals how the North Korean regime laid the foundation for a 

socialist economy during the war-rehabilitation and sociali7fition period., nom 1948 to 

1960. indeed, this section addresses North Korea's dependence on Soviet economic and 

military aid in the 1950's. The third section discusses the heavy-industrialkation and self- 

reliant poiicy during the frst Seven-Year Plan period (1961-67) and its three-year 

extension, as well as the negative impact of increased military expenditures on economic 

growth. This section also shows how, in the 1960's, certain factors in the international 

environmen4 such as the Sino-Soviet conflic4 the emergence of Park's military regime 

( 1961 - 1979) in South Korea and U.S. intervention in the Vietnam War, uifluenced North 

Korea' economy. 

Chapter Four explores how changes in the international system have afliected North 

Korea's development path in negative ways during the pend  of economic decline. The 

f ~ s t  section highlights North Korea's trade relations with West during the early 1 WO's, 

while the second section discusses economic stagnation fiom the late 1970's in accordance 

with trade imbalances and foreign debt default. This section then presents North Korea's 

unsuccessîul attempt at economic openness, as introduced by the joint ventures law of 

1984. The last section endeavours to determine the economic difficulties of North Korea 

in the 1990's following its diplornatic isolation and the coilapse of the socialist bloc. This 

section also examines North Korea's economic structural problems. 

In Chapter Five the fmduigs of the thesis are summarized and conclusions in relation 

to the thesis of the study are drawn. 





Chapter Two 
Political and Economic Conditions Prior to the lnception of 

North Korea: the Impact of External Forces 
on Early Korean Development 

If Korea, at the end of the 19' century? had been able to overcome threats of 

imperialist powers with intemal strength, and therefore escape 36 years of Japanese 

colonial rule, the development path of Korea throughout the 2om century would have been 

rnarkedly different fiom what the two Koreas actually experienced under their respective 

development systems. Without going that far back Uito hstory, if the United States and 

the Soviet Union had foliowed a different course for safeguarding Korean independence 

and unification at the end of World War II, the Korean tragedy - the nation's division and 

the formation of two hostile govemments - could have ken avoided, and a unified 

Korean state might have pursued entirely different political and economic patterns. It is 

clear that the value of hypothesizing about the past is, at best, questionable. No one 

knows whether Korea's current situation would be better or worse if the two key events 

mentioned above had not taken place in the Korean history. Nonetheless, the reason for 

hypothesizing about events created by extemal forces is to show just how important the 

legacy of colonial rule and Soviet-American confkontation in Korea's division were in 

shaping the political and economic systems of socialist North Korea. This chapter 

discusses the political and economic conditions created by Japanese colonial authorities 

and the two Cold-War superpowers pnor to the formal inception of the two separate 

Korean States in order to illustrate the early influence of extenial factors on the 

development process that North Korea has experienced over the 1s t  five decades. 



1. The Fa11 of the Choson Dynasty and the Emergence of 
the Japanese Imperhl Power in Korea 

Korea existed as a single, indcpendent and sovereign nation for many years since 

its unification in the 7the centiuy, possessing a homogeneous race, language and culture. 

The last traditional Korean state - the Choson Dynasty (13924910) - was based on the 

doctrines of Neo-Confucianism. in its early period, the Choson Dynasty developed a 

centralized administrative system and strengthened Korean civiluzation through 

institutional innovation and technologicd upgrading (K.B. Lee et al. 1990, 135; Cumhgs 

1997, 64-65). However, it became weaker in the course of the constant power struggle 

between the monarchy and the aristocracy Cyangban) and the endemic factional s tde  

arnong the aristocracy for dominant political power. Along with the Japanese invasions of 

the 1590's and the Manchu invasions in the middle of the 17" century, rampant 

bureaucratie corruption at both local and centrai levels exacerbated the declining 

capacities of the central govemment Aggravated by these poiitical problems, the Korean 

economy during the last two centuries of the Choson Dynasty was on the road to deche 

because of little investment and innovation. Although agncultural production grew 

through improved f m i n g  techniques and f m  management (K.B. Lee et al. 1990, 161), 

feudal land ownership and heavy taxes deteriorated the life of Korean peasants, resulting 

in mass poveq, starvation and peasant uprisings. Indeed, because Confùcian notions 

emphasized a hierarchical social structure and agricuitural activity, social mobility was 

restricted and commercial functions were discouraged during the Choson period (B.P. 

Kim 1992, 55). Thus, one could argue, in the modemization sense, that the Korean 

econorny pnor to Japanese d e  was traditional and did not bear such features of capitalist 



development as entrepreneurial motivation, market expansion and capital accumulation. 

Suffering fiom political stnrggîe and prolonged economic stagnation, the Choson Dynasty 

eventually revealed its dfficulty in managing intemal problerns and rnaintaining the 

defense capabilities in the 19' century. 

Prior to the amval of the Westem powers, China was the "Middle Kingdom" of 

East Asia. By acceptmg China's superior statu and its tributetrade system, the Choson 

Dynasty secured its own sovereignty within the Chinese-centered international order. As 

a consequence of its close association with China, Korea's foreign relationship with 

neighboring East Asian counmes was not active; d e r  the Japanese invasions at the end of 

l d h  century, for instance, Korea closed its doon to Japan. in the beginning of the lgn 

c e n w ,  its seclusion policy - which made Choson known as the "Herrnit Kuigdom" to 

Westerners - grew stronger when Westem merchant ships appeared off the Coast of Korea 

to demand trade. 

Up to the early 19' century, Northeast Asia had not been a major target of the 

Westem powers. Thus, China maintained its hegemony over the region and therefore 

interfered in Korea's internai &airs. However, China's dominant position, based on its 

military and cultural strmgth, soon became threatened by the intrusion of the Westem 

powers. After its defeat in the Opium War of 1839-1842 and the Arrow War of 1856- 

1858, China faced a sudden eclipse of its power in the region. While China declined, 

Japan began to emerge as a military and economic power in East Asia Although Japan 

experienced the humiliating history of gunboat diplomacy by American 'black ships" in 

the rniddle of the 1 9 ~  century, Japan successfully launched a modemization program 



through the Meiji Restoration of 1 868, adopting Western technology and institutions. In 

1876, with its military strength iucreased, Japan sufceeded in opening major Korean ports 

and forcing Korea to sign an unfair treaty. Similar treaties with the major Westem powers, 

such as the United States, Great Britain, Russia and France, followed in the early 1880's. 

From this point on, Korea became the object of bitter rivalry among imperiaiistic nations. 

Histoncally, by bordering on Manchuria and Siberia to the north and with the Sea 

of Japan to the south, Korea was considered as a buffer zone, one whch could jeopardize 

the security of its neighboring countries if one of these neighbors managed to bring Korea 

into its sphere of domination (A.C. Nahm 1973,19). In the late 19' centuiy, Korea7s three 

big neighbors - Japan, China and Russia - engaged in a stniggle for predominance in 

Korea along with severai ambitious Western powers. Chma tned to maintam its 

traditional hegemony over Korea. Russia mcreased its interest in the Korean penuisula, 

smce it was searching for warm-water ports in the Pacifk region. Japan also sought a 

colony in order to set the initial stage for imperid expansion and secure agncuitural 

supplies for its state-sponsored industrialization. Consequentiy, the growing imperid 

ambitions of Korea's three neighbors culminated in the Sindapanese War (1 894-1895) 

and the RussoJapanese War (1904-1905). As the victor of these two wars, Japan 

successfully eliminated China and Russia as rivals to Korea and at the same time obtained 

international consent from Western p w e d  for suzerainty over the peninsula (AC. Nahm 



1973, 30; K.B. Lee et al. 1990, 238; Oberdorfer 1997, 5). in 1910, despite strong 

opposition £kom the Korean people, Japan forcibly a ~ e x e d  Korea into its dominion, 

thereby making Korea a Japanese colony. From that point on, as it responded to the 

demands of the Japanese Empire, Korea moved dong the path of capitalist development 

during the colonial period, thereby beginning its integration into the international 

economic and political system. 

11. Legacy of Japanese Colonial Rule 

During the colonial period, corn 191 0 to 1945, Japan created a strong colonial state 

in Korea. Little doubt exists that Japanese transplanted a modern and highly centraiized 

administration in Korea, replacing the Confucian-oriented traditional govemment of Korea 

(H.  K. Kim 1 973; K.B. Lee et al. 1990). Lke Western colonizers, the primary concem of 

the Japanese colonial government was to maintain political control and en- the smooth 

operation of economic exploitation in the colonial temtory. In keeping with the general 

impenal pattern, the Japanese colonial bureaucracy, following the impenal desires of the 

home state, forced the integration of the Korean economy with the Japanese economy. 

Nonetheless, as Gann (1 984) and Cumings (1987) demonstrate in their respective 

' DuMg and immediately after the Russo-Japanese War, Japan received diplornatic recogmtion for its 
hegemony over Korea through the second Anglo-Japanese alliance (1905) and the secret Taft-Katsura 
Agreement (1905). The origins of the Anglo-Japanese diance (1902) are to be fomd in the common 
opposition against Russia's expansion in Asia Through reriewal of the Angldapanese alliance in 1905, 
Great Britain approved Japanese control over Korea in exchange for Japan's approval on British privileges 
in india. The Taft-Katsura Agreement of 1905 was a secret pact signeû by Japimese Rime Minister 
Katsura and Arnerican Secretary of War TaR The United States approved Japaa's colonization of Korea 
in retum for Japanos recognition of Amencan suzerain& over the Philippines (Kg. Lee et al. 1990,238; 
Cumings 1997). 



CO mparisons of Westem and Japanese colonialism, Japan' s colonial governrnent in Korea, 

in regards to its state capacity, was consi&rably stronger than those of its Western 

counterpa.. As s h o w  in the slogan of the Meiji era - fikoku kyohei (rich country, 

strong army) - the Japanese govemment possessed militaristic and authontarian 

characteristics (Takahashi 1968,89; Fukui 1992,202; A.C. Nahrn 1973, 18). Despite little 

experience in colonial administration (in Taiwan m 1899, Japan was able to establish a 

powerful state apparatus in Korea unparaiieled in European colonial systems, thanks to the 

home govemment's experience in consolidating political and military power through 

authoritarianism (S.P. Ho 1984, 351 ; H.K. Kim 1973). As well, unltke the colonial 

territories of the European irnperial powers, Korea was in close proximity to Japan. The 

geographical location of Korean territory provided Japan with an opporhniity to achieve a 

much geater degree of colonial authority (Cumings 1987). Aided by the authontarian 

political culture of Tokyo and the geograptucal advantage, Japanese authorities rapidly 

expanded the state bureaucracy from the very start of colonial d e .  Sources indicate that 

in 1937 about 246,000 Japanese bureaucrats (including Japanese m y  personnel) 

managed a Korea with a population of approxhately 2 1 million (Cumings 1997, 1 53). In 

corn parison to Westem colonial bureaucrats, the nurnber of Japanese colonial 

administrations in proportion to the Korean population is remarkably larger. Japanese 

colonial authonties were backed by a large military force in conjunction with colonial 

police (H.K. Kim 1973,43). All governon-general were either generals or admimls who 

convincingly suppressed the Korean resistance movement through police-state methods. 

Thus, during the colonial period, Korean society was ruthlessly govemed by Japanese 



authontarian d e 2 .  Beyond the polihcal and militaxy control it had over the colony, Japan, 

based on its assimilation poiicy and the state-sponsored Shinto religion, ûied to cultur& l 

amalgamate Korea mto Japan in an attempt to erase the Korean identity. To achieve the 

rapid social and cultural amalgamation of Korean nibjects, the Japanese implemented 

various assimilation programs, preventing social activities, banning the study of Korean 

history and punishing the use of the Korean language and Korean family names (see W.M. 

Dong 1 973; T.S. An l983,ZS). 

In Korean studies literature, a controversy has long existed about whether the 

Japanese colonial state had a rnodefnizing or exploitative d e .  There is no doubt that 

Korea expenenced considerable modemktion and economic growth during the colonial 

period. Nevertheless, it is argued that Korea went through a typical dependency phase 

because its economy was designed to satis@ the demands of the Japanese Empire. In the 

early half of the colonial era, economicaiiy, Korea fùnctioned as a supplier of staple food 

and industrial raw materials for Japanese industrialization (S.P. Ho 1 984; C.W. Kang 

1973). Taking advantage of industrial decline of Europe during World War 1 and the rapid 

capitalist expansion of the early 2 0 ~  century, Japan was able to extensively develop its 

economy, shown in the four-fold growth m industrial production and trade from 1 9 1 4 to 

19 18 (Takahashi 1968, 98). Japan badly needed suficient supplies of inexpensive rice 

' To show heir resistance to Japanese oppression and exploitation, many Koreans took part m a d -  
Japanese activities both at home and abroad Afkr the faihut of the Maich Fint  Independence Movement 
in 1919, the Korean Provisional Govemment-&Exile was estabiished in Shanghai. It headed the 
raistance movements to regain national sovereignty through Korean natioaaliît orgaaùatioa in Manchuria 
and the United States. Howvever, the intemationai community did w t  respond the Korean a@ for the 
world's help in fightmg aga& Iapanese militarian and colooialism and obtahing nationai independence 
because of its interest with Japan. 



and other agncultural commodities to accelerate industrialiaion and to suppress the 

increase of urban labor wages through imported agicultural goods (S.P. Ho 1984). From 

the beginning of Korea's mexation, Japan concentrated on increasing gram production in 

Ko rea, part icularly rice production, througti increased mate rial inputs and intensive 

cultivation. Japanese colonial authorities trmsferred new fming  techniques and 

expanded rural mEkastmcture fac ilities, including imgation and reservo irs, to increase fann 

production. In response to Japan's efforts, compound agncultural production grew at an 

average annual rate of about 1 -6 percent from 191 2 to 1936 (B.N. Song 1990, 39). Table 

I. 1 shows that nce production doubled between 1910-12 and 1939-41, averaging about 2 

percent per annum (Kuznets 1977, 14- 16). However, the benefits of Korea's increased 

agriculhiral output went m a d y  to Japan. This is because a huge proportion of the 

increased grain products was shipped to Japan to solve its own food shortage caused by 

rapid population growth and increased incornes. As shown in Table 1.1, rice exports from 

Korea to its metropolis increased drarnatically. According to one estimate, rice exports to 

Japan, accounting for 14 percent of production in 191 6-20, jwnped to 48 percent in 193 1 - 

35 (Brun and Hersh 1976, 48; Kuznets 1977, 14-1 5). Almost 90 percent of Korea's 

exports to the Japanese market und the mid 1930's were foodshiffs and other pnmary 

commodities. The colonial policy of grain exports resulted m food shortage problems of 

Korea - found in an actual decline in per capita gram consumption among Koreans (Table 

1.1 ) - and exploited Korean peasants. 

Moreover, by introducmg a series of registration program such as "The Decree of 

Land Survey" of 19 12, Japanese authoritiq t q ~ k  over much of the Korean farmland and 



sold it under favorable terms to land-hungry Japanese settlers and private land companies. 

Helped by the Govemment-General of Korea and the mental Development ~ o r n ~ a n ~ ' ,  

the nurnber of Japanese landowners increased rapidly, as did their land holhgs. Because 

of increasing Japanese land ownenhip, more and more small Korean famers lost theu 

lands and became either pure tenants or semi-tenants. The proportion of pure tenants in 

total f m  households rose From 29 percent in 191 3-1 7 to 56 percent in 1938 (Alam 1989, 

749). As other studies (J.S. Chung 1974, 4-5; S. M. Lee 1994, 28) on tenancy rates state, 

about 49 percent of total Korean peasants were pure tenants in 1943, while about 32 

percent lived as semi-tenants (see Table 1.2). In discussing the cadastral surveys and the 

land refoms conducted by the Japanese colonial administration, some studies based on the 

modemization tradition highlighted the weakening of the traditional landlord class 

(yzngban) and the rationalization of the traditional land tenure system, which provided a 

degree of achievement motivation and economic incentive for Korean f m e r s  to increase 

their productivity. In these studies, increased land and labor productivity helped to 

çenerate an agicultural surplus and dornestic swings, accelerating the rate of capital 

accumulation for future industrialization in Korea. It is tnie that the royal family of the 

Choson Dynasty was forced to relinquish its land-ownenhip to the powerful Govemrnent- 

General of Korea. However, there was continuity in the traditionai land-ownership 

3 Japan established the Onencal Development Company as the key instrument of controlling Korea's land 
in 1908. before the formal annedon of Korea The Japanese cobnial govemment, dong with the 
Oriental Development Company, initiated a national-wide land survey (The Decree of Land Survev) h m  
19 10- 19 18. Through this process, Japan seized 354,000 hectares of arable land and 9,163,000 hectares of 
forests, which was state-owned land or pmperties of the royal family. A lot of unidormed or illiîerate 
farmers lost their lands thiough inifamiliar ~eporting ~gulations during the land survey. As a cotlsequence 
of fardand seinire, the Onenta1 DeveIoprnent Company became the largest landowner in Korea 



patterns that were based on feudalistic exploitation (C umings 1 997, 1 5 1 ). By cooperating 

with the colonial govemmenf most Korean landlords kept their holdings and some even 

increased the size of their land through the gains of the traditional tenue system. Japanese 

authorities used traditional power of the Korean l d o r d  class in rural society and allowed 

the exploitative relations between linidlord and tenant to continue in order to achieve their 

pnmary objective of the colonial agncdturai policy : an increase in agncultural exports to 

Japan (K.B. Lee et al.1990, 265; Ciimings 1997, 151-152; S.P. Ho 1984). Under the 

exploitative nature of the feudalistic land system, Korean tenants had no choice but to pay 

hi& f m  rents and land taxes to both Japanese and Korean landlords, as hgh as 50-80 

percent of a farm's annul harvest (Kuznets 1997, 17; Brun and Hersh 1976, 45). Since 

most Korean peasants suffered severely under the colonial and feudalistic land system, 

many of them faced the undesirable situation of becorning agncultural laboren or 

migrating as laborers to Manchuria, Siberia and Japan to escape near-starvation at 

On the manufachiring side, it is said that Japan prornoted considerable 

indush-ialization in Korea by heavily investing in such manufachiring secton as metal, 

chernicals and machinety. To promote Korea's industrialization and economic 

development, it is also said that Japanese authorities contributed physical idkastructure, 

including port fachties, railroads, roads and bridges. The actual annual growth rate of the 

Korean economy during the colonial period is estimated to be about 4 percent, with the 

average actuai growth of rnanuf'acturing net product estimated at approximately 10 percent 

4 According to available data. by 1937, over one million displaced Korean peasants mïgrated to Manchuria 
and Siberia and o v a  haif a million Koream moved on to Iapan as a result of expansion of Japanese and 
Korean landlords. These emigration statistics are sigaificant in consideration of total population of about 
2 1 million in Korea at that t h e  @.Y. Song 1990,404). 



(Alam 1989,248; B.N. Song 1990,38; C.W. Kang 1973,81). As shown in Table 1.3, the 

structure of the Korean economy undenvent fairly signifcant changes within the three 

decades of the colonial period. The proportion of the economy's agricultural sector, the 

traditionally dominant economic sector, dropped fiom 84.6 percent in 1910-12 to 49.6 

percent in 1939-41, while the manufacturing sector increased its shares in total comrnodity 

product fiom 6.7 percent in 191 0-1 2 to 29 percent in 1939-41 (Kuznets 1977, 19-21 ; K.S. 

Kim 1973, 105). Within the manufacturing sector, heavy and chernical industnes 

accounted for 49.5 percent of total manufacturing production in 1943 (see Table 1.4). 

Thus. in his histoncal analysis of Japanese coloniahm in Korea, Cumings 

( 1984.1 987,1997) regards Japan as one of few imperid powen to inject heavy-industries 

into it s colonial economy and demonstrates the consequences of Japanese industriabtion 

dunng the colonial era on the economic ascent of both North and South Korea. Indeed, 

when considering broad macro-econornic and social indicaton, some commenton in 

development studies argue that the Japanese colonial administration introduced modem 

econornic institutions to Korea, transitmg Korea's economic structure fkom a precapitalist 

to a capitalist stage, and generated progress unmatched by colonial economies elsewhere? 

In discussing the impact of Japanese contributions to the colonial Korean economy on the rapid capitalist 
development of South Korea since h independence in 1945, M. Shahid Alam (1989, pp.248) has argued 
that: 'The legacies of indusaialkation under Japaoese occupation .. . included a start in indusaial 
entrepreneurship, a sizable accumulation of modern skiils, and an industrial labor force. When examined 
f?om the perspective of economic development, [South] Korea's servitude under Japanese colonialisn 
proved fortmate for her in more ways than one. k a u s e  of her inkgration into the Japanese economic 
imperium, the pace of modemitstion m Korea was quickened beyoad the experience of colonial elsewhere. 
... And through much is made of the enclave character of this indusûialization and iîs domination by 
Japanese capital, the benefits that the Koreans derived h m  it in the long run were quite considerable." 
Bruce Cumings (1984, pp.481) has also suggested that the substantiai growth of the Korean eeowmy 
during Japmese colonial d e  provided the conditions o f  the two Koreas' future developmenf saymg that: 
"Both Koreas have ban remarkably succe& in economk development. ... The [Japanese] colonial 



However, although the Japanese contribution ta industrial expansion in the colonial 

temtory was unlike that of other impenal powers, it should be noted that modem 

industrial development m Korea was chiefly toward Japan and Japanese-owned 

corporations in Korea. As weU, it shodd be argued that industrial establishment in Korea 

was the result of the metropolis' needs. Dunng the early period of colonial rule, because 

Korea was designed as the agricultural base for Japan's industrialization, Japanese 

authorities prevented the development of indigenous entrepreneurship and the 

accumulation of industrial capital by implementing a high degree of corporation regdation, 

the so-called Choson Company Regdations (K.S. Kim 1 973, 102; S. P. Ho 1984). in this 

manner, the Tokyo government also discouraged industrial investment of Japanese 

corporations in Korea to protect the domestic market fiom new enterprises m its colonial 

temtory. However, the Great Depression, which began in 1929, brought fundamental 

changes to Japan's colonial economic policies. Affected by the worldwide economic 

recession, Japan began to d e r  fiom overproduction and low prices in both 

m mu fac turing and agncul tural sectors. There fore, Japanese cong lomerates (zaibatsu) 

were encouraged to invest in Korea in order to ease excessive industrial production at 

home. To protect Japanese faxmers fiom cheaper Korean agncultural products, the Tokyo 

govemment forced the Japanese colonial govemment in Seoul ta reduce agricultural 

exports and change its economic priority fkom agricultural to manufâcturîng development, 

which meant that the rice production increase plan had to be abandoned Attw that, 

p e n d  played an undesirable role in pIacing Korea above most Third World nations by 1945. ... It is more 
correct to emphasize that Korea's capitaIist revolution began - and got a long running start - during the 
colonial period, anci, Like capitaiism everywhere, it moved forward in waves of creaiion and destruction 
that transforrned old Korea.'' 



Korean agncultural output stagnateci for the rest of the colonial period. With the growing 

militansm in Tokyo, Japan began to invade Northern Chnese temtory âom the beginning 

of the 1 WO's, an action which later culminated in the Pacific War. M e r  the so-called 

Manc hurian Inc ident in 193 1, Iapan's interests in Korean manufachiring development also 

shifted from light- and cottage industries to large-scale heavy industries. Korea became a 

logical and d i t a ry  base and a supplier of war materials for the Japanese expansionist 

ac tivities in East Asia. J apan began to develop heavy-industry, mining, transportation and 

communication for its military purposes (Brun and Hersh 1976, 55-59; K.S. Kim 1973). 

As well, based on its notion of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, Sapan 

attempted to build a self-sunicient economic bloc and integrated the Korean economy into 

the so-called East Asian Yen Bloc as a producer of raw materials and semi-fuiished goods. 

Thus, although the inciustrial sector in Korea grew rapidly, production was limited to 

industrial crude materials and semi-fuiished goods that moved to Japan for final 

processing. At this juncture, like European colonies in the Third World, Korea became an 

export market of Japanese manufacturen. Korea cons istently imported fmished 

manufactured goods, particularly consmer items, fkom Japan, with continuous trade 

deficits. The Korean production capacity of consumer goods also decreased rapidly at the 

end of the colonial period. At the end of colonial d e ,  the economic position of Korea, 

according to the "metropolis-satellite" structure prescribed by the dependency school, 

ac ted as an economic sateilite within a Japan-centered economy. 

It is not easy to identiSl the impact of Japanese colonialism on the development of 

Korea in a simple manner because it had chanicteristics of both exploitation and 



development. Japan contributed considerable economic growth to Korea by investing in 

manufachinng and physical infiastrucaire. Although Korean industries operateci by 

Japanese-owned companies accounted for 60 percent of the total number of companies in 

Korea and represented 90 percent of paid-in capital in 1938 (Kwnets 1977,22), the 

Japanese lefi a basic founàation for future inmistrial and commercial development in 

Korea. Nonetheless, the growth patterns of the Koran economy durmg the colonial period 

also showed the characteristics of the colonial exploitation found in many other colonies 

in the Third World. The benefits of Korea's increased agicultural and manufachiring 

outputs went mady to Japan. The rapid growth of the industrial sector in Korea could be 

explained by the role of Korea within the Japanese policy regarding imperial expansion. 

Hence, when observmg the colonial administration in Korea, it is important to note 

that Japan left behind the tradition of a strong bureaucratic state, a legacy which 

influenced the political culture of later authoritarian regimes in both North and South 

Korea (Cumings 1984, 1997; Gann 1984; H.K. Kim 1973). tndeeà, the bitter expenence 

of 36 yean of Japanese colonial d e  obviously influenced North and South Korea in their 

pursuit of the inward-oriented development smtegy - the import-substituthg 

industnalization of the Rhee regune (19484960) in South Korea and seKreliant 

industnalization of North Korean re@e - which attempted to minimize extemal 

dependence and foreign control of their economies. Gtven this historical basis, it is no 

coincidence that a high degree of sensitivity about political and economic independence 

exists in North Korea and that strong nationalistic features are to be found in the North 

Korean developmental perspective. 



III. M a c y  of the North-South Division 

Korea was a forgotten country in an uitemtional sense before the eniption of the 

Pacfic War in 1941. Dunng the Cairo Conference in December 1943, the legality of 

Korea's colonial status was considered by the leaders of the three Allied Powen for the 

fxst time since its annexation (A.C. Nahm 1988,329; B.P. Kim 1992,61). The heads of 

the United States, Great Bntain and China discussed a postwar settlement in Asia and 

included in the Cairo Declaration the following detemination: "The aforesaid three great 

powen, mindful of the enslavement of the people of Korea, are determined that in due 

coune Korea shall become 6-ee and independent" (Berger 1968, 3 1 ). One year after the 

Cairo Conference, the three leaders of the AUied Powers - Roosevelt, Stah and Churchill 

- met at Yalta in Febniary 1945 over several issues, including Soviet participation in the 

Pacific War against Japan and the postwar East Asian order (A.C. Nahm 1988, 329-330; 

Zhao 1997,84). The Yalta Conference played a very crucial role in shaping the course of 

Korean development because the Allied Powers present considered a multi-power 

tnisteestup for Korea and the territorial division of the Korean peninsula. On August 15, 

1945, the kpanese unconditionally smendered to the Allied Powen, and Korea 

consequently became independent fiom 36 years of colonial d e .  However, based on the 

above agreement of the Yalta Conference and the General Order Number one6 that U S .  

Army General Douglas MacArthur had issueci, Soviet troops occupied north of the 38m 

parallel, while American forces occupied the southern half in order to force the surrender 

9 s  Supreme Commander of the AUied Powers in the Pacitic, Generai MacArthur ûsued the General 
Order Number One for govemmg the conditions of the Japanese sunender. The General Order included 
the task of accepting the surrender of Japanese forces nodi of the 38h pardel by Soviet forces and south 
of the paraiiel by those of the United States." (M.K Kim 199 1,16-19; Cumings 1997,187) 



of the Japanese in Korea (Berger 1%8, 47-48; Clough 1987, 3). The end of Japanese 

colonial control himed into yet anobier nationai tragedy for Koreans: the temtorial 

partition of the nation and the ernergence of the American-Soviet hegemony over a 

divided Korea. 

Along with the legacies of Japanese occupation, the division of the Korean 

peninsula and the establishment of two ideologically Werent de facto regime in 1945 

created political disorder and economic deterioration, resulting in serious socio-econornic 

problems in both the North and South during the early years of independence. Politically, 

upon the surrender of Japan, a seKgoveming Korean authority, the Korean people's 

Republic (Choson Inmin Konghwaguk), was organized through the collaboration of 

various political goups, including nationalists and socialists (Curnings 1997, 1 85; A.C. 

Nahm 1988, 332). Through the Korean People's Republic, the leaders of the 

independence movernent who had remaineci at home at the moment of Japanese mender 

kept social order and prepared to establish new self-government, while waiting for the 

arriva1 of the Korean Provisiod Govemment-in-Exile fiom China and other leaders of 

antiJapanese activities abroad (Berger 1968, 52-53; K.B. Lee et al. 1990, 330-331). 

However, Amencan and Soviet troops landed m Korea not only as liberators, but also 

occupymg amies. The two postwar superpowers treaîed Korea as a defeated enemy 

country and assumed that Koreans did not have the ability to establish their own 

government. The United States and the Soviet Union reached a decision on a mulh-power 

tnisteeshrp of Korea to last five years, during the Moscow Foreign Ministers' Conference 

in December 1945. The two superpowen were not interested in the rapid development of 



self-government in the whole of Korea because of each country's respective interests in 

Korea's geographical importance in East Asia Although the two occupation forces were 

supposed to maintain a neutral position within thei. military zones toward Korean political 

parties - which were based on diverse ideological differences - they became involveci in 

strengthening the political groups favorable for each country's respective political and 

rnilitary goals in the Korean peninsula. 

In the South, without undentandhg the political developments in Seoul, the United 

States instituted a military govemment (the United States Army Military Government in 

Korea) headed by Lieutenant Gened John R. Hodge. The Arnerican military govemment 

suppressed the Korean People's Republic, viewing it as a leftist organization (Clough 

1987, 10; Berger 1968, 52-53; Gordenker 1959, 5). The Amencan authority sponsored 

rightist group, led by wealthy landlords and businessmen, since it womed about the 

communist expansion into South Korea and Japan Therefore, consemative and anti- 

communist political leaders, such as Syngman Rhee retumed fiom the United States, 

obtained great support fiom the Arnericans and played dominant roles in establishg an 

anti-communist regime in the South during the earlier pend of independence (Cumings 

1997, 1 95; Clough 1987, 10; A.C Nahm 1988,341 -342). In the North, the Soviet Union 

did not establish a Iiuliîay govemment, like the United States had in the Souk  instead 

authoring a Korean administrative coalition of both nationaiists and socialists (the North 

Korean Provincial People's Comminee) fiom the very beguming (Cumings 1997, 227; 

A.C. Nahrn 1988, 333). Notwithstanding, the Soviet Union, as the successor of Czarist 

R u s s q  which had lost its duence over East Asia after the Russo-Japanese War, was well 



aware of the relationship between Korea's geographical position and its own security 

(Zhao 1997, 84; Cumings 1997,226). Thus, it aimed at establishing a Korean state under 

the Soviet sphere of influence. The Soviet forces appointed socialists - particularly the 

Soviet-retumed Koreans such as Kim &Sung - in top govemmental positions, while 

eliminating the political activities of all non-socialist groups fiom early 1946. Under 

Soviet auspices, Kun Il-Sung and socialist groups began to dominate North Korean 

politics and took appropriate steps to establish a socialist regime in the North. Since then, 

a rivairy between the American-supported political groups in the South and the Soviet- 

sponsored de facto govemment in the North started growing dong the iine arbitranly 

drawn at the 38" parailei. As the last step of permanent national division, the Korean 

unification question became an issue at the United Nations in late 1947.' Despite the 

. 

' To dca1 w ith poshvar problems, the Foreign Ministers of the United States. the Soviet Union and Great 
Britain met at Moscow in December 1945. At the Moscow Conference, regarding the Korean problem, the 
Unitcd S taies and the Soviet Union agreed to e s t a b u  a Joint Soviet-Amtican Commission to help in the 
creation of "a provisionai Korean dernomatic govemment" and a four-power trusteeship of Korea (Higg ins 
1970. 154: Gordenlier 1959, 7). In the light of the Mosçow Agreement, the Joint Soviet-Amencan 
Commission held meetings in 1946 and 1947 on the urgent issues of Korean unification and the 
establishment of self-government. However, negotiatioas behueen the two superpowers enchi in an 
impasse due to wideiy different approaches to the problem. Faceci with the failure of oegotiations in the 
Joint Soviet-American Commission, the United States govemment subtnitted &'the problem of the 
independence of Korea" to the United Nations General Assembly on September 17, 1947 (Goodrich 
195628-29). The Korean dicat ion problem moved kom a bilateral negotiation between two 
superpowers to the U ~ t e d  Nations in Iate 1947. Despite the Soviet Unionk stroag opposition, the General 
Assembly decided to place the Korean question on its agenda, semiiug the matter to the First (Political) 
Comrnittee of the Gmeral Assembly for consideration (Higins 1970, 155). AAcr the Korem question 
becam an agenda of the General Assembly, the Soviet Union p r o p d  to the General Assernbly, a draA 
resolution for the withdrawal of aii foreign iroops by the beginniag of 1948 to aliow Koreans to organize 
their oun govemment. However, the General Assembly rejecteù the Soviet draA resolution on November 
14, 1947. At the same the ,  the General Assembly instead adopteû a resolution proposed by the United 
States regarding the Korean question (Kggins 1970, 155). The mlution of the United Nations G e n d  
Assembly calleci for a national election thmughout Korea to mate a Korean govemment under the 
auspices of the United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea (UNTCOK). The b e r a l  AssembIyws 
resolution on Novemk 14, 1947 instituteâ, with representatives h m  the nine U.N. member nations, the 
United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea (UNTCOK) to observe elections in Korea UNTCOK 
ariived in Seoul on January 8, 1948. However, the Soviet Union blocked the entry of UNTCOK into the 
Sovietsccupied North. This was probably because the Soviet Union feared that the South, home to twe 



Soviet Union's opposition, the American proposal for holding an election in South Korea 

under the observation of the United Nations Temporary Commission on Korea 

(UNTCOK) was adopted with the support of West-bloc countries (Higgins 1970, 157; 

Goodrich 1 956,4546; K.B. Lee et al. 1 990, 343). As a result of the general election that 

took place in South Korea alone, two hostile Korean govemments officially emerged and 

have engaged in a rivalry for ideological dominance in the Korean peninnila. In the South, 

The National Assembly adopted a constitution and elected Syngman Rhee as President of 

the Republic of Korea. ïhe govemment of South Korea was formally inaugurated on 

August 1 5, 1 948. Three weeks after this, the govemment of the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea was formally set up m the North on September 9, 1948, with a 

constitution based on Manusm and Leninisrn. 

Economically, North Korea was faced with the task of overcoming sudden changes 

in its economic circumstances as well as with founding a new economic system. As 

observers on Korean development comment (Macdonald 1988, 183; Halliday 1 981,24), 

the economy of Korea was in an extremely injured state when the country was liberated in 

1945. Along with the fact of king apart fkom the Japan-centered üade bloc, the main 

reason for economic disruption was the partition of the interdependent national economy 

thirds of the Korean population, wuld dominate a Mified national assembly and govemment because of 
its greater population and consequentiy weaken socialism m the North. &r failing to access North Korea. 
UNTCOK condted with the Interim Commîttee of the General Assernbly whether to implement the 
General Assembly resolution on November 14, 1947 in South Korea aione. When UNTCOK's question 
came to the Interim Committee, some countries, such as Cana&, Australia and expresseci concem 
that the election in South Korea would possibly create two rivai govemments in Korea and permanent 
national division (Goodrich l%6,45). In spite of the possibility of permanent division, the United States 
advocated holding the election in South Korea alone under the observation of üNïCOK (Kggins 1970, 
157). The A-cm proposal was final& adopted by the Inîerim Cornmittee with the support of West- 

block countries on Febnuuy 26, 1948. Following the resolution of the i n h  Committee, a general 
election was held in South Korea on May 10,1948, directed by M C O K  



that had resulted f?om the political division of Korea. Mer complementing each other 

d u ~ g  the colonial era, North and South Korea uiherited an unbalanced and distorted 

economic pattern. The Japanese colonial planners had mainly located heavy-industries 

and large-scale mining industries in the northem part of Korea because of such 

geographical advantages of the North as abundant naturai endowments and proximate 

location for contuiental invasion. in contmt, based on the South's abundant labor forces, 

traditional commercial establishments and favorable land and weather conditions for 

açnculture, the Japanese authorities had developed agriculture, light-industry and the 

service sector in the southem area. Accordmg to avdable data, about 80 percent of 

heavy-indusaies and 90 percent of hydroelectric power was concentrated in the North (see 

Table 1.5). The South, occupying about 45 percent of Korean land, represented about 70 

percent of light-industnes, includuig 85 percent of textile manufactu~g, and 75 percent 

of nc e production at the time of the division (Halliday 1 987, 1 9-24; E .G. Hwang 1 993, 1 8; 

Clough 1987, 5). Within Korea's cornplementw econornic system, the North had relied 

on the South for staple food and consumer goods before liberation, while the South 

depended on the North for the chernical fertdizer, mineml resomes and electric power. 

As a consequence of the national division, one highly integrated economy became split 

into two disintegrated parts. Therefore, soon &er independence, the North faced a food 

problem and a shortage of basic consumer materials. The South a h  suf%ered ffom low 

manufachuing faclhies operation due to the lack of raw materials and a shortage of 

electric energy. 



In conclusion, the Cold-War conflict between the two superpowers played a major 

role in the division of the Korean peninsula. Although a state was essential for 

later self-run Korean development, the United States and the Soviet Union pursued their 

own national interests in Korea. They preferred keeping Korea divided to t a h g  the risk 

of a unified Korea that would be either a Soviet- or American-fnendly country, a state that 

might threaten each superpower's interest in the postwar security of East Asia (Goodrich 

1956, 15; Cumings 1997, 186; Oberdorfer 1997). Validating the above idea, Cumings 

( 1 99 7 ) has laid great emphas is on the Soviet-American co~ontation responsible for the 

Korean division: "There was no intemal pretext for dividing Korea.. . . The political and 

ideologicd divisions that we associate with the Cold War were the reasons for Korea's 

division: they came early to Korea, before the omet of the global Cold War." In light of 

these cucumstances, it is clear that the division of the country, whch cemented the 

antagonistic Cold-War confrontation on the Korean peninsula, has been a detemining 

factor in shaping the development pattern of both North and South Korea to a large extent. 

It should be realized that there is a strong comection between the decision North Korea 

made regarding heavy industry-led development and the location of industry and 

infrastructure at the time of national division. As well it is becoming apparent that the 

development path of the North Korean regime during the last five decades cannot be fully 

understood without examining North Korea's relationship with the international system, 

because of the profound influence of hegemonic powers on the political system and 

econornic policies of North Korea since the time of its birth (Cummgs 1987,1997; Clough 

1987,24). 





Chapter Three 
The Cold-War and Its Influence on the North Korean 

Development from 1945 to the Late 1960's 

1. Liquidation and Reform 

Even though North Korea had becorne an independent country, the production (and 

ownership) pattern in the economic sector remained in the fom of the feudal and colonial 

system. Thus, the de facto North Korean regime carried out a senes of radical refonns 

under the aegis of the Soviet occupation forces throughout the early post-independence 

period (E .G. H wang 1 993, 33). Among these comprehensive reforms, the nationalization 

of major industries and agranan refotm initiated in 1946 were crucial for North Korea to 

liquidate the rcmnants of the old economic system and to lay the foundation for 

subsequent economic development. This section discusses the economic changes taking 

place at the time the new socialist regune implemented the initial refonns. 

1. Land Reform 

In 1945, although there was an industrial and commercial base developed by the 

Japanese, the economy of North Korea was primarily agricdturai k e  other fomer 

colonial countries in the T h d  World. Despite its decreasing share in the gross economic 

output, the agncultural sector absorbed about 70 percent of the population. With respect 

to the agicultural proportion in total national employment and production, it was the most 

important sector of the North Korean economy at the time of liberation. However, 

agncultural production in Korea had been stagnant since the mid-1930. The vast rnajority 



of Korean peasants sufTered fiom poverty caused chiefly by the landlessness or the s d  

size of land holdings. The landlord class (Japanese and Korean landowners), representing 

only 4 percent of the farming population, controiied 72.5 percent of the rice-paddy lands 

and 53.8 percent of the dry-field fming  areas at the end of colonial d e  (J.S. Chung 1974, 

4-5). Out of the larger holdings in excess of 100 chongbo (245 acres), Japanese landlords 

accounted for the lion's share (Y.S. Kim 1979, 17; Kumets 1977, 16-1 7). Under such 

cucurnstances of concentrated ownership, the feudal pattern of tenancy, high fann rents 

and indebtedness were the main causes of low farming productivity. As well, the heavy 

burden of tenancy conditions on the poor peasants led to the establishment of numerous 

tenant organizations as weli as an increasing number of landlord-tenant disputes during the 

Japanese occupation1. 

Reflecting the problems of the tenancy system and the awareness of land refonn, at 

the time of liberation, agrarian refom and tenant rent reduction were the most popular 

demands of the rural population in North Korea. Thus, the de facto North Korean regime 

gave its fust priority ' to land reform in order to mate favorable 

consolidating public support towards the new socialist regime in the 

conditions for 

North and for 

I Among various peasant movements, the Reà Peasant Union (Choksek Nongmin Chohap) emerged in the 
latc 1920's and expanded its activities throughout the country in the 1930's. According to Se Hee Ym 
( 1974), tbis peasant union movement, led by sociaiist groups, was parîiculariy popular in the nMtheastern 
part of Korea (the Hamgyong provinces). In his -sis of the relationship between Korean peasant 
movements and socialism. Yoo posited that part of the reason for the success of the radical peasant 
movement in this area was geographical location of the Hamgjwng provinces - sharing boarders with the 
Soviet Union - dowed peasants of this region to be relatively well informed about the miaikation 
process in the Soviet Union (1974, 73-75). B a d  oa Yoo's w o k  therefore, it can be argued that the 
peasantry in the northem part of Korea had better knowledge of the redistribution of land and the 
collectivization of agricdture talking place in the Soviet Union, than did peasants of the southem area of 
Korea. 
' Kim Il-Sung stated: " A h  liberation, the solution of the land problem in the countryside was our most 
urgent rwolutionaq ta& The kudal relations of land ownership prevailuig in our nual area had not 
only . .. ." (Kim II-Sung Selected Works, Vo1.2, p.284. cited m YS. Kim 1979. p. 16.) 



ùicreasing agncdturai production. In March 1946, the North Korean Provisionai People's 

Cornmittee officially proclaimed "the Agrarian Refom Law." In contrast to South 

Korea's land reform, based on "confiscation and distribution with payment" (put into 

place by the United States Military Govemment in Korea in 1948 and the Rhee 

government in 1950 for opposmg the popular refoms of North Korea), North Korea's 

1 and re fo mi feahired "confiscation without compensation and fkee redistributiony' 

(J  .S.Chung 1974, 5- 10; Kuznets 1 977, 30-3 1 ). Al1 Japaneseswned land and the arable 

land owned by Korean habitants with holdings in excess of five chongbo (one chongbo 

equals 2.45 acres) were confiscated during the 1946 agrarian reforrn. These confiscated 

lands were redistributed to land-poor famiers, landless tenants and agncultural laborers 

according to an assigning fornula As a result of land reforrq 1,000,325 chongbo, 

accounting for approximately 53 percent of the country's total land under cultivation, was 

reported to have been confiscated by the North Korean state. Out of biis figure, 981,390 

chongbo was redistnbuted keely to 724,522 households (more than 70 percent of the total 

f m  households)'. 

When looked at in cornparison to other land reform attempts around the world, No& 

Korea's action in 1946 was successful. After the Second World War, rnany govemments 

of newly-independent nations viewed agricdtural surpluses as the prime sources for 

industndization and emphasized agricultural modemization in order to increase both land 

and labor productivity. Considering the existùig pattern of land ownership as an obstacle 

3 The cnsuing figures on North Korea's agrarian refonn shown here originally coming 6mm several North 
Korean oficial sources, which were quoted in Brun &He& (1976), p.130-132; Y.S. Kim (1979), p.19-22; 
S.M. Lee ( 1994): p.28; J.S. Chung (1974). For deiails on the 1946 agrarian refonn, see above references. 



to the process of socio-economic development, this govemment consequently 

irnplemented major land refoms. However, except for a few cases, a large majority of the 

postwar land reforms faced a deadock because of the strong opposition of a powerful 

landlord class and/or the intervention of former colonial powers. In comparison with the 

relatively slow process of agrarian refom implementation in other developing countries, 

the North Korean land reform was very quick - completed in a period of about 20 days - 

and peaceful. Halliday (1 981,25), in examining the North Korean economy, presented his 

opinion on the achievement of the North Korean land reform: "This was the most peaceful 

and the fastest land reform in Asia (or, to my knowledge, anywhere in the world)." Given 

the histoncal record of the violence that accompanied land reforms camied out under 

Soviet auspices in Eastern Europe, the successfid North Korean case also can be compared 

favorably with the experiences of these socialist countries. 

The success of the North Korean agrarian reform can be attributed to the folowing 

three reasons. The most important factor was that the de facto North Korean regime 

irnplemented land reform on the basis of nationalist sentiment and with widespread 

support of the peasant population. The basic feature of North Korea's land reform was not 

radical socialization (collectivization) but rather the changes in the ownership pattern 

based on a reformist strategy. Another factor was that the political position of the 

Japanese landlords and nch Korean collaborators had become very weak d e r  

independence fiom Japan, thereby preventing them f?om sabotapg the reform program. 

Indeed, the territorial partition of the Korean peninsda created a situation whereby the 

landownen who lived in the Soudi were separated fkom the physical conml of their land 



in the North and at the same time landlords who lived in the North were able to fiee to the 

South, effectively preventing the hdlord class from presenting coordinated opposition to 

the refom (Cumings 1 98 1, 41 6). The third factor that made conditions favorable for the 

North Korean land reform could be the presence of the Soviet occupation forces. 

Although little uiformation on the role of the Soviet troops during the land reform is 

available in the literature, it would be reasonable to assume that the Soviet occupation 

forces, with 40,000 soldiers, undoubtedly had an mfluence on the resistance of the 

landlord class and therefore affected the process of the North Korean land reform. At leas< 

implied pressures would have been felt by the landowners. By the rniddle of 1946, North 

Korea through the redistribution of land, reportedly elirninated a powerfùl landowning 

class from its economic and political base m rural areas and created a new pesant class, 

one that fully supported the new socialist system. Moreover, by abolishmg the previous 

system of landownenhip based on feudalistic obligations, the agranan reform provided 

econornic incentives and opporhuiities for individual peasants. in the late 1940's, despite 

the inefficiency of small-scale farrning and low material inputs, highly motivated fmers 

increased agncultural productivity and output through more labor inputs for cultivation 

(J.S. Chung 1974,8-9; Y.S. Kim 1979,3 1 ; S.M. Lee 1994,29). 

2. The Nationalization of Iadustry and Commerce 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Japanese administration prevented the 

development of large- size Korean enterprises and held little interest in indigenous capital 

accumulation. At the end of the coloaial d e ,  almost all major businesses, including 



manufacturing, transportation, communication, banking and foreign trading, were either 

owned or controlied by the Japanese. According to available statistics, the Japanese 

(including state-owned enterprises) commanded 94 percent of manufachring capital and 

some 80 percent of commercial capital (S.M. Lee 1994,29; Halliday 1981.26). 

Under these circumstances, the de facto North Korean regune was faced with the task 

of tram feming industrial production h m  foreign (Japanese) to national ( Korean) controis. 

Thus, the North Korean Provisional People's Cornmittee nationalized former Japanese- 

owned enterprises and industrial assets by enactmg a "law on the nationahzation of 

industry, aansporf communicatio~ banks, etc." About 1,000 Japanese-owned enterprises 

- accountmg for about 72 percent of North Korean industrial output - were initially 

confiscated at the end of 1946 (S.M. Lee 1994, 29-30). As a consequence of the 

nationalkation of major industries, North Korea exterminated the existing colonial 

structure of industrial production withm its economy. By 1947, the nationalkation 

program brought approximately 80 percent of the industrial capacity into state hands (B.S. 

Kim 1970. 33; Halliday 1981, 26). Therefore, the North Korean regime laid the 

foundations of direct intervention in the economy by completely controlling the functions 

of state-owned industry. 



II. Post-War Rehabilitation and Socialization Process 

North Korea' s early economic construction and development during 1 945 -50 was 

halted by the Korean War (June 1950 - M y  1953). ui regard to the heavy fighting during 

the three-year of the Korean War (with the American and Chinese rnilitary intervention), 

the cost of human and material destruction was beyond description. Over 1 rmllion North 

Koreans, including 500,000 tniiitary casualties, were reported to have died in the war. The 

Americ an bom b ing carnpaign agains t North Korea seriously damaged the agncultural 

facihies, industnal infrastructure and manufacturing base. The dislocations caused by the 

war reportedly reduced gross industrial production in 1953 to 64 percent of its 1949 level, 

with gain production at 12 percent and electric power generation at 26 percent of its 

prewar level (T.S. An 1983'33; Y.S. Kim 1979,34). 

Paradoxically, in spite of its human and economic costs, the war served to 

consolidate the position of Kim Il-Sung and his supporters within the politicai system. 

Econornically, the conflict precipitated the socialization process in both the agnculturai 

and industnal sectors of North Korea. During and irnmediately after the Korean War, Kim 

Il-Sung and his followers purged some important figures of the rivai factions, such as Mu 

Chong, Ho Kai and Park Hon-Yong, fkom North Korean politics". KYn Il-Sung and his 

' AAer independent from Japanese mle, most of the outstanding political leaders and various organized 
groups of the independent movement - including Kim GLI, the head of the Korean Provisional 
Govemment-in-Exile - started their political activities and contended for power in Seoul. the traditionai 
capital of Korea. Therefore. m Pyongyang, the capital of the North o d y  two main political groups 
emerged in 1945. One was the non-socialkt nationaikt group, led by Cho Man-Sk, a Christian and 
prominent nation& and the other was the wcialist goup. The wcialist group consisted of  four factions 
which had different backgrounds within the socialist movement: the domestic faction (socialists who 
operated ~iùiin Korea during the colonial era), the Chinese (Yenan) faction (the Korean who served in the 
Chinese cornrnunist military), the Soviet-Korean faction (the retumees frorn the Soviet Union) and Kim II- 
Sung's faction. To elirninate natioaalist ac t iv ih  m the Nonh and consolidate the political base of the 



clique seem to have used wartime conditions to strengthen their political power, by 

suppressing the other factions that haà, together with Kùn il-Sung's faction, dominated 

North Korean politics since 1945 in the form of a communist coalition. All leadhg 

memben of socialist groups seen as cornpetition to Kim il-Sung's leadership were 

elirninated fkom the party and govemmental hierarchies by 1 958 (K. W .Nam 1 974,84- 120; 

D.S. Suh 1 988, 149- 157). AAer dl the internai power stmggles were settled, Kim il-Sung 

maintained the leadership until his death in 1994, during which t h e  he completely 

controlled the govemment and the military. 

To rehabilitate the war-tom economy and strengthen the material foundation needed 

for the socialist transformation d e r  the Korean War, the North Korean regime launched 

the Three-vear Plan (1  954-56) and the First Five-Year Plan (1 95761 ). Dunng the period 

of these two plans, the North Korean regime, ùispired by the Soviet development model, 

implemented two key orthodox economic policies of state sociaiism: the coilectivization 

of agriculture and the cooperativimtion of industry. In searchmg for explanations as to 

socialist regime. ihese socidkt factions cooperaad on the basis ofa politicd coatition. A good example of' 
ths sociaiist coalition was the merger of the New Dernomtic Party (of the Chinese faction) and the North 
Korean Comunist Party (of Kim ICSung) into the North Korean Workers' Party in 1946. However. 
during the Korean War, Mu Chung (the military leader of the Chinese faction), Ho Kai (a Soviet-Koreaq 
the first secretary of the party) and a few political figures were purged. As well, Park Hon-Yong, the 
leader of the domestic faction and Vice-Premier, was executed mimediately a f h  the war d e r  the pretext 
of being an "American spy." With the purge of Park, the domestic faction was broken and expeiled 6om 
the pw. Kim Il-Sung and his clique mmpletely ousted the membw of the Chinese (Yenan) faction and 
the Soviet-Korcan faction h m  the party and govemmental positions that they held between 1956 and 
1958. accusing them of king "enemies of the cevolution" @.S. Suh 1988,74457; S.S. Cho 1x9,  143- 
166; Gills 1992. 1 10-1 13). As Dae-Sook Suh has pointeci out in his influentid conûibutioas (1981,1988) 
on the North Korean leadership, Kim Il-Sung and his faction, with their political capability and solidaritv, 
skilblly purged their political rivals h m  North Korean politics. Nonetheless, it is undeniable that the 
Korean War provided Kim il-Sung and his folbwers a political opporhmity io eliminate their oppoaents. 
For a deâailed discussion of the power struggles during this p e n d  see Dae-Sodr Suh's KIM IL SUNG 
The Norîh Korean Leader (New York Columbia University Ress, 1988) and Sung Chu1 Yang's The North 
and South Korean Political Svstems, Chapter 8 "the Ruhg Elites and Their Political Vicissitudes" and 
Chapter 9 '' Kim II Sung's Rise and Retenti011 of Power" (Seoui: S d  Press, L994). 



why the North Korean govemment aggressively attempted to adopt orthodox Soviet 

policies of economic s o c h t i o n  immediateiy foUowing the 1953 armistice, two reasons 

appear that had an duence  on North Korea's decision-making. The first reason seems to 

have been scarce labor resources, a shortage of workers caused by war death and the 

exodus to the South. Even though there is no agreed-upon figure for population losses5, 

the exttaordinary population losses of North Korea during the three-years of the war 

certainly conûibuted to demographc problems in the labor force in both the agncultural 

and manufacturing sectors. North Korea's economic Unprovernent during the pre-war 

period of 1945-50 was mady  based on the increased prductivity of individual worken. 

The reduced population after the war raised the *culty of supplpg essential 

workforces and of supporhng labor-intensive pmgrams in agiculhiral and industry. 

Along with senous damage to irrigation and transport facilities, the relatively lower land- 

labor ratio in North Korea &et the war left agriculture relying on individual-based 

farming unable to supply enough staple food and other agricultural products to match the 

growth in demand (Halliday 1987, 26-27; Fosterxarter 1978, 120-1 2 1 ). The second 

reasonh why the North Korean government embarked on the rapid socdization of 

' According to availabb estimates (HaIliday 1987,2427; T.S. An 1983,33), the North Korean populatioa 
fell fiom 9,622,000 in 1949 to 8,491,000 in 1953, which means an 1 1.76 percent population decrease 
behvccn 1949 and 1953. 
6 This seems closer to the official reasoning of the North Korean government The remn for North 
Korea's coliectivizatioo of agriculture h m  pro-North Korean scholars' perspectives cm be foui  in the 
work of Byong Sik Kim (1970), as follows: "Even though land reform had beeu completely carried ou& 
such a process of ciass differentiation in ihe country necessariiy was p t l y  restricted. Whatever the case 
may be, where private commodity economy prevailed, it was impossible to improve radically the living 
standards of farmers or to eliminate the sources of exploitation and poverty in the countryside- Further, 
where there wvere small-scale, scattered private farms, it was impossible to develop agricultural production 
in a pfanned wav, nor was it passible to achieve expaedeeâ reproâuction ... it was possible to solve this 
contradiction only by transforrning private farms into socialist cooperatives." (Kim, Byong Sik. Modern 
Korea: The Socialist North. Revo lut io~  Persuectntes in the South. and Unification. New York: 
International Publishers. 1970; 50) 



production relations was because the government tried to ùicrease agricdturai and 

manufacturing production through stroag state control based on "administrative planning." 

After introducing a series of progressive refom laws during the prewar period, the North 

Korean economy fùnctioned under a mu<ed owneahip of the means of production between 

private and state. Although the regime became heavily uivolved in the economy by 

nationaliring Japanese-owned property and taking control of the state sector, by 1953, the 

private sector, including individual fmer s ,  merchants and private enterprises, played an 

important role in the North Korean ecouomy. Perhaps, the North Korean central 

authorities felt that the dual economic system caused by the swival  of the capitalist 

means of production (practiced in the private sector) would complicate their economic 

planning and would hinder North Korea's postwar reconstruction efforts. 

Beginning in 1953, major changes in the production and distribution systems took 

place in North Korea: agriculture was collectivizeâ, all private ownership in industry was 

eliminated and the market fiinction was abolished. As a result of the collectivization 

process, the proportion of arable land d e r  the control of collective and state famis 

rapidly increased f?om 0.6 percent in 1953 to 48.6 percent in 1955, to 77.9 in 1956 and to 

100 percent in 1958 (Y.S.Kim 1979, 47; S.S. Chung 1974,lI. see details in Table U. 1 ). 

As well, through cooperativktion, the private production mechanisms in the 

manufacturing sector reportedly disappeared completely h m  the North Korean economy 

by 1 95 8. In other words, the socialist regime succeeded in eliminating all capitalist mode 

of production and controliing all production activities by 1958. 



The performance of the North Korean economy between the end of the wa. in 1953 

and 1960 was very impressive. Two years &er introducing the Me-Year Plan (1954- 

56), the North Korean regime had achieved, beyond most observers' expectations, its 

short-tenn objective of postwar economic reconstruction. It was reported that North 

Korea recovered to its prewar economic levels, markmg the starting-point of rapid 

ùidustrialization and socio-economic changes. in 1959, the government claimed that the 

principal targets of its First Five-Year Plan, origuially covering the period between 1957 

and 1961, had been completed two yean ahead of schedule. As Table D.2 shows, gross 

industrial output during the Three-Year Plan period (1954-56) grew at an average annual 

rate of 32 percent and, under the First Five-Year Plan fkom 1957 to 1%0, at an average of 

3 7 percent ( Korean Central Yearbook [Choson Chungang Nyongam] of 196 1, 326-28 

cited in J.S. Chung 1983, 172-173; S.M. Lee 1994, 1 18). Although the growth in the 

agicultural sector was relatively slower than that in industriai production, the p e n d  of 

1954-60 produced an uicrease Ui agricultural output, reporting an average mua1 growth 

of about 1 O percent. 

Whether or not North Korea's official figures for annual growth rates in 1950's 

(mentioned above) are reliable, it is clear that North Korea achieved a vety high rate of 

economic growth and North Korea's progress in industrial production cannot be compared 

to most Third World countnes over the same period. Perhaps, its high growth rate m 

industry can be understood in cornparison with that of Japan in the 1950's or those of 

South Korea and Taiwan in the 1970's. The indicaton of economic growth raise a 

question of what helped to bring about North Korea's rapid economic expansion in the 



1950's. An answer to the question can be the state's efforts and capabilities in creating 

Interna1 conditions conducive to economic development Faced with the task of post-war 

economic reconstruction, the North Korean regime implemented a series of measures in an 

attempt to organize and m o b h  domestic resources. Based on a hi& degree of political 

stability. the regime continued to commit itself to improving the economic situation. The 

overall development strategies, including centralized economic management and mass 

mobilization, also contnbuted to high rates of growth in North Korea's early stage of 

development. Nevertheless, it is dficult to argue that such significant economic growth 

was automaticaily led by the development effort of the North Korean state and its 

mobil lzation of domestic economic resources. It is hard to deny that extemai resources 

from the Soviet Union, China and Eastern European countries played a critical role in 

North Korea's economic recovery. During the postwar reconstruction period of the 

1950's a considerable amount of economic ad in such forms as grants, long-term credit, 

technical assistance and militaxy assistance relieved domestic constraints on economic 

development, while enhancing the North Korem regime's capability to undertake various 

industrial projects. W ith respect to the economic aid provided by these socialist countries 

to North Korea, it was at a higher level than their normal international economic 

assistance. 

Beginning at the end of the 1940's, the Cold-War conûontation intensified on a 

global scale. The Soviet control over East European countries led to the emergence of 

NATO (North Atlantic Treaty OrganiZation) in 1949. The socialists' takeover of the 

Chmese mainland in 1949 and the ouibreak of the Korean War in 1950 caused a change in 



American policy toward East Asia. The United States aggressively pumed the soîaiied 

containment policy in order to stop the expansion of the socialist sphere of influence, 

while increasing economic and military aid to its allies (Cumings 1990, 326-327). Based 

on the Mutual Security Act of 195 1, the United States signed a mutual secuity treaty with 

Japan ul 1951, South Korea in 1953 and Taiwan in 1954. The United States aiso 

established econornic sanctions against C h  in 1949 and North Korea in 1950. At the 

same time, the Soviet Union and China became extremely hostile to the United States. 

Despite a long-history of emotional dislike between China and the Soviet Union, the two 

soc ialis t powers found thernselves alhed against Amencan hegemony and military 

intervention. Consequently, the degree of hatred and hostiiity between the two Cold-War 

blocs contmued to rise. The international order was extensively politicized by the national 

interests of the dominant powers. in this context, the Korean peninsula was one of the 

reg ions w here the tens ion between Cold-War po wers was intensively demonstrateci. The 

Korean War was the fmt international conflict that mvolved most Cold-War powen. 

Following the 1953 armistice, the primary concem of American policy toward the Korean 

peninsula was not only maintaining status quo but aiso preventing a wcialist advance 

through the entire Korean penuinila, which would threaten Japan's security and the 

her ican  interests in East Asia. Aside from its mihtary buildup in Japan, the United 

States located more than 60,000 troops in South Korea (under U.N. command). The 

importance of Noah Korea to China and the Soviet Union was at the same level as South 

Korea to the United States and Japan in t m s  of containing the spread of their rival's 

influence in the region. in the face of Amencan activities against Chmese cornmunists in 



the early 1950's, which included economic blockade, nuclear threat during the Korean 

War and the US. Seventh Fleet's patrol in the Taiwan Strait, Mao's Chinese government 

felt threatened by Amencan involvement in East Asia and, therefore, tned to preserve its 

socialist neighboring state. For the Soviet Union, North Korea was the f i t  (and only) 

Asian state that the Soviet army liberated fiom colonial d e  d e r  World War 11. With a 

suspicious outlook about its fùture relationship and alliance with Mao's China (see 

Goncharow et al. 1993), the Soviet Union felt the existence of North Korea under its 

sphere of influence was cntical for them to not only counter the American predominance 

in East Asia but also maintain its national interest in the Pacific region (Cumings 1990, 

327-33 1 ). L'nder these circumstances, the Soviet Union and China were willing to provide 

North Korea with military and economic aid during the war, and continued to commit a 

substantial amount of money during North Korea's pst-war reconstruction. Since this 

assistance took place within the fiamework of the Cold-War conûontation, the economic 

and military aid provided by the socialist bloc was based on strategic (and ideological) 

reasons rather than economic (commercial) reasons. 

Although complete data on the total amount of economic assistance that North Korea 

received is lacking (since North Korea and socialist donors did not release exact data), 

some observers estirnate that North Korea received over U$ 900 million in grants and 

loans fiom the socialist bloc ftom 1954 to 1956 (C.W. Chung 1978, 23). Accordmg to 

Dae-Sook Suh (1 988, 140), NoRh Korea received grants of one billion rubles from the 

Soviet Union and eight trillion Chinese yuan f?om Chsna, &er Kim Il-Sung's visit to 

Moscow and Beijing in 1953. Youn-Soo Kim (1 979) also highlights the contri-bution of 



economic and techcal assistance fiom the socialist bloc during the pst-war 

rehabilitation period. Based on Russian and Japanese sources, Kim estimates that Soviet 

economic aid during the Three-Year Plan (1954-56) amounted to more than three billion 

rubles. in the same period, the Soviet Union was responsible for building various 

indus trial plants and infrastructure, such as Supting power plant and Kim-Chaek steel mill, 

while continuing to supply military mate& and equipment According to Yom-Soo 

Kim, China forgave al1 North Korean debts to China includmg military aid during the 

Rorean War, while providing such raw materials as coal and c d e  oil. ûther socdist 

countnes - even economicdy poor Albania and Mongolia - also provided North Korea 

with gants. At this juncture, it was reported that foreign aid fkom these socialist countries 

between 1953 and 1956 accounted for more than 35 percent of the govemment's annual 

budget (Y. S. Kim 1979,42). Shce economic assistance from the socialist bloc helped to 

ease hancial constraints and investment aculties, it must be considered one of the 

principal extemal factors and as such played a critical role in North Korea's economic 

recovery and rapid industnalization in the y e m  following the war. Even though large 

amounts of reconstruction investment was mobilized fkom domestic sources, North 

Korea's development was to a large extent dependent on the economic aid received from 

the two socialist powes, the Soviet Union and ChuÿL Therefore, the activities of North 

Korea during the 1950's in regionaVintemationa1 flairs had some of the characteristics of 

penpheral States. Confkonted with the Western economic embargo and the presence of 

Amencan forces in South Korea, the North Koran regune could not but become dependent 

on p o w d  socialist nations for the regime's SUNivaL The political consolidation of the 



socialist bloc in the initial post-war decade helped North Korea to acquire investment 

capital and advanced technology. In spite of the cost of withdrawing fiom and 

confronthg the capitalist world economy, it can be argued that North Korea, during the 

rehabilitation period, benefited fiom the stniggle between the two antagonistic blocs. The 

patterns of e conomic relationship between North Korea and the soc ialist donors di ffered 

h m  the standard mode1 of dependent development - the m e c h a m  whch occurred 

between capitalist core and peripheral countries - which is described fkom the world- 

system and dependent development perspectives. Nonetheless, North Korea's 

development during the 1950's was a dependent one. There can be We doubt North 

Lorea's intemal economic condition in this period was shaped by the eariy stages of Cold- 

War international alliances and cornpetition. 

1 I 1. Heavy- indus trialha tion and Increased Military Expenditure 

As has already been noted, throughout the postwar pend of the 19503, the No& 

Korean regime successîùily rebuilt and resûuctured the war-devastated economy, 

recording an impressive growth in mdustrial and agncultural production. At the same 

time, is also completed the socidkation of production relations through coiiectivization 

and cooperativization. Upon accomplishmg the goals of its initial phases of economic 

development, the North Korean govemment aggressively pursued heavy-industrialkition 

and self-reliance in the economy during the I%O7s. However, North Korea experienced 

slowdowns in its economic growth over the same pexiod. 



1. Heavy-Industrialization and Economic Self-Reliance 

The government introduced the First Seven-Year Plan with the two major goals of 

heavy-industnalization and economic self-reliance. The principal target of the plan fiom 

196 1 to 1967 was an a n n d  industrial growth rate of 18 percent, with a 2.7 times increase 

in national income, a 2 -4 tirnes increase in agricultural production and a 3.2 times increase 

in industnal output based on the 1%0 level (E.G. Hwang 1993, 37-41 ; J.S. Jung 1974, 

165). North Korea's economic strategy of emphasizing heavy-industry had already 

appeared in the "pnority development of heavy industry with shultaneous development 

in agriculture and light-industry" in the goals of the Three-Year Plan (1954-56). 

Nonetheless, the so-caiied "heavy-industry fust'' strategy, which places excessive 

concentration on the development of heavy-industry at the expense of agncultural and 

1 ight-indus try, was not adopted by the North Korean government during the Three-Year 

Plan. influenced by a theoretical debate and power stniggle between Malenkov and 

Khrushchev in the Soviet Union afler the death of Stalin in 1953, some prominent political 

figures - including Park Chang-ok (Vice-premier and Chairman of the State Planning 

Commission) and Cho Chang-k (Minister of Finance) - advocated Malenkov's economic 

policy of emphasizing the production of consumer goods and, therefore, opposed Kim il- 

Sung, who favored the rapid expansion of heavy-industry to achieve hrgh economic 

gowth rates (Okonogi 1994). Because of this opposition, the North Korean govemment 

throughout the Three-Yea. Plan adopted a policy of stressing simultaneous development 

of heavy-indusûy and the consumer goods' sector (agriculture and light-industry). 

However? &er the fa11 of Malenkov in 1955 and the consequent purge of the consumer- 



goods advoc ate s f?om North Korean political hierarc hy, heavy-industrialization became 

the first priority in North Korean economic policy, which would later lead to lower 

productivity in agncuiture and the serious sectoral imbalances . 

From the end of the 19509s, based on its assumption that establishing heavy-industry 

in the initial stage is an effective path towards rapid economic development, North Korea 

began to pursue the "heavy-industry fust" development strategy . North Korean 

policymakers assumed that a self-reliant heavy-industry would have very positive impacts 

on the expansion of agriculture and light-industry (E.G. Hwang 1993,43; Brun and Hersh 

1976, 206-2 14). Consequently, the North Korean governent prîmarily channeled sate 

capital investrnent into such heavy-industries as machinery, chernicals and steel during the 

1960's. At the sarne time, faced with a worsening Sino-Soviet dispute, which placed 

North Korea in awkward position between Moscow and Beijing, Kim Il-Sung and his 

regme began to develop Juche ideology, which articulate s that political independence 

would not be secured without developmg a self-reliant economy. As economic conditions 

rapidly improved through post-war rehabilitation, North Korean leadership attempted to 

increase economic autonomy in order to avoid external political pressure from the Soviet 

Union and China. Therefore, a heavy emphasis was given to economic seKreliance. The 

North Korean regime tried to create an industrial state, by utilrzing more domestic 

resources, technology and capital. 

Along with the strong emphasis on heavy-inàusbialization and self-reliance, the 

North Korean regime uitroduced new styles of economic management and planning 

systems at the beginning of the 1%09s. The Chongsunri Method in agiculture and the 



Daean Work System in the industnai secto? came to be used for promoting kcreasesm 

production. WMe replacing individuai management whch stemmed from the early 

Soviet model, collective management in the foxm of the County Agricultural Management 

Cornmittee and the Factory Party Committee emerged as an effort to improve the 

administrative methods in both agricultwal and industry. Through new management 

systems. the Chongsanri Method and the Daecrn Work System, the North Koran regune 

attemp t ed to s trengthen direct admistrative control of 10 wer level organizations as well 

as prevent bureaucracy and over-centralization found in the economic management system 

(B.S. Kim 1970, 1 1 1-1 35; D. Kho 1982; S.L. Choi and S.K. Lee 1998). 

' Ln February 1960. when Premier Kim Il-Sung visited Chongsart~cooperative f m  in Kangso Ccmty7 
Pjangnam Province, a new agriculhiraî management sptem was iniroduced, cornhg to be houn as the 
"Chongsanri Method." Aftcr the agricultural sector was completeiy collectivited in 1958, it was decided 
to merge the small cooperatives (80-100 households) into larger ones of approximately 300 houseblds 
each. The North Korean govemment set up the County Agriculairal Management Committee at the county 
level. under the direct control and guidance of the County Party Committee. The County Agicultural 
Management Committee became primarily responsible for planning, maaaging and supervishg aU 
production and distribution activities within and between collective farms and state farms. in December 
1 96 1. on a visit by Kim II-Sung to the Daean Electrical Machine Factory, a new industrial administrative 
?stem was announced. and was given the m e  of the Yhem Work System" Like the Chongsmvî 
Method in the agricultural sector, decentralization of administrative power through the new management 
style was initiated in the industrial sector. A system of collective management in the fom of the Factoy 
Party Commitîee replaced ùidiv idual management (one-man management sy stem). The Factory Party 
Committee was composeci of representatives of workers (60 percent), the party cadres trade union 
members, military representatives and office employees (the remaining 40 percent). Under the decisions 
and guidance of the Factory Party Committee, managers and techaicians created detailed planning for the 
technical and production process of staîe-owned enterprise. Following the introduction of the Daem Work 
$-stem., the F a c t o ~  Party Cornmittee was given the predominant power of control ova  industrial 
management. (The above information on the Chongsann' Method and the hem Work System is cited in 
Y.S. Kun 1979,5559; B.S. Kim 1970,111-153; D. Kho 1982,304-323; S.L. Choi and S.K. Lee lW8, 16- 
27) 



2. The Changing International Environment in the 1960's and 
the Increased Military Expenditure 

Despite North Korea's vigorous efforts to fulfill its economic targets, the First Seven- 

Y ear Plan ( 1 96 1 67), regarded as North Korea's first systernatic economic plan, had to be 

extended for three more years. In contrast to the previous plans of the 1950's, the First 

Seven-Year Plan ended in 1970 without having achieved its planned goals. Even though 

North Korea made, through the "heavy-industry fkt" policy, impressive progess in 

industnalization during the 1 960's' North Korea underwent an economic slowdown over 

the same period. North Korea's industrial growth rate over the 1 960's is estimated to have 

recorded a 12.8 percent annual inccease, whch is much less than the approximately 40 

percent reached between 1954 and 1960 (J.S. Chung 1983, 172; E.G. Hwang 1993,434). 

In the literature on the North Korean economy, several of the internai factors have ofien 

been noted in order to explain North Korea's experience in the slowdown of economic 

gowth  during the 1960's: diminishing r e m  on investment, the rigidity of central 

planning, unrealistic economic plans, the shortage of advanced technology, economic 

bottlenecks and inefficient resource allocation linked to the emphasis placed on self- 

reliance and heavy-indus trialkation. These explmations could provide some clues to an 

understanding of North Korea's failure to fulfiii the targets of the F h t  Seven-Year Plan. 

Nonetheless, it can be argued that major factors behhd the declining growth rate during 

the 1960's was the excessive expenses of the military budget and rapidly decreasing 

economic assistance from the socialist bloc, which occurred as a result of changes in 

internationaVregiona1 system. 



As already noted in a previous section, North Korea relied extensively on the Soviet 

Union and Chma for national sec@ afker the Korean War. Because of the importance of 

North Korea's strategic role agakt  Amencan hegemony in East Asia, the Soviet Union 

provided a substantial amount of mditary and economic aid to North Koreq accompanied 

by security guarantees. China also supported its small neighbor, basing Chinese troops in 

North Korea und 1958. Undet these circumstances, North Korea could place a hgher 

priority on rehabilitating the wardevastated economy rather than strengthening its military 

capacity (S.J. Han 1983, 146). in spite of a smaller number of militas, personnel than 

South Korea, North Korea did not increase the percentage of militas, spending withm the 

annual national budget during the 1950 '~~  spending only about 3-6 percent of its budget on 

rnilitary expenditures. However, the international environment surroundhg North Korea 

changed drarnatically from the start of the l%O's, which in tum atrected the direction of 

the North Korean policy towards economic development. The reasoning behmd the 

important policy shdt originated fkom North Korea's socialist partners, while others were 

influenced by the actions of North Korea's perceived "enemies." 

Firsc relations between the Soviet Union and China detenorated rapidly fkom the 

start of the I 960's8. Although the Sino-Soviet tension evolved through China's opposition 

to Soviet policies nich as Khnishchev's de-Stalinization campaign in 1956 and Soviet 

cancellation of agreement on nuclear weapom in 1959, the two socialist superpowen did 

The generd information of the Sino-Soviet dispute and iîs impacts on North Kor~a in this thesis, is 
devcloped hom the foiiowing publications: E k n ,  H&rt J. cd, The Sino-Soviet Conflict: A Global 
Perspective. (Seattle: University of Washington Press. 1982). Day, Alan I. d, Chma and the Soviet 
Union 1949-84. (New York: Facts On File Pubiicatio11~. 1985). Chung, Chin-wee. Pyongvang: Between 
Pekine: and Moçcow: North Korea's Involvement in the ShSov ie t  Dispute, 19584975. (Alabama: The - 
University of Alabama Press. 1978). 



not engage in open confrontation in the iate 1950's. However, after the bitter debate m the 

Bucharest Conference and Soviet termination of technical aid in 1960, the Sino-Soviet 

confiict worsened - which fmally culminated in military clashes on the Ussuri river in 

1969 - and began to affect North Korea's relations with the Soviet Union and China. 

Initially, the North Korean regime tried to take a position of neutrality in order to enhance 

po 1 itical independence and maintain economic assistance fiom both corntries. 

Nevertheless, as the conflict intensified, the Soviet Union and China attempted to bring 

No& Korea into their respective orbits. The strategic value of North Korea in the context 

of the Sino-Soviet conflict was well oudineci by Chin-wee Chung (1983): "neither China 

nor the Soviet Union can undermine the importance of North Korea. For China, [North] 

Korea is the gateway to Manchuria and serves as a b a e r  zone to contain the Soviet thnist 

into Northeast Asia. For the Soviet Union, the Korean Peninnila will become increasingly 

important as Moscow tries to encircle China" (1983, 67). The Soviet Union - believing 

itself to be the leader of the world socialist movement - put particularly heavy pressure on 

North Korea and other Asian socialist States, including North Vietnam and Mongolia, in 

an attempt to isolate China. Contrary to the Soviet wishes, North Korea graduaîly moved 

toward a position cntical of the Soviets during the early 1960's since it could not accept 

Khmhchev's denunciation of Stalui and his policy of peaceful coexistence with the 

United States. In 1962, the Soviet Union suddenly broke its promise of helping North 

Korea's new economic programs and cut off its mditary and economic aid in order to 

threaten North Korea's close relations with China (Y.S. Kim 1979, 62-63; Shapüo 1975, 

339; Zagoria 1983, 352). It is quite evident that the sudden termination of Soviet 



assistance affected the tirne line of the Seven-Year Plan by keeping it behmd the original 

SC hedule. 

North Korea's relations with the Soviet Union did not improve untii the fdl of 

Khnishchev. Frorn the mid-1960s' Soviet-North Korean relations were restored since the 

Brezhnev regime resurned it economic and rnilitary assistance to North Korea as another 

way of attracting North Korea to the Soviet orbit. M e  Soviet-North Korean relations 

were improving, the fnendship between North Korea and China began to deteriorate. 

China entered the stage of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, and it was repoited that m e  

Red Guards cnhcized North Korea's domestic and foreign policy. The North Korean 

joumals also published articles aîtacking the Cultural Revolution (C.W. Chung 1983'69; ). 

hlthough very little is known about the process of the border dispute between North Korea 

and China, in 1967, the armed forces of the two socialist countries confionted each other 

after China's claim of ownership of North Korean temtory in the Baekdu rnountain area. 

Therefore, the tensions between North Korea and China remained hi& h g  the late 

1960's. It cm be reasonable to assume that the widening Moscow-Beijing rift posed a 

security dilemma for the North Korean regirue. Since the stmggle between the Soviet 

Union and China continued on the bais of nationalistic ideals, the ideological 

consolidation and security alliance within the socialist bloc was graduaily weakened in its 

stance agaùist its rivals. The split of North Korea's two major protectors debilitated the 

military position of North Korea which was in sbarp confiontaton with the strong sec- 

ties of South Ko rea-the United States-Japan. Indeed, North Korea 's awkward neutral 

stance toward the Sino-Soviet conflict - being in rapport with China in the early 196û's 



and then the Soviet Union - codd not satisfy either Moscow or Beijing, which situation 

undermined North Korea's close secwity cooperation with the two socialist powers during 

the previous decade. Probably, uncornfortable relations with Moscow and Beijing in the 

respective pends of 1960's moreover provided the North Korean regime with the concem 

of possible military action initiated against North Korea by socialist superpowers. The 

North Korean leaders might have learned of this possible threat fiom the Soviet invasion 

of Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968. The dramatic change in relations 

between the two socialist powers in 1960's inevitably led the North Korean leadership to 

rethmk its own mrlitaq capabilities. 

Along with the Sino-Soviet dispute, the Soviet foreign policy during the Khrushchev 

era seeded to have an impact on the rapid ditary buildup of North Korea. With the de- 

Stalinization movement, Khnishchev implemented a different Soviet foreign policy fiom 

that of Stalin. Advocatmg "peaceful coexistence among states,'' he tned to improve 

relations with the West as he did with his visit to the United States for rapprochement in 

1959. However, conhnted with its archrival South Korea and Amencan military 

presence in both South Korea and Japan, North Korea could not accept Khnishchev7s 

policy of détente with the United States. Given this situation, the North Korean regime 

had to thmk about the nature of its sec* alliance with the Soviet Union The Soviet 

Union's withdrawal of missiles fiom Cuba in 1%2 pehaps proved to the North Korean 

leaders Khrushchev's hesitation to unconditionally support the military requirements of its 

socialist allies against the United States. The North Korean regime might become 

suspicious about the Soviet commitment of maintaining North Korea's security as well as 



its involvement in the case of a military ernergency on the Korean peninda in which 

Amencan troops wdl become engaged (C.W. Chung 1973'68-80; Zagoria 1983,354-365). 

Sirnultaneous with the sudden changes in the socialist bloc, it can be argued that the 

emergence of the military regime in South Korea and the United States' increasing 

involvement in the Vietnam War posed a potential threat to North Korea's security in the 

early 1 960's. During the late 1 gSO's, South Korea experienced economic deterioration 

and political instability. Following its failure of postwar reconstruction and economic 

de velo pment thro ugh the un port-substitution industrialization and dependence on U . S. 

economic aid, the Syngman Rhee regime (1 948-1960) ended up fachg hypedation and 

excessive unemployment The poor economic performance, aggravated by widespread 

corruption, resulted in unpopulanty among the people and coasequently eroded the 

political foundation of the Rhee govemment. In 1960, student demonstrations brought 

about the fa11 of the Rhee regime and the nse of a coalition govemment (the Chang 

administration) which operated under the Western parliamentary systern. Nonetheless, 

political chaos and economic stagnation continwd. Under these circumstances, a military 

coup d'etat, headed by Major General Park Chung-Hee, overthrew the civilian 

govemment which had failed to control socio-politicai disorder. The military takeover of 

the civilian govemrnent in 1961 meant the emergence of a strong anti-cornmunist regme 

in South Korea. While stressùig the need to build the nation's power through economic 

development, the military junta put forward anti-communism as the regime's first priority 

in order to legitimize its political activity. The military regime engaged in an anti- 

communist campaign in order to take advantage of the public's anti-North Korean 



sentiment. In the name of economic stability and national security, this authoritarian 

regime used military and administrative muscle to suppress political action taken by pro- 

le fi and democratically -orientai groups. Indeed, the rnilitixy reg ime, coming into power 

lac king po litical legitimacy, committed itseif to solve the economic problems diat had 

become political issues through the previous govemments. Soon &er seizing power in 

1 96 1, the rnilitary-bac ked Park C hung-Hee regme succeeded in achieving rapid economic 

growth and extending the nation's economic capacity through export-oriented 

industrialkation and massive state intervention. For the North Korean regune, which pay 

careful attention to the domestic situations of its archrivai, a political and economic 

change in South Korea in the early 1960's might have been a crucial moment to reexamùie 

the basic assumption of its military strategy toward South Korea. Since the 1 953 armistice, 

the South Korean military, which was largely trained and equipped by the United States, 

possessed over 600,000 personnel in theû active service. The site of South Korean forces 

was roughly double than that of North Korea at the time of the rnilitary coup in 1 96 1 

(International Institute for Strategic Studies cited in Thomas 1991,284). Notwithstanding 

the fact that South Korea had been relatively more advanced than North Korea in rmlitary 

capabilities, the North Korean leadership, before the establishment of the military regime 

in South Korea, seemingiy did not place great weight on the possibility of offensive action 

by the South. Perhaps, from North Korea's viewpoinf the Rhee governrnent of the 1950's 

had evident political and r d *  limitations in initiating an amed attack against North 

Korea because of the United States' preference for the statu quo in the Korean peninnila 

and the American authority over operations of South Korean forces. The following 



explanations - found in Sung-Joo Han's short article (1983, 148) - could be helpful in 

understanding North Korea's strategic perception of the Rhee govemment: "North Korea 

could see that US. militay measures in Korea were basicaiiy a part of Amenca's 

containment policy. Judgmg from the haste with which the United States concluded the 

tmce negotiations in 1953 and the passive amtude it took toward the indochina conflict in 

1954, the United States could hardly be seen to be plotîing a major military action against 

North Korea. .... As long as the United States retained operational control of the [South] 

Korean m e d  forces, a South Korean military provocation could be ruled out." As well, 

in North Korea's perspective, the weak political position of the Rhee govemment caused 

by economic stagnation and growing public opposition created an unfavorable situation 

both economicaliy and politicdy that would hinder the South Korean regime fiom 

considering an initiation of any form of military action against the North. However, the 

overthrow of the unpopular and inefficient civilian govemment and its replacement by a 

military-backed administration under the strong leadership in South Korea may have 

forced the North Korean leaders to wnsiAer the *ent circumstances, in contrastu the 

professional politicians, the young radical leaders of the military coup - calling 

themselves " revol utionary forces" - might be seen as O Rensive-minded and unpredictable 

to the North Korean regime. The new leaders of South Korea, who h d  already violated a 

chah of command and a dernomtic constitution, would be regarded by the North Korean 

leadership of being willing to increasing tension with the North in order to jus* their 

rnilitary intervention into South Korean politics. More importantly, the superiority of the 

South Korean military capabiiities, coupled with the rapid economic growth and the 



improved political stability under the authontarian Park regime during the 1960's rnight be 

thought of by North Korea as a wamuig signal that the strong leadership in the South, 

based on political consolidation and economic strength, had capabilities to carry on 

military action against their country. Thus, it may be argued that the North Korean regime 

became excessively sensitive to the emergence of a rnilitary regime based on strong anti- 

communist and anti-North Korean orientation. 

These security concems of North Korea seemed to be exacerbated by the explicit 

support of the United States for the South Korean military regime and Amencan 

aggression in Vietnam fiom the beginnuig of the 1960's. The United States took an 

ambi~wous attitude regarding the new political development in South Korea at the time of 

the 196 1 rnilitzuy coup. However, since the military junta demonstrated its strong 

cornmitment to anti-communisrn and anti-North Korea, the Kennedy administration 

became fully supportive of the military regime and therefore continwd to provide South 

Korea widi military materials. Whîle keeping its troops in South Korea and Japan, the 

United States started to aggressively becorne involved in the Vietnam War fiom the early 

1960's. After sendmg its first military advison in 1960, the United States began to station 

its own combat troops (reaching over 500,000 personnel by the end of 1960's) in Vietnam, 

taking the nsks of heavy military c d t i e s  in a W-scale war. At the same time, South 

Korea, pressured by the United States, decided to participate in the Vietnam War and 

noxmalize diplomatic relations with lapan, which further increased the economic and 

military cooperation of the South Korea-Japan-the United States triangle. For the North 

Korean regime, the aggressive mvolvement of the United States in the Vietnam War 



wodd carry serious implications possibly because of a SM in Amencan policy fiom a 

de fensive to a proactive attitude, which would increase American military presence in East 

Asia, thus changing the military balance in the region. In the same veh, the United States 

reaction to Vietnam in the early 1960's pexhaps led the North Korean leadership to suspect 

that a revised Amencan policy for active military engagement could attempt to expand the 

South Korean military capabiiities. in sum, the rise of the anti-communist rmlitaty regune 

in South Korea. coupled with aggressive American intervention in the Vietnam War, could 

be considered as a decisive factor that brought about changes in the North Korean military 

strategy. 

With respect to these new situations which were affecting both North Korea's d ies  

and mals. it can be argued that the North Korean leadership, responding to the 

intemational/regional events at the start of the 196û7s, might regard itseif as king 

mil i tarily vdnerable and foc us on improvement of its self-defense capabilities. Given 

these circumstances, it is not surpriskg that the North Korean regime adopted a new 

military program based on a selfdefense and self-reliance poiicy. in December 1%2, the 

North Korean govemment announced the so-cailed "4-Military Lines" whch consisted of 

the armament of the entire people, the fortifkation of the entire countxy, the training of al1 

service men into a cadre force and the modemktion of the army (S.S. Han 1983, 150). 

Needless to say, heavy emphasis on enhancing militay capabilities afTected the 

orientation of economic policies so did the North Korean regime engage in a "duai policy 

of economic development in p a d e l  with military expansion." North Korea began to 



commit 1 imited economic resources to improving the military and developing defense- 

oriented heavy indusmes at the sacrifice of supporthg various economic programs. 

There are differences in North Korea's military expenditures among the relevant 

publications. And some observers of North Korea are doubtful about the officia1 North 

Korean announcement of defense spending because, in their opinions, North Korea 

released reduced military budgets in order to hide their tme military efforts. Whether or 

not the oEc  ial figures are accurate, a trend became apparent in the relevant publications 

(even, the estimates of the South Korean govemment) that the militaxy spending of the 

North Korean regune expanded rapidly in the mid-1960's. According to avadable data, 

the mi l i tq  spending withm the annual govemment budget, averaging less than 5 percent 

between 1954 and 1963, reached 10 percent in 1965 and 30 percent in 1967 (S.J. Han 

1983; B.C. Koh 1984; S.M. Lee 1994, 120. see Table II.3). It is said that North Korea's 

annual military expenditure was around 20 percent of GNP and amounted to 

approximately 30 percent of govemment budgets during the late 196û's. The rapidly 

increased military spending helped to slow down North Korea's economic growth. It is no 

coincidence that the drastic decrease of growth rates during the mid-1960's hamened at 

the same time as the rapid expansion of defense expendihire. in 1%6, the North Korean 

govemment announced the extension of the First Seven-Year Plan (1961-67) for three 

more yean, acknowledging the unfulfiiment of its targets due to the heavy defense burden. 

Since then, the North Korean economy has suffered fiom the costly military buildup. As 

some observers argue, it is obvious that the socialkt regime of North Korea has militarized 

the nation and the excessive expense of the military budget has caused economic burdens. 



It is also true that the North Korean regime in its later decades possesses a strong 

militaristic feature (since North Korea continued to increase its military spending until the 

1990's and maintains more than 1 million military personnel - the sixth largest force in 

the world). Nevertheless, it is dificult to deny that the dramatic changes in the 

international environment surroundhg North Korea during the I96ûYs played a decisive 

role in switchmg North Korea's policy priorities and embarking on its massive military 

buildup from the start of the 1960's when its econorny was stiil at an immature stage of 

development. in conclusion, it seems reasonable to argue that large military expendihires 

led by unfavorable situations in both Cold-War blocs in the 1960's contributed in a large 

deyee to economic slowdown which graduaîly hindered the economic development of 

North Korea. The extemal events of the internationaüregionai system, such as the Sino- 

Soviet dispute, U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War and the nse of the military regime in 

South Korea, caused a reshaping of economic orientation in North Korea. 





Chapter Four 
The Dynamic Role of  International Factors in North Korea's 

Development Path dunng the Period of Economic Deciine 
from the 1970's to 1990's 

1. Unsuccessful Attempts at ïntegration into the World Economy 

In the previous chapters, we found that the North Korean economy was afCected by 

the changing Cold-War environment. The fact that the North Korean regime sMed 

strategic goals of development and security in response to the changes in the 

internat ionakegional s y stem has also been addressed. None theless, the expenence of 

North Korea prior to the 1970's indicated that to a great extent North Korea's 

industrialization took place in isolation from the activities of the capitalist world economy. 

Because of North Korea's confrontation with the Westem bloc and the Westem economic 

sanctions it faced, North Korea's economic relations with Western countries was very 

minimal. However, in the early 1 970's' there was a rapid trade expansion between North 

Korea and Westem countries. North Korea attempted to integrate itself' into the capitalist 

world market through improving trade relationships with Westem countries. As a 

consequence, the North Korean ecowmy began to be hcreasingly influenceci by changes 

h the world economy. This section provides an analytical background of North Korea's 

trade expansion with Westem countries in the 1970's and examines the resulting impact 

on the performance of the North Korean economy. 



1. Trade Expansion witb Western Couatries in the Early 1970's 

During the 1970's, the North Korean regime essentiaily followed the basic 

developrnent policies set up in the previous decade. Its carnpaign of enhancing economic 

development in conjuncîion with the expansion of the military capacity was continued. 

Politically, as the result of continuous purges of Kim Il-Sung's opponents, the North 

Korean system becarne totalitarian (andtor dictatorial). Kim Il-Sung, whose political 

position had been unchallenged suice the early 1%0's, took fùrther steps to promote 

himself to supremacy 6om the beguming of the 1970's, by extending his persondity cuit 

and taking over al1 the supreme positions in the party and govemment. The new 

constitution of 1 972 - replacing the first constitution of North Korea which had existed 

since 1948 - justified Kim's single leadership (dictatorshipf through institutionalizmg the 

presidential system (Jtmkje). Kim Il-Sung becarne the President of North Korea m 1972, 

while simultaneously keeping the highest post in the party and ditary . ln addition, this 

new constitution served for legitimizing Kim's Juche ideology as North Korea's official 

policy guideline. Accordmg to relevant literature, Juche ideology (Kimilsungism) fust 

-- - -- 

ironicall. 1972 also marked an important wstershed in the history of South Korea. The Park Chung-Hee 
regime adopted the Yushin (~eforÏn) constitution, which proclaiming martial law and dissolv6 the 
National Asscmbly. The Yushin constitution removed the limited number of six-year presidential terms 
and direct presidential elections, which had been placed in the old constitutions. The Yushin constitution 
allowed President Park to hold extraordinary political power. Mer  that. President Park exercised the 
dic tators hip rule, criticizmg Western-type democracy and advocating the Korean concept of democracy . 
South Korea then became a highly authoritarian state. Athough South and North Korea undment 
different developrnental patterns under distinct political W m s ,  tbe early historical experience of two 
Koreas suggests some similanties in the nature of the political structure and the process of power 
iegitimatization and consolidation. Both the Kim-ii Sung and Park Chung-Hee regimes shared 
authoritarian and naîionalistic characteristics in politid economic and social control. For usefiil 
discussion on the nature of the two cegimes h m  a comparative-anaîysis perspective, see the following 
references: Yang, Sung Chul. The North and SQU* Korean Political Svstems: A Com~arative Anahsis 
(Seoul: Seoul Press. 1994). Koh Byung Chu1 ïhe Foreien Poticv Svstems of North and South Korea 
(Berkeley: Universi@ of California Press. 1984). Hwang, Eui-Gak The Korean Economics: A CornDarison 
of North and South (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1993). 



emerged in the mid-1950's as a method for consolidating Kim IîSung's political position 

through the el-ation of Kim's rivals who were close to the Soviet and Chinese 

authonties. It was further developed during the 1%0's and became the official ideology2, 

dong with Mamisrn-Leninism, of the Korean Workers' Party and the North h a n  

government at the begiming of the 1970's. Since then, it is said that Juche ideology - 

which laid great stress on political independence, economic seKreliance and selfdefense 

- has acted as a veritable d i n g  doctrine in North Korea's politicai and economic activities. 

The early 1970's saw an important change in North Korea's foreign trade and 

international relations: North Korea's trade with non-socialkt countries rapidly expanded. 

Diplornatic relations with Westem countnes started. Also, the international status of 

North Korea was improved through its active involvement in the worldwide Nonaligned 

Movement. According to available &ta, North Korea dramatically increased its economic 

relations with non-socialist countries - particularly Western Europe and Japan (although 

not the United States) - in the early 1970's. Unldce a public image of North Korea as a 

country where the xenophobic rnanners of a closed society were likely to reduce contacts 

with foreign economies and international trade, the North Korean economy actually 

experienced a steady increase in both export and import areas followùig the postwar 

reconstruction period of the 1950's. Although the proportion of North Korea's foreign 

trade in its GNP never accounted for over 35 percent (SB. Yoon 1986,70), the value and 

The new constitution of North Korea in 1972 included the followiag clause: T h e  Demmtic People's 
Republic of Korea is guided in its activity by the Juche idea of the Korean Workers' Party, a creative 
application of Mar?cisn-Leniniçm to the conditions of our ~ountry'' (Article 4 of the 1972 constitution of 
North Korea. translated by and cited in Dae-Sook Suh's Korean Communism 1945- 1980: A Reference 
Guide to the Political Svstem 198 1,502). 



volume of North Korea's foreign trade constantly rose. As shown in Table III. 1, the total 

value of North Korea's imports rose h m  US 60.3 million to 434 million between 1955 

and 1970, while exports went up f?om US45 million in 1955 to 308 million in 1970 (J.S. 

Chung 1986, 81-83). Over the same period, North Korea's foreign mde was heavily 

concentrated into the socialist bloc countries, which constituted over 90 percent of North 

Korea's total trade volume in the 1950's and approximately 85 percent by the end of the 

1960's (Y .S. Kim 1 979, 122-1 23; P.S. Lee l991,l85). The Soviet Union and China were 

North Korea's major trade partners, even though there were some fluctuations in North 

Korea's trade with these two countries (for example, the considerable decrease in trade 

volume during the late Khnishchev era and the Culturai Revolution respectively). North 

Korea's trade relations with sorne developed capitahst countries began in the late 1950's 

afier Japan, France and West Germany had decided to initiate economic relations with 

North Korea. Nonetheless, North Korea's tracie with non-socialist c o d e s  was minor, 

accounting for about 10 percent of the total North Korean trade volume up to the late 

1960's (Brezinski 1979,202-203; J.S. Chung 1986). 

However, a major change took place in the pattern of the North Korean foreign 

trade in the early 1 970's: There was a rapid acceleration in the growth of No& Korea's 

trade with Japan and Westem Europe, whereas the proportion of the socialist couutries in 

North Korea's total trade markedly declined. According to the statistics developed by 

Pong S. Lee (1 991 ), trade with Japan (exports plus imports) increased fiom % 3 1 million in 

1965 to 59 million in 1971 and to 361 million in 1974, which means about a twdve-fold 

increase in 10 yean (see Table III.2). North Korea's trade with Western Europe also shot 



up from $ 1 8 million in 1965 to 47 million in 197 1 and 378 million in 1974 (Brezinski 

1979, 204. see Table 111.3). As trade relations with Westem Europe expandeci, it is 

estimated that the share of North Korean fore@ truie contributed by the West European 

partners rose sharply from below 5 percent before 1970 to roughly 25 percent in 1975 

when the trade volume between the two areas peaked. Consequently, trade between North 

Korea and the non-soçiaList countriesaccountedfor about half of North Korea's btai trade 

volume in the rnid-1970's (see Table IIi.4). North Korea's irnports fiom the non-socialist 

countnes, which shared approximately 60 percent of its total imports, exceeded those of 

the socialist-bloc partners (J.S. Chung 1986, 84; YS. Kim 1979, 122). Therefore, the 

Soviet share of North Korean foreign trade fell, even though the Soviet Union remained 

the largest trading partner of North Korea. 

Examination of this clear change in the direction of North Korean foreign trade raises 

two pnmary question: What caused North Korea to become highly involved in foreign 

trade with Japan and Westem Europe in the early 1 9707s? Considering the fact that about 

half of the total North Korean trade occurred with the non-socialist countnes, is it accurate 

to descnbe the North Korean economy as either closed or fully self-reliad In assessing 

3 Given the North Korean regune's consistent emphasis on economic setf-reliance baseùon Juche ideoiogy, 
the relationship berneen North Korea's pradce of self-reliance and economic performance bas been 
widely discussed in the Literature for many years. Most scholars of the North Korean econamy - mcluding 
members of both liberai and radical camps - regard the self-reliant economic strategy within the broad 
conkxt of Juche ideology as the most salient characteristics of tbe North Korean economic qstem There 
s m s  almost a general agreement that this country has heavily depeudeci u p n  domestic fesources and 
technolo~, to a degree which was even incomparable to other çocialist economies. However, there has 
becn substantial disagreement on the economic result of Nonh Korea's self-nliance policy. In generaL 
~ V O  sets of interpretations appeared in îhe liiaatun, both with a very different emphasis. While sîressing 
the negative aspect of the selfdiant model, a group of an-, who actuaUy has dominated the 
discussions on Nonh Koceg charge that the pursuit of stEreüaw (and Juche ideology) hampered the 
opportmity of gainhg the beneh h m  the participation in international markets. These analysts are 
Lely to view the nation as king economically auiaikr and beingextremely isolatcd in an internationai 
context ïhe "Hermit Kingdam" - once used by Westaaem in the lgU> fenhay to portmy îhe Chosai 



the reason for the expansion of North Korea's trade with Westem counmes, several 

explanations have appeared in the Literature. Notwithstanding the Merent areas of 

emp has is plac ed by re searc hem, technoiogical improvernent through importing indus trial 

plants and machuiery from some advaaced capitalist countries seems the main reason for 

rapid rise in North Korea's trade with Westem countries. The commodity composition of 

North Korea's foreign trade, dong with the geographical distribution of its exports and 

irnports, provides evidence that North Korea imporied a great amount of heavy industrial 

machinery and transport equipment fiom Japan and Westem Europe in the early 1970's. 

According to previous studies done by Joseph S. Chung (1986, 93-104) as well as other 

researchers, North Korea's major export products to Westem comitnes in the 1970's were 

raw materials (such as nonferrous metals and iron), prirnary manufactures of metals and 

agriculture products whereas its major irnports fkom these countries were machmery (such 

as eiectncal machinery and non-electric equipment), transport equipmenf fmished 

Bnash - has been oftcn found as a popdar expression characterizhg North Korea in dieirwritings. On 
the other hancl, a small group of writers (including the North Korean govemment) have asserted that North 
Korea attained the economic ~e~re l iance  foiiowing the effective guideline of Juche ideology. This group 
emphasized the importance of protecting the national eanomy h m  exploitation b y imperialistic powen 
and international economic fluctuation. Fmrn the standpoint of this group, the Noah Korean economy is 
highly independent kom extemal forces and North Korea's efficient utilizatioa of domestic economic 
resources led to rapid indusüialization and technological progess without intemting into the capitalist 
world economy. The North Korean govemment in the pst manipulated the pro-North Koreaa opinion (its 
achievernent of "an independent national economy") for political propaganda. However, despite their 
important contributions to understanding of the nature of the North Kara economic policies, both 
schools of witers seemingly do not develop an accurate analysis of the North Korean econorny. This is 
because economic strategies and foreign trade poiicies which North Korea have actudiy pursued, in realitv, 
are certady more complex than the simple mode1 of seif-reliance which both groups of North Korean 
scholmhip tended to k a t  as analytical framework. In particular, North Korea's theoretical guideline on 
the pursuit of self-reliance seems to have been modif~ed Despite its rigidil in foreign relationships, North 
Korea did not seem autarkic. Nor did North Korea become Mly independent h m  the world economy, 
  hi ch argument contradicts North Korea's public annomcement of having builî a self-reliant socialist 
economy. A good exampIe is North Korea's trade expansion with Western corntries in the eariy 1970's. 
This issue will be further explored m detail in this section of the thesis. 



manufactured go& and chemicals. With respect to the commodity composition in North 

Korean trade with the Soviet Union and Chuia, North Korea in the 1970's rnamly 

imported from the two socialist countries such non-capital goods as petrooleum, oil 

products, crude materials (such as coking coals) and cereals, even though rnachinety and 

transport equipment ranged between 20 and 30 percent of North Korea's imports from the 

Soviet Union. The noticeable difference in the composition of North Korea's imports 

between Westem countt-ies and socialist countries proves that North Korea expanded 

business relations with Western countries for obtaining badly-needed advanced 

technologies which perhaps was not available 6om the socialist countries. 

Data dealing with the structural changes of the North Korean economy helps us to 

understand why the country became interested in usmg Western technology, which 

outwardl y conûadic ts a principle of Juche ideology, self-reliance in ec onornies. 

Reflecting the rapid growth in industrial production throughout the 1950's and 19603, 

there were substantial changes in the structure of both national output and employment. 

The stiare of industry in North Korea's national output went up from 23.2 percent in 1946 

to 40. 1 percent in 1956, and to 62.3 percent in 1965. In cornparison, agnculhire dropped 

rapidly from 59.1 percent to 26.6 percent and to 19.3 percent over the same period. A 

s& pattern took place in employment The proportion of North Korean labour 

engaged in secondary industries increased fiom 12 percent in 1945 to 42 percent in 1965, 

whde the agncultural sector having occupied three-fourth of the total labour force in 1945 

only represented about 40 percent in 1%5.' These changes continued in the 1970's. From 

'' The figures on sectoral development are ârawn h m  the works of Tai Sung An (m, ttI3rar.d Eni-Gak 
Hwang (1993,43). 



the figures on the sectoral distribution of the North Korean economy, it is not ddEcult to 

assume that Noah Korean underwent tlse early stages of industd development over a 

short period (the 1950's and 1x0's). As a consequence of achieving a certain level of 

economic progressiveness, the country was destined to enter a new phase of 

industrialization in the following period. The fast expansion of the North Korean 

economy up to the 1960's perhaps required more advanced technology and more capital 

investrnent for further development indeed, technological improvement might become a 

necessary condition over the same perioâ for increasing labour productivity and for 

maintming economic growth because the heavy industries - the most important sector of 

the North Korean economy - are capital- and technology-intensive. As industrialization 

progressed, the North Korean regime also needed far-reaching changes in economic 

management and resource mobilization in order to enhance its production efficiency and 

sustain the socio-economic transformation. 

As seen in the previous chapter, North Korea experienced slowdowns in its economic 

gowth during the 1960's. One of the main reasons was the increasing rnilitary 

expenditures. Another important factor whch conmbuted to slowing North Korea's fast 

economic growth could be the relative decline in economic efficiency and labour 

productivity of the North Korean industry. This decline was partly caused by the lack of 

up-to-date technologies and limited capital resowes. As noted earlier, the intensive 

rnobrli?.ation of domestic resources,associated with massive economic ad from socialist 

countries, made the North Korean regime able to supply capital and technology for the 

establishment of its industnal base dufing the early postwar period The rate of domestic 



savings and investment during the period of the 1950's and 1960's was very hgh. A 

study by the CIA (1978'7) estimated that the domestic sawigs rate of North Korea over 

the sarne period was between 25 and 35 percent of GNP. It is also argued that such high 

levels of domestic investment were made possible by the sacrifice of private consumption 

and a lion's share of economic resources went to heavy-industrialization (Okonogi 1994). 

Ho wever, afte r pass ing through the early stages of industrialization, North Korea might 

face an essential task of upgradmg its existing industries through the introduction of 

advanced technology and utilization of more capital. North Korea, with its small 

geographic sire and population, would find it difficult to meet the new needs of m e r  

industrialization by only mobilizing domestic capital and technology. Its strategy of 

achieving heavy-industriai development and technologcal progress by relying on intemal 

resources seemed to fa11 into difficulties during the late 1960's. The dificulties might 

have been created by the gap existùig between the level of North Korea's domestic 

investment that could be assigned to technologicai upgrading and the actual levels of 

tec hno logical re quirements needed to accomplish m e r  industnalization. As wel l, the 

large military buildup associated with the establishment of an extensive marnents 

industry acted as an economic obstacle, while reducmg North Korea's capability of 

allocatmg domestic resources to technological development. 

Another dificulty for North Korea's task of improving technologies in the industrial 

sector arose fiom the drastic reduction of foreign aid from socialist neighbors during the 

1960's. in spite of the restoration of Soviet-North Korean relations following the end of 

the Khwhchev era, there was a conhnued decreasing trend in the economic and technical 



assistance fiom the Soviet Union. Indeed, the f o m  of the economic aid that were given 

by the Soviet Union changed to a great extent fiom grants to loans. North Korea also 

fded  to rïiaintain the Chinese assistance since China was s u f f e ~ g  fiom its own economic 

problems after the unsuccessful launch of the Great Leap Forward (195860). As a 

consequence of the limited utdization of intemal resources and reduced foreign ai4 the 

North Korean regune might become unable to finance the adequate capital necessary for 

uppding  industrial equipment md machinery whch was badly needed. Thus, a shortage 

of new technology and equipment, essential for enlarging production capacities, led to a 

fa11 in industrial labour productivity as wel as lower eficiency of production. 

There is a clear limitation in quanhfying North Korea's level of technological 

development. As well, it is noteworthy that no quantitative d y s i s  on North Korea's 

labour productivity and industrial eficiency is available in the literature (as far as this 

study cm determine). Nonetheless, the overall perfomance of the North Korean industry, 

with its declining annual growth rate during the l%O's, uidicates the possibility that its 

technological development could not keep pace with the demand of changes in the 

country's industrial structure. The various empùical studies conducted to examine the 

correlations between the self-reliant mode1 in developing regions and economic growth 

also support the view which has been made above. In addition, decreasing industrial 

productivity over the perioâ, as a consequence of problems in upgrading mdustrial 

facilities, can be judged by the extent of North Korea's increased stress on technological 

innovation and its effort to raise economic eficiency through changing the management 

systems. During the 1%0's, nibstantial reorganizatim m the systems of industriai 



management and planning designed to promote production took place in North Korea; for 

instance, the introduction of the Daem Work System in 1%1 in an effort to restructure 

industrial management systems and the implementation of "unified and detailed planning'' 

under the central authorities in 1964-65 in order to increase efficiency in the planned 

econorny (S.L. Choi and S.K. Lee 1998,24-27). As well, the North Korean regime began 

to lay a greater emphasis on the modemjzation and development of technology in this 

period. A good exarnple was the introduction of the " k e e  technical revolutions" 

initiative in the early 1970's (although the regime announced that the aim of this campaign 

was to maintain a high standard of Living without mentioning a word about increasing 

productivity). In spite of the criticism that the North Korean leadership neglected the role 

of technology in economic development, the North Korean leaden were seerningiy aware 

O f dec reas Uiç indus trial produc tivity caused by technological constmints. Consequently , 

they appeared to emphasize more fiequently the importance of strengthening technological 

foundations, as Kim Il-Sung, for example, delivered "the duty of scientists and technicians 

in carrying out the technical revolution7' in 1963 and "some tasks in developing our 

country's science and technology" in 1 972 @.S. Suh 1 98 1, 14 1 .184). 

This section of the thesis is concemed mady with North Korea's need to mtroduce 

up-to-date equipment as the firndamental factor in changing North Korea's direction of 

foreign trade. After examining North Korea's trade expansion with Western countnes 

from ths approach, it seems necessary to consider the e x t d  factors that created 

conditions favorable to North Korea's trade with Western countries. A few scholm 

including Pong S. Lee (1 991) highlight the so-cded East-West détente m the 1970's as 



the most important intemational event in respect to the change in the North Korean foreign 

trade. The end of the 1960's wituessed the graduai relaxation of the Cold-War 

conf?ontation on the global level. It is said that there was a transition in the political and 

econornic stmcture of the global Cold-War system. Politidy, the hegemonic powers of 

the postwar penod - the United States and the Soviet Union - began to lose absolute 

conaol within their respective orbit. The United States began to withdraw its troops fioom 

Vietnam in 1969. Some socialist commes like China and Yugoslavia distanced 

themselves from the Soviet Union. The worldwide tension between two antagonistic 

blocs eased as shown by events such as the diplornatic normalization between the United 

States and China and Sino-Sapanese rapprochement in 1972. In the economic realm, the 

successful economic recovery of Japan and West European countries fkom World War II 

created a challenge to the position of Amenca as the dominant economic power in the 

world. As well, the emergence of new econornic powea began to divenify world 

econornic relations. Under these circumstances, economic and political relations between 

the two Cold-War bloc counîries rapidly expanded from the late 1 960's. in particular, the 

trade volume between West and East European countries grew significantly during this 

penod. In this context, it is not dficult to think that North Korea responded to these 

changing circumstances by increasing political and economic contacts with the Western 

countries. It cm be therefore argued that the relaxation of the Cold-War codict to a 

lirnited extent helped to lead to the expansion of trade relations between North Korea and 

Westem countrîes. in fact, this opinion has been given credibility by political scientists in 



the field of North Korean studies. Previous saidies provide sunicient background on this 

issue. Therefore, it is unnecessary to discuss it here in greater detail. 

Another contributing factor behind North Korea's increased imports from Western 

countries could be that some items of industrial and transport equipment which were badly 

needed for industrial development were not readil y available with in un ialist bloc 

countnes. Even when available fiam mcialist allies, some c~mmodities were sold at costs 

over the average world prices or its quantities were not sufficient enough to cover North 

Korea's requirements. If North Korea had been satisfied with the imports fiom socialist 

countries, it would not have tumed to Western countries to purchase industnal equipment. 

As is well known, the Soviet Union made significant technological progress up to the 

1960's in industrial areas, particularly aerospace, nuclear and machme industry. However, 

since defense-oriented heavy industries occupied large share of the Soviet economy, 

developrnent of technology was largely linked to the d t a i y  production instead of for 

commercial use. Thus, technological progress in selected fields of heavy industries was 

not accompanied by development of other manufachiring sectors such as 

telecommunication, electronics, transportation and macbery for light industry. It is also 

said that a large proportion of industrial manufactures, based on advanced technology, 

were produced not for export purposes but for domestic use (Koves 1981). [n addition, 

since North Korea achieved a certain level of technologicd progress throughout the two 

decades of industnalization, the technological gap between the advanced Soviet economy 

and the North Korean one narrowed, which meant reduced imports of outmoded 

machinery and industrial plants âom the Soviet Unim. It cm be argued thaî the levels of 



industrial development in North Korea around the early 1970's were not relatively lower 

in cornparison to those of China, whch underwent slow techcal  progress during the 

Cultural Revolution. The visiting report (1973) of Hamison Salisbury - dealing with the 

Asian socialist countries - shed light on the technology level of North Korea as compared 

to China. Along with the limited supply of technology-intensive goods from the socialist 

powers, the higher than world prices of some Soviet exports perhaps led the North Korean 

authonties to reexarnine its heavy trade dependence on the Soviet economy. It was 

observed that m the 1960's the Soviet Union sold some export commodities to Western 

countnes cheaper than it did to socialist countries. As shown in Table III.5, for instance, 

the prices of the Soviet crude oil and petroieum products to the socialist bloc countries 

(including North Korea) were higher than to the capitahst countries (Ebel 1970, 58-59). 

The North Korean leadership seemed to be well aware of this problem, which was 

revealed in the 1964 article of the Nodong Sinmm (Workers' Newspaper). When the 

relations between No& Korea and the Soviet Union (the Khnishchev regime) reached 

their lowest level, the Nodong Stnmun, the main govemment dady organ, published an 

editorial c o v e ~ g  "Soviet economic exploitation" (B.C. Koh 1969. 79). Under the above 

circumstances, North Korea began to purnie a somewhat flexible trade policy, while 

importing rnachuiery and transpon equipment from Westem coutries. 

Thus, as regards to the decisive reason behind the dramatic improvement in North 

Korea's trade relations with Western cornitries, it becomes apparent, when the evidence is 

examined, that, in fact, the North Korean regkne atternpted to strengthen its foreign trade 

in order to improve industrial production through the importation of foreign technology 



and capital. To cope with the problem of declining productivity in the industrial sector, 

the regime started to implement a somewhat pragmatic trade policy, whde seeking to 

develop economic relationships with Japan and Western Europe. In other words, North 

Korea partially reintegrated itself into the capitalist world economy in the early 1970's 

afie r more than two decades of its pursuit of selfireliame and technological isolation. It is 

clear that the importance of foreign trade in the North Korean economy was far less than 

that of market economies such as North Arnenca and the East Asian NICs. But the 

development of trade relations between North Korea and Westem countries illustrates that 

foreign trade becarne a crucial part of North Korea's national economy in the early 1970's. 

Thus, it is easy to guess that the changes in world economic conditions began to directly 

influence the development course of North Korea through its trade relations. In this 

connection. there is a question to answer m this thesis; how did North Korea's partial 

reintegation into the capitalist worid market in the early 1970's affect the North Korean 

economy. It seems necessas, to examine the impacts of North Korea's increased trade 

with Westem countries on the economic performance of North Korea throughout the 

1970's and 1980's. The above question will be discussed in the following section. 

2. The Impacts of Economic Relations with the West on the 
North Korean Economy: Trade Imbalance, Foreign Debts 
and Unsuccessful Economic Openness. 

The period of the early 1970's covered North Korea's Six-Year Plan. This plan 

started in 197 1 with the objective of achievmg 180 percent growth m national income and 

220 percent increase m industrial production during the plan period. Thanks to a flexible 



trade policy and the introduction of Western machinery and industrial equipment, the 

overall performance of the North Korean economy during the early 1970's was markediy 

better than the experience of the preceding years during its economic slowdown in the 

1960's. The government announced in 1975 that the Six-Year Plan fulfilled its targets one 

and a half years ahead of the scheduled tune. According to officia1 North Korean data 

cited in secondary sources, the industd output registered an increase of 250 percent 

dunnç the pian period, surpassing the targeted 220 percent The recorded average mua1 

rate of industrial growth was 16.3 percent, which was higher than the original target rate 

of 14 percent (E.G. Hwang 1993,46-47; J.S. Chung 1987,111; S.M. Lee 1994, 121-124). 

As a consequence of improved cereal production per hectare, helped by the diffusion of 

hiçher-yielding varieties and the increasing use of pesticides and machinery, the annuai 

gain production also increased. North Korea harvested 8 mdlion tons in 1976, an 

increase over the planned 7-7.5 million tons (J.S. Jung 1987, 1 1 1). Thus, it is reasonable 

to assen that the successful completion of the Six-Year Plan was largely atatbuted to the 

infusion of new machinery and industrial facilities f?om Westem corntries. in spite of 

little available information on how foreign technologies were absorbed by individual 

industnal units, the introduction of advanced Westem equipment seerned to relieve 

management difficulty in maintaining industrial productivity and increasing production 

capacity. Considering the fact that there was no major change in the intemal economic 

and political system over rhis period, it becomes more obvious that the d i s ion  of 

Westem technologies was the prime factor in reversing the downward economic trend of 

the 1960's to substantial economic growth during the early 1970's. 



However, even though the import of capital equipment from the West had a positive 

effect during the early half of the 1970's, it also generated serious problems in North 

Korea's overall trade balances. As a result of the massive purchase of industnal products 

from the Westem countries, without a co~esponding increase in experts, North Korea 

faced a large trade deficit. This highly negative position in trade balances lefi North 

Korea unable to pay its hard cmency borrowings from Westem creditors and 

consequently the nation was caught in foreign debt problems. As Table 111.6 shows, North 

Korea stood in trade surplus of US20.6 million with non-socialist countries in 1971. But 

North Korea's trade deficit reportediy reached US 73.1 million in 1972, 232.4 million in 

1973, 583.3 million in 1974 and 229.6 million in 1975. Among North Korea's trade 

deficits with non-socialist countries, a negative trade balance with Japan rose from US 4.2 

million in 1971 to 118.1 million in 1974 and to 138.6 million in 1975 (Eberstadt 1996, 

530). With respect to the availability of foreign exchange for Westem imports in the 

midst of a mounting trade deficit, North Korea was able to purchase industrial products 

from Japan and Westem Europe with hard currency obtained by borrowings fiom these 

countries. Ln other words, North Korea's trade deficit during the early 1970's was to a 

large extent financed by the commercial loans of Westem countriess (Brezinski 1979,203; 

Eberstadt 1996,530). 

There is no exact figure on North Korea's foreign debt to Westem countries during 

this penod since the North Korean govemment has not released details on the use of 

' North Korea could not access any Western commercid toms untir the end of the t W s .  Bpan was the 
fun counhy to provide medium-and long-term credits to North Korea for Unports of Japawse products. 
hediately  afier Japan's decision m 1972, North Korea also received commercial loans h m  some 
Western countnes to be used for purchashg pducts  of these countries (Brezinski 197 3,203). 



Westem credits. 

of the country's 

Moreover, North Korean literature varies in its estimates of the 

debt to the West Nonetheless, it is said that North Korea's 

Western counûies by 1975 reached approximately US 1.2 billion. Because of the 

gowing trade deficit, Noxth Korea began to sufTer fiom the burden of repaying 

amount 

debt to 

rap idly 

foreign f 

loans with their additional interest from the mid-1970's. in 1976, North Korea failed to 

pay its loan commitments to Westem countries at the scheduled tirne. It began to delay its 

repayment of foreign debts; a fact which would later lead North Korca's Westem 

commercial bank creditors to declare that the country was in forma1 default on its debts. 

Due to debt rescheduling and defaults on repayment, North Korea's international credit 

rating remained at the lowest level. This poor credit rating consequently caused North 

Korea difficulties in accessing M e r  commercial loans fiom Westem countnes from the 

latter half of the 1970's. The lack of access to additional foreign capital also made it 

difficult for North Korea to maintam its trade with Westem countrîes. Thus, it cm be 

argued that a rapid expansion of North Korea's trade relations with Westem countries 

dunng the early 1970's had a highly negative effect on North Korean economic 

development in the long m becaw of the mounting trade deficit and the foreign debt 

problem. 

With respect to North Korea's large-sale trade deficit with Westem countries, North 

Korea's excessive irnports of industrial product as compared to its ability to eam foreign 

exchange has been subject to hanh criticism. It is clear that North Korea did not treat 

international trade as the engine of economic growth as did the East Asian NICs. The 

North Korean regime rnainly became involved in trade with Westem corntries during the 



1970's in order to obtam new technologies and industrial equiprnent unavailable 

domesticdy or within socialist countries. North Korea's purpose of foreign üade was not 

to accelerate economic growth through rapid export expansion. in this conte* it is said 

that during this period the North Korean regime overlooked the importance of balancing 

foreign trade and developing export industries based on comparative advantage. It is 

natural that the large purchase of foreign goods without a corresponding increase in export 

capability results in large-scale trade deficit and foreign exchange deficiency. Given these 

facts, the North Korean regime cannot avoid the blame for its mismanagement of the trade 

balance as well as its poor foreign exchange position. However, not ail the problems of 

Yorth Korea's balance of payments are attributable to its mismanagement of foreign trade. 

It seems unreasonable to confine the discussion of North Korea's foreign debt problems to 

an intemal management issue because its trade deficit was directly and indirectly 

exacerbated by fa-reaching changes in the international economic system. 

As is well known, the world economy during the early 1970's experienced two major 

economic events: the breakdown of the Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system in 

197 1 and the Oil Shock of 1973. The sudden depreciation of the U.S. dollar and a more 

than tenfold rise in world oil prices shook the hi& levels of stability in the international 

monetary system and stalled the sustained growth of the world economy &er World War 

II. At the same t h e ,  many countries - both developed and developing ones - underwent a 

vely hgh rate of inflation and slower econornic growth. Worldwide inflation and the 

global recession of the 1970's is said to have had a harmfbl effect on the balance of 

payments of the most Third World corntries. The rnajority of Third World corntries in 



the mid-1970's found themselves in a position of large trade deficits and serious debt 

prablems. Many scholars have made valuable contributions to the titerature on the above 

issue, through the conducting of case studies. But very little is known about the impact of 

the world econornic change in the early 1 970's on the socialist countries (more precisely, 

on what couid be called "Third World socialist countries"). Similarly , the information on 

North Korea has been scarce. A few scholars who specialize in North Korea argued about 

the negative eEect of worldwide da t ion  and recession on the North Korean economy. 

But they did not discuss it in great detail. It is, therefore, not clear to what degree such 

international events of the early 1970's afTected North Korea's foreign trade and balance 

of payments in a detrimental fashion. 

Nonetheless, with available donnation, it is possible to develop the argument that 

the deteriorating terms of trade aggravated North Korea's balance of payments difficulties. 

The pattern of North Korea's trade with Westem countries duMg the eariy 1970's was 

similar to that of rnany other ïhird World cornihies. The general trend in Third World's 

trade - exporting prîmary cornrnodities in conjunction with importing madactured goods 

- also existed in North Korea's trade pattern. As mentioned in the previous section, North 

Korea's imports fiom Westem countries were exclusively concentrated in machinery and 

transport equipment whereas such primary goods as nonferrous met&, iron and foodstuff 

accounted for the greater share of its total exports. The commodity breakdown of imports 

and exports during the early 1970's shows the vulnerability of the North Korean trade to 

the fluctuations of the international prices. It is evident that hyperinflation in Western 

countries,cawd by the oil price rise and the collapse of the pegged exchange rate system, 



raised the costs 

in dollar value. 

of North Korea's imports of Western machinery and transport equiprnent 

In contrast to sharp ïncreases in import prices, the pnces of North Korea's 

main exports - such primary goods as metals and agncultural products - fell considerably 

in the world commodity market because the stagnation in Western c o d e s  reduced the 

purchasing power of prirnary cornmodities (Gills 1992, 1 16; P.S. Lee 199 1, 190; T.S. An 

1983, 132-1 35). This tendency - the deterioration in North Korea's terms of trade - also 

occurred in its relations with the Soviet Union. Anected by the changes in the 

international prices, the Soviet Union paid less for theu North Korean imports whereas the 

pnce of Soviet crude oil and petroleum products exporteci to North Korea soared (P.S. Lee 

1991, 190). in this context, it cm be argued that North Korea, like many other countries 

in the Third World lost substantial amounts of foreign exchange due to the worsening 

terms of trade. Apparent evidence can be obtained fkom Table 111.1 and Table U1.6. 

These tables show that North Korea's traàe deficit reached a peak in 1974, the time of the 

oil crisis and the consequent global recession (Eberstadt 1996, 530; J.S. Chung 1986'83). 

The discrepancy between imports and exports dramatically widened between 1972 and 

1974. Andthe size ofNarthkeaktradedPfircit in L974 - abuutU$72Qmillimintatal 

trade (J.S. Chung 1986) and US 583 million in trade with non-socialist countries 

(Ebentadt 1996) - was the largest in North Korea's history (up to the 1990's). Ln this 

comection, the rapidly rising trade imbalance in 1973-74 can be partially explamed by the 

falling prices af North Korea's exports and the sharp rise in price of North Korea's 

imports. Hence, it is possible to consider that North Korea's foreign debt problem in the 

1970's was partly attributed to the deteriorating ternis of trade cause by the changes in the 



world economy. North Korea probably designed its plan to increase imports from 

Western countries based on the stable trade environment and favorable commodity prices 

of the 1960's. These conditions of the world economy in the 1960's might have 

encouraged North Korea to ùnk its economy to the global market in the early 1970's. But 

North Korea faced the unexpected events in the world economy shortly after its trade 

expansion with the West and ended up with large-scale trade deficits and foreign debts. It 

seems likely that North Korea reintegrated into the capitalist wodd market at the wrong 

time. North Korea's attempt at improving industrial production through the impon of 

Western technologies fded  in the long run because the hi& economic growth rates of the 

eariy 1970's were not sustained. 

From the late 1 9?07s, North Korea undewnt economic stagnation. Due to large 

foreign debts and default on payment, Western countries became reluctant to trade with 

North Korea. As weli, a shortage of foreign exchange became a maior obstacle to North 

Korea in accessing M e r  purchase of advanced machinery and industriai plants fiom the 

West. In response to its balance of payments difficulties, the North Korean regime 

adhered more to the principle of self-teliance durîng the latter half of the 1970's. North 

Korea concentrated on the Ml-utilkation of domestic resources and technoiogy in an 

effort to prevent economic slowdowns and technological backwardness. The Second 

Seven-Year Plan was set in 1978 with the basic objectives of self-reliance and technical 

modemization (J.S. Chung 1987, 109; P.S. Lee 1991, 194). Under these circumstances, 

North Korea's foregn trade during the late 1970's was stagnanf while reaching a low in 

1977. The s h e  of Western countnes in the total North Korean trade also dedined since 



North Korea sMed its tra& back toward the socialist bloc and tried to enlarge economic 

relations with T h d  World corntries. in 19û4, without releasing the details of the 

economic performance, the North Korean govemrnent claimed the Second Seven-Year 

Plan had been successfid through having achieved an average annual industrial growth of 

12.2 percent during the plan period (E.G. Hwang 1993,45). However, the North Korean 

daim of achieving a respectable level of economic growth over this time is doubtfûi. 

With respect to the reiiability of the economic data fkom the North Korean govemment6, it 

was seemingly released for propaganda purposes. From the late 1970'~~  it was clear that 

the North Korean economy went into stagnation associated with several factors such as 

large foreign debts, womsut production facilities and a shortage of capital and advanced 

technology. According to one analysis fkom The Econonrist Intelligence Uhit (1997), it is 

estimated that an average mual rate of GNP growth between 1976 and 1980 was 4.1 

percent and 3.7 percent between 198 1 and 1985. When compared with an average annual 

gowth of 10.4 percent from 197 1 to 1975 (The Economist intelligence Unit 1997, 65), 

these growth rates were very low. m e r  estimates in the literature also show a downward 

trend in the economic growth of North Korea. It is therefore certain that the North Korean 

economy afier some recovery of the early 1970's began to sufFer from poor performance. 

In assessing North Korea's economic performance, some reseanhers have ben doubtfd about the 
quantitative economic data provided by the North Korean govemxnent Th- argue that North Korea's 
official figures do not provide accurate information for observers of the North Korean economy. in his 
schoMy works on the North Koran economy, for instance, Joshep Sang-hoon Chung (1 974, 1987, 1989) 
oAen questions the reliabili~ of the North Korem figures. Considering that the official economic gowth 
rates have been inflated, Chung points out the rnethodological problems in Norîh Korea's statistics, such as 
omissions, ovmtatement and ambiguity. He also argues that problems of overstatement in North Korea's 
growth rates are related to the different concepts and methods of socialist and capitalist economies used 
when it cames to detenriiningthe national output levels. 



Faced with economic stagnation, the North Korean regime in the early 1980's sought 

out new economic policies to resolve its economic problems. With regard to industrial 

management, the decentdization of decision-making was implemented within a limited 

scope. According to Pong S. Lee (1991), authority over the production, distribution and 

investment of enterprises moved fiom the centrai planning agencies to the provincial 

administrative organs and enterprise managers. More importantly, the North Korean 

govemment adopted the polic y of encouraging foreign direct investment. Partly 

uifluenced by the success of China's economic opening, North Korea promulgated its tint 

joint ventures law ("The Law of Equity and Contractual Joint Ventures7') in 1 984 in order 

to lure foreign capital and technology. The govemment also took some measures to 

support the joint ventures law, by enacting a number of supplementary laws includmg the 

Joint Venture Incorne Tax Law in 1985 and by establishing Korean International General 

Joint Company in 1986 and Department of Joint Venture industry as a govemment 

ministry in 1 988. The joint ventures law of North Korea included a nurnber of preferential 

treatment clauses, such as reduced custom duties, profits remittance and relaxed 

ownenhip controls, Ui order to attract foreign enterprises. Seeking the possibility of 

economic openness, the North Korean regirne also established a special economic area, the 

Rajin-Sonbong Free Economic and Trade Zone, in 1991. Further efforts, inciuding the 

arnendrnent of the joint venture law and allowing whoUy foreign owned companies, were 

made to facilitate the uiflow of foreign capital and technology. 

Ho wever, despite its attempt at improving economic conditions through foreign 

investment projects, North Korea met with very disappointkg results in attracting the 



foreign partners fiom Japan and other Westem countries. Unlike other East Asian 

countnes where foreign investors aggressively channeled large amounts of capital during 

the 19807s, North Korea was largely ignored by international investors. Available &ta7 

shows that the number of foreign investment projects for which agreement had been 

reached totaled only about one hundred between 1984 and 1991. The total value of 

foreign investment projects under agreement was estirnated at U$ 150 million. Out of the 

total number of these projects, more than two-thirds were initiated by membea of the pro- 

North Ko rean assoc iation of Korean residents in Japan (Chochongnyon ). There fore, the 

investment whch came fiom Westem corntries was smali. Most foreign investment 

projects were exclusively concentrated in small-scale light industries and service 

industries, such as textiles, food and hotels (Y. Namkoong 1995,469470). in cons ide~g  

the volumes and types of foreign investment &er the 1984 joint ventures law, its 

contribution in relieving North Korea's shortage of capital and technology appean to be 

almost noting. Such poor results becorne more apparent when the experience of North 

Korea is cornpared to that of Vietnam, a country - with similar problems attracting foreign 

investment - that adopted an open door policy (duimoi) in the same period. It appears to 

have failed completely if the experience is compared to that of China or the East Asian 

NICs. 

There is little doubt that North Korea's attempt to induce foreign investments ended 

up in fàilure. A number of factors have been cited in the literature as explaining the 

failure of North Korea7s economic opening policy. Young Namkoong (1995, 479, for 

These fiwes are provided by the National Unification Boarcîof the South Korean goverment and cited 
in S.H. Je (1998,S) and Y. Namkoong (1995,468). 



example, points out five main factors as hindering the intlux of foreign capital: the 

regime7s unwillingness to d e  fidamental reforms, poor infrastructure, lack of 

institutional arrangements, a small domestic market and a bad reputation for the handling 

of foreign debt. Such other factors as political rigidity, heavy regdations on foreign 

private enterprises and the absence of the market mechanisrn have also been considered as 

obstacles to the entry of foreign investors. In evaluatmg the reason for North Korea's 

unsuccessfùl reform, these factors are relevant and cannot be ignored. It would be a 

mistake to argue that mounting foreign debt and poor intemational credit ratings, which 

had hcurred in the mid-1970's, are sotely responsible for the low level of foreign 

investment in North Korea. Nonetheless, they cm be a part of the reason that discouraged 

foreign investon. How might the result of North Korea's economic refom differed û the 

country had avoided large-scale foreign debts in the mid-1970's is a question that could be 

posed. Better international credit standing of North Korea would have created more 

interest From foreign enterprises in any case. One clear fact is that North Korea lost an 

opportunity of using several favorable economic environrnents during the 1 980's - lower 

interest rates in the international capital market, RIC telocation and a growing foreign 

direct investment in East Asian region - because of large foreign debts. uideed, the 

country could not utilue Japanese capital that accounted for the largest foreign investment 

in most Asian c o h e s .  It c m  be argued that the economic opening policy adopted in 

1984 was partly retarded by an unfavorable initial condition (foreign debt problem) which 

was closely related tu the sudden deterioration of North Korea's terms of mde, which had 

occurred in the early 1970's. Another apparent fact is that the North Korean econorny 



&er fading to attmct foreign investors continued to slump badly during the latter half of 

the 19807s. 

II. The Demise of  the Cold-War and North Korea's Economic Breakdown 

As s h o w  ui previous sections, the Pace of North Korea's economic growth slowed 

considerably after the late 1970's. The economic performance over the 1980's was much 

less satisfactory than in the fkst three decades of the regune. Nevertheless, North Korea's 

developmental achievement for almost a half cenhiry was quite respectable when 

compared with many other countries in the Third World (Pong S. Lee 1994). A 

considerable degree of industnalization took place. The countnes reportedly achieved a 

ce- level of self-suficiency in gain production. In spite of stagnatioqthe shape of the 

North Korean economy over the 1980's was not like those of the LDCs (Less-Developed 

Countries) showing such problematic characteristics as extreme poverty, serious 

dimption in economies and political chaos. Indeed, it seemed likely that North Korea had 

not undergone famine and major politicai blood-shed during the sociaiist transformation, 

which occurred in a few socialist countries - for example, the Stalin era of the Soviet 

Union and China's Cultural Revolution. Some quantitative cross-national studies 

demonstrated clear improvement in the average living standard of North Korean people. 

The World Bank's 1986 World Developrnent Report, for instance, placed North Korea in 

the category of "middle-income economies." North Korea's average standard of Living 

did not seem far lower tban that of South Korea and its living condihons seemed relatively 

higher than those of the Philippines and indonesia in 1986. According to Eberstadt and 



Banister's work (1  992) on the demographic trends of North Korea, life expectancy at bitth 

in North Korea rose fkom 49 yean in 1960 to 68 years in 1986. Infant rnortality rate 

decreased from 56.4 (per thousand) in 1955 to 22.7 in 1970 and to 9.8 in 1986. These 

figures indicate that the average living standard of the North Korean was consistently 

improving. However, the picture presented by the North Korean economy in the 1990's is 

torally different fiom what it was previously. North Korea faced serious econornic 

problems from the beginning of the 19%'~. The nosedive of its economy wiped out the 

deveiopmental achievement of North Korea throughout the past four decades. North 

Korea of the 1990's is comected with images of economic disruption and famine. 

Therefore, there is the need to cntically examine the abrupt collapse of the North Korean 

economy during this period. 

The end of the Cold-War ushered in the decade of the 1990's. More than four 

decades of the Cold-War confrontation between two blocs ended up with the 

disappearance of the Soviet Union, the socialist giant who had engaged in the creation and 

maintenance of a rivahy on the Korean peninsula fiom the North Korean side. As 

everyone is aware, the international order changed dramatically with the demise of the 

Co ld- W ar. But the global Cold-W ar confrontation dissolved without resolving the Korean 

problem of national division where the Cold-War conflict structure stdi remains. The 

economic and security bond of the South Korea-Japan-the United States triangle was not 

challenged in spite of the changing international environment. The United States, the 

single global superpower after the fd of the Soviet Union, continued to station large- 

numbers of tmops in South Korea and Japan In contrast to South Korea's unchanged 



relationship with its major Cold-War allies, North Korea's political and economic ties 

with its traditional supporters were eroàed to a great degree. North Korea's position in the 

intemational/regional system at the end of the Cold-War was sigmficantly weakened. The 

effect of the changing intemational order on North Korea was to isolate the country 

intemationally. At the same tirne, it lost its military power balance on the Korean 

peninsula because of the loss of support of its traditional fiiends. 

The deterioration of the North Korea-Soviet economic relations started before the 

sudden collapse of the Soviet Union in December 1991. It began with the meeting of 

Mosc ow ' s economics-oriented foreign policy and Seoul ' s Nordpolitik (Northem Policy ). 

In July 1988, the new South Korean govemment, the Roh administration, adopted a 

foreign policy called ,Vordpolitik (Northem Policy) afler observing Gorbachev's new 

policy of perrstroika and glasnost. Nordpolitik was developed for norrnalizing diplomatic 

relations with the socialist bloc c o d e s ,  whch would provide South Korean enterprises 

with new markets as well as diplomatic isolation of North Korea (K.C. Kim 1994; M m  

1991, 68). South Korea's improved econornic status in the world - such as having the 

world's fastest growing economy and the large volume of trade and foreign investment by 

the Korean chuebols - helped Seoul's new foreign policy become effective (Perry 1990, 

173). Most of North Korea's allies mcluding the Soviet Union and China participated in 

the 1988 Seoul Olympic games despite North Korea's wishes. Starting with Hungary in 

1 989, South Korea estab lished formal diplomatic relations with most East European 

countries. The Soviet Union also shifted its policy prionty toward the Korean peninsula 

from ideological cons iderations and secwïty interests to economic benefits (S. H. Joo 



1995). Faced with domestic economic dificulties, die Gorbachev regime became 
- 

interested in South Korea's potend purchasing power of Soviet raw materials and the 

availability of South Korean consumer goods. It is said that Moscow also expected South 

Korean fims would invest in development projects in Siberia and Far Eastern Russia (SM. 

Joo 1995, 3 1-32). Under these cucumstances, there was a rapid commercial and trade 

expansion between South Korea and the Soviet Union within the short period of 1988- 

1990. These two countries formally normalized diplornatic relationship in September 

1990 afier South Korea showed its willingness of committing a credit of U$ 3billion to 

Moscow as economic assistance (K.C. Kim 1994). In contrast to the South Korea- Soviet 

relations, North Korea's political and economic cooperation with Soviet Union declined 

and deteriorated. 

According to previous studies, the close connection between North Korea and the 

Soviet Union was maintained More the SovietSouth Korean rapprochement. The 1961 

mutual secwity arrangement ("the treaty of fnendship and mutual assistance"), including 

the provision of automatic military intervention, continued to remain in force. There was 

high-level military exchange in 1987 and 1988 (S.H. Joo 1995,30; Zhebin 1995,729-730). 

in particular, economic and political ties between the two counmes were strengthened in 

the mid-1980's after the death of Brezhnev in 1982 (Eberstadt et al. 1995, 90; Zhebm 

1995, 728). It was obsewed that the North Korean economy became increasmgly reliant 

on the Soviet Union dwhg the 1980's as a consequence of its trade failure with the West 

and its debt problems. The increasing dependence of North Korea on the Soviet Union is 

clearly s h o w  in the fact that the Soviet share of North Korea's total trade volume 



increased fiom about 25 percent in 1980 to about 60 percent in 1988 (Eberstadt et al. 1995, 

91 ; Yakubovsky 1996,452). North Korea especially dependeci upon the Soviet Union for 

refined oil, lubricants and some other minerais in order to support the industnal and 

energy sectors of its economy. The Soviet Union also committed itself' to provide North 

Korea with oil and other raw materials at prices lower than the international price during 

the 1 980's. However, because of its worsening economic condition and its adoption of a 

market reform, the Soviet Union suddenly broke the long tradition of barter-trade system 

and trade subsidies for North Korea in 1990. The Gorbachev regime demanded North 

Korea start bilateral trade based on hard-cmency payments and world-market pnces. But 

North Korea was not able to meet the new requirement of the Soviet Union due to its 

chronic shortage of hard-currency. Consequently, North Korea-Soviet trade, reaching a 

peak in 1988, started to drop in 1989 and then within a one year p e r d  of 1990-1991 

plunged precipitously by more than one half. According to estimates of Ebentadt and his 

colleagues (1 995) developed fiom Russian sources, North Korea's imports fiom the Soviet 

Union in 1991 plummeted to one-third of the 1987-1 990 average level. Mer the collapse 

of the Soviet Union in December 1991, economic relations between Russia and North 

Korea did not recover and continued to deteriorate. In fact, a hostile atmosphere was 

created in the North Korean-Russian political relations. To make the situation worse, 

China, North Korea's largest trading partner from 1991, set up full-diplornatic ties with 

South Korea in August 1992. Chma, ïike the former Soviet Union, stopped its preferenhal 

barter-irade with North Korea, requiring the use of international exchange rates and hard- 

currency for bilateral trade (Hu 1995,56; S.S. Kim 1994, 18-19). North Korea could not 



but follow Beijing's new decision smce there was no alternative after the demise of the 

Soviet Union. However, North Korea unexpectedly lost some of its foreign exchange in 

trading with China because, for instance, the import prices of Chinese crude oil rose 

sharply from U$ 58 per ton in 1990 to UE 137 in 1992 (Y. Namkoong 1996, 233; H.T. 

Chun and S.K. Kim 1997. 15. see Table UI.7). Although the Chmese share in the total 

trade volume of North Korea increased, North Korea's capability of importing materials 

such as petroleum and c m h g  coal fiom C h  was reduced because North Korea needed 

to pay more for the Chinese supplies after Beijing's abolition of favorable treatment to 

North Korea. Consequently, North Korea's irnports from China (in tems of quantity, 

mstead of monetary value) decreased and the trade deficit grew rapidly. 

Taking into account the sudden changes in North Korea's economic relations with 

the former Soviet Union and China, it is clear that a major obstacle to the North Korean 

economy in the early 1 990's arose from the changed intemational/ regional environment. 

As Mazarr (1 991 ) described, North Korea at the start of the 1990's becarne one of the 

"orphans of glasnost." In this regard, it seems worth examining how the sudden 

disruption of North Korea's trade relations with the Soviet Union and China affected the 

North Korean economy. The immediate effect of trade disniption on North Korea was to 

drive the country into a vicious circle of lower material inputssnergy shortage and 

dec l ining indus trial production-and aggravation of foreign exc hange eaming S. As noted 

earlier, there was a conspicuous decrease in imported materiais fiom the Soviet Union and 

China. In particular, North Korea's shortage of hard-cmency reduced imports of 

petroleum and industnai and transport equipment. It is estimateci that North Korea's 



petroleum imports in 1 994- 1995 declined to two-ffis the level of 1 990 (H.T. Chun 1 997, 

38; Y. Namkoong 1996, 228. see Table nI.8). Soviet supply of oil to North Korea 

reportedly dropped by more than 90 percent between 1990 and 1991 (Ebentadt et al. 

1 995). Although it is blessed with many national resources, such as bituminous coal, uon 

and tungsten ore, North Korea has no petroleum and cooking coal of its own. Thus, 

considering that almost al l  the transportation sector in North Korea was operated by the 

imported fuel, this level of decrease in petroleum imports considerably constricted the 

fhction of the transportation system. The transportation bottlenecks directed hampered 

the production of coal - which accounted for about 80 percent of North Korea's power 

production - as well as hindered coal deliveries fiom coal mines to thermal power stations. 

The decrease in electric power production, largely caused by the limitations of the 

transportation uSrastnicture and the reduction m coal production, prevented the North 

Korean rnanufactunng industry, which already suffered fiom the Uinifficient imports of 

machinery and transportation equipment, fiom maintainhg its normal operational ratio. 

As well, the decrease in imported raw materials like petroleurn and coke curtailed North 

Korea's capacities in such industnal area as iron and steel production. With respect to 

such mentioned factors as the lack of raw materials, transportation bottlenecks and energy 

shortage, it was not surprising to hear that the rnanufacturing facilities operation rate in 

North Korea during the 1990's did not exceed half of its capacity (Newsreview June 1999; 

Y, Namkoong 1996, 224). The deche in industrial production consequentiy resulted m 

the reduction of North Korean exports and decreased foreign exchange eamings, which 

would further aggravate North Korea's consaaints in the purchase of important materials 



from abroad. North Korea in the mid-1990's probably found itself to have been caught in 

the dficdt of escaping ths vicious circle. 

A similar phenornenon took place in North Korean agriculture. Before the late 

19803, e s p e d y  considering its scarcity of arable land and its short growing season 

(160-1 80 days), North Korea seemingly achieved impressive progress in agncultural 

development. Aware of the historical legacy of widespread starvation among the 

population (particularly during the late Choson Dynasty and Japanese colonial period), the 

North Korean regime, following its inception, paid great attention to increasing gram 

production, while also attempting to achieve self-sufficiency in food. Structural 

imbalance between industry and agriculture has existed in the North Korean economy due 

to its longterm pursuit of heavy-industnaiization like other sociahst countries. But the 

extent of lopsided industnal development was not serious when compareci to the Soviet 

Union and the East European countries where the agriculhiral sector was largely sacrifced 

to the needs of heavy-industrialization. It has been obsemed that t h e  was a consistent 

gowth in North Korea's agncdtural production und the mid-1980's. The increase in 

agncultural output during the early period of the regime was largely attnbuted to such 

rnethods as land reform, collectivization, development of drainage and irrigation facilities, 

high mechanization, elecmfcation and mass mobhtion.  Particularly in the 1 9707s, 

North Korea significantly increased productivity in the agricu1tura.l sector and grain 

production through the introduction of higher-yieldmg varieties and the fiequent use of 

chernical fertilizen (H.S. Lee 1994; P.W. Lim 1997). According to North Korea's official 

figures quoted in several secondary sources, North Korea improved iîs annual gram 



production fiom 2.6 million tones m 1949 to 4.8 million tones in 1961, to 8 million tones 

in L976, and then reached 10 d i o n  tones in 1984. Some researchers outside of North 

Korea have raised questions about North Korea's claim of havlig achieved a grain 

production of 10 rmllion tones in 1984, pointing out the possibihty that the North Korean 

govemment inflated grain production figures. Nonetheless, most researchen specializing 

in the North Korean agriculture, including those who are doubtful of the officia1 figures, 

seem to agree that North Korea's domestic grain production increased to a level high 

enough to keep abreast of the grain consumption of the population until the late 1980's.~ 

Although North Korea's levels of gram production began to stagnate in the mid-1980's 

partly owing to inefficiencies in f m  management and operational systems, there was no 

sharp decline in agriculhual production. There was no evidence that would suggest a 

sharp decrease in agncultural production. if the production decline had been serious, it 

would have been apparent to outside researchen during the late 1980's in the fom of 

serious food shortage. 

However, the major factors behind North Korea's Unpressive progress in grain 

production were closely linked to the potential problems mherent in its agriculture. 

Because of its shortage of arable land, the intensity of land use in North Korean cultivation 

was extremely hi&. As weil, the degree of mechanization and the chernical fertilizer 

application rate were vexy hi&. It is therefore said that soi1 fertdity in fanning areas had 

been almost exhausted after decades of intensive harvesting. High m e c h h t i o n  and 

For a detliled discussion on the trend in North Korean food production, see Lee, Hy-Sang "Supply and 
Demand for Grains in North Korea: A Hisbncai Movement Mode1 for 19644993" (Korea and Worid 
Affairs, Vol. 18, Nd, 1994: 509-552). 



increased use of chemical materials are considered as crucial factors in maintaining (and 

improving) North Korea's agriculhiral output. in other words, grain production levels m 

North Korea were heavily dependent on the use of material inputs. Given this nature of 

North Korean agriculture, it is not diffcult to realize biat if the material inputs, such as 

agncultural machinery, pesticides and chemical fertilizers, were to decline, the growth of 

agicultural production in the country would be jeopardized. This is the situation which 

seemed to develop in the early 1990's. As discussed earlier, there was a sharp reduction in 

North Korea's imports fiom the former socialist bloc countnes after the deterioration of 

theu relations. A shortage of foreign exchange reserves not only reduced imports of 

petroleurn and indusaial equipment but also dropped the irnport volume of such 

agriculture-related goods as pesticides and farm machinery. The decrease in imported 

petroleum and electncity limited operation of the petrochemicd industry, the main source 

of fertilizers and pesticides in North Korea. It also lowered the operational use of 

agncultural machines, Ike tracton and rice-tram planters, whose production already 

lagged because of the decrease in electric power and steel production. in his work on 

North Korea's food shortage, Phiiiip W. Lim (1997) indicated the incidence of drastic 

decline in agncultural input. According to hm, the annual import of pesticides is 

estimated to have decreased fiom 1,099 tones in 1991 to 146 tones in 1993. Arnounts of 

chemical fertilizer production in 1996 only reached a level of about two-sevenths of the 

country's ovemll capacity. As a consequence of lower production, the per hectare 

consumption of chemical fertilizers declined h m  1,000 kg in 1989 to 500 kg in 1995. A 

level of fertilizer application of 500 kgha looks like step back to the 1960's level of 



fertilizer use since North Korea had reached 600 kg/ha in 1972. In this conte* it seems 

likely that the sharp reductions in such agicultural inputs as chernical fertilizen, 

pesticides and f m  machinery triggered poor agricuitural performance in the early 1990's. 

in addition to these structurai problems,and to make things worse, such nahiral disasters 

as floods in 1995 and 1996 and drought and tidal waves m 1997 aggravated North Korea's 

food situation. Consequently, since the mid-1990's, No& Korea has been widely 

recogized by the international community as sufTering fkom serious food shortage. It was 

reported that a yearly shortfall of about 2 million tones of food brought North Korea to a 

state of famine. And reflecting the disruption in both agicultural and indusmal sectors, 

the North Korean economy during the 1990's was characterîzed as consecutive negative 

gowth. North Korea. one of the few socialist nations left, faced the fate of simdtaneously 

resolving economic hardships and international isolation. 





Chapter Five 
Conclusion 

This study started with the theme of exploringthe relatiomhip between the dynamics 

of the international/regionai system and the development process of North Korea 

throughout the last five decades. The main reason that this thesis examines the econornic 

trajectory of North Korea Ui the international context is because the theoretical discussions 

whch took place in the literature on the North Korean economy in the past largely lacked 

an analysis of the intemal-extemal linkages of North Korean development In the 

begming, the thesis recognized the problems in the mainstream view of the North Korean 

ec onomy : Foilowen of the neo-classical perspective have focused exclusively on intemal 

economic and political systems of North Korea. This perspective fded  to appreciate the 

beneficial and detnmentai effects of the changing international environment on the 

economic performance of North Korea. Coupled with the North Korean regime's salient 

emp has is on se lf-reliance, the theoretical orientation of the neo-classical penpective 

emphasizing market superionty and the benefits of the participation in the capitalist world 

economy blinded some mainstream scholarship on the North Korean economy from 

assessing the impact of unfavorable changes in the international political and economic 

system on North Korea's development path. M e r  fmdmg the limitations of the dominant 

vie w, we revie wed the propositions of three alternative penpectives and then obtained 

several working i deas fi-om the dependent development and world-sy stem perspectives. 

Aided by these two perspectives, this thesis explored how changes in the 

intemationdregional system Sected the intenial economic development of North Korea 



in both negative and positive contexts. Consequently, research on the several phases of 

North Korea's economic growth since the 1945 inception of the socdist regme bas made 

it apparent to us that the development course of North Korea bas been profoundly shaped 

by extemal factors. The evidence found through this study suggests that despite its pursuit 

of inward-oriented socialist development strategy the North Korean economy has been 

neither ciosed nor Mly independent fiom the capitalkt world economy. in this comection, 

this thesis has show that some changes in the intemationdregional system during the 

Cold-War era created conditions unfavorable for the North Korean economy. It is also 

argued that the economic breakdown of North Korea in the 1990's was directly or 

indirectly related to the changing international order. 

Through the discussion in the precedmg chapters, this study has identified the role of 

in te mational (extemal) factors during both North Korea' s economic ascension petiod and 

economic downtum period. Some notable fuidings of the study are summarized as 

follows in order to conclude and defend the argument of this thesis. 

(1  ) The early development process of North Korea was to a great extent uifluenced 

by the legacy of the Japanese colonial rule and the t e m t o d  partition of the Korean 

peninsula, which closely linked with the Soviet-American confrontation. The foundation 

and naticm-building process of North Korea were Biseparable fiom the national interests of 

three hegemonic powers - Japan (before independence), the Soviet Union and the United 

States (after independence). Moreover, the division and rivalry structure of the Korean 

peninsula whch started to appear in the late I94O9s+ has always been a crucial factor in 

determining the development strategies and economic poiicies of North Korea It would 



be no exaggeration to state that the research on the present economic system of North 

Korea cannot be completed without p p i n g  the initial conditions created by these foreign 

forces in the early 2om cenhiry. 

(2) North Korea's early economic construction and development was relatively 

successfùl. Despite its hurnan and material destruction during the Korean War, North 

Korea achieved an irnpressive economic growth in the 1950's. At the same the,  the 

regime brought about the socialist transformation of the economy, taking the steps of 

agrarian reform, the nationalization of Japanese-owned assets, the collectivization of 

agriculture and the cooperativization of industcy. There is no doubt that great efforts were 

made by the North Korean state during this pend in order to facilitate the early stage of 

econornic development. Nonetheless, North Korea's experience throughout the postwar 

reconstruction period of the 1950's possessed the features of the dependent developrnent 

process. Although North Korea could not participate in the capitalist world economy after 

the establishment of the socialist regime, a considerable amount of economic aid fiom the 

Soviet Union and China helped the North Korean regime to be able to supply capital and 

technology for industrialktion. The strategic interest of these two soctalist powers in 

North Korea created a condition favorable to North Korea's economic recovery in the 

1950's. Ln other words, North Korea benefited fiom the consolidation of the socialist bloc 

in the broad context of the global Cold-War confl;çî. However, there was a rapid decluie 

in the amount of the Soviet economic assistance in the early 1 %OYs. North Korea's 

securiv alliance with the Soviet Union and China was weakened in the wake of the 

Moscow-Beijing nft and North Korea underwent uncornfoitable relations with two 



sociaiist giants during the late Khnishchev era and the Cultwal Revolution respectively. 

Can~equently~ North Korea was caught in a secunty dilemma that was M e r  

compounded by the emergence of the military regime in South Korea and aggressive 

Amencan intervention in the Vietnam War in the early 1960's. in response to the new 

situation, the North Korean regime began to place a hi& priority on strengthening military 

capabilities and it dramaticaily increased its military spendùig up to about 30 percent of 

govemment budgets. As a result of the excessive expenses of the military budgets, North 

Korea experienced slowdowns in its econornic growth during the 196û's, while failing to 

the goals of the First Seven-Year Plan. 

(3) Ln the early 19707s, North Korea attempted to link its econorny with the capitalist 

world market through deveioping its trade relations with Westem countries. in order to 

obtain advanced technologies and industrial equiprnent that were needed for furthet 

indusai al kat ion, North Korea adopted a somewhat pragmatic trade polic y and increased 

econornic relationships with Japan and Westem Europe. As a consequence of its rapid 

trade expansion with Westem countries, North Korea's economic performance during the 

early 1 970's was considerably better than the previous decade. However, the long-tenn 

effect of Westem technology importation on the North Korean econorny was negative. 

Starting in the mid-19707s, North Korea began to s a e r  fiom a large trade deficit and 

foreign debt problems. in previous chapters, this thesis tried to fmd the link between 

North Korea's balance of payments dficulties and the unexpected changes of the early 

1970's in the international economic system. It was argued that the pattern of North 

Korea's trade during the early 1970's was vuherable to the fluctuations of intemational 



pnces. As well, North Korea's rapidiy rising traie deficit was partly caused by the d d e n  

deterioration of North Korea's te- of trade, which related to the 1970's stagflation in 

Westem counmes. The thesis also argueci that large-xale foreign debt became an obstacle 

to North Korea in its attempted importation of additional rnachmery and industriai 

equipment from Westem countries. Moreover, foreign debt problems eventually played a 

partial role in hampering North Korea's effort at attracting foreign direct investment in the 

1980's. 

(4) FKially, this thesis examined how the sudden changes in the international order at 

the end of the Cold-War have negatively Sected North Korea's development course. We 

found that North Korea's economic relations with the Soviet Union and China sharply 

deteriorated following the diplornatic normalization between South Korea and these 

countries. North Korea became isolated in the international arena after it lost the support 

of its major Cold-War allies. It was also observed that the abrupt reduction in North 

Korea's imports fiom the Soviet Union and Chuia, which was caused by these countries' 

abolition of preferential trade, Ied to the disruption in both industrial and agricultural 

sectors. In this context, it was argued dut the sudden breakdown of North Korea's made 

relations with the former Soviet Union d Chimat the start of the 1 990's contributai a 

serious blow to the already troubled North Korean economy. The fact is that North 

Korea's economic problems in the 1990's were to an extent attriiutable to the drastic 

changes in the internationakegional system with the termination of the global Cold-War. 

Since its independence, No& Korea has corne a long way in its pursuit of expanhg 

economic, political and militaq strength, while passing through several important phases 



of national development. in some respects, North Korea made progress in achieving its 

national objectives. The North Korean regime, in some cases, used the Cold-War 

confi-ontat ion and the c hanging international/regonal environment in order to maximize 

its own national interests and economic development. Nonetheless, as is the case in most 

developinç countries, the development strategies of North Korea during the last five 

decades have not always been successful. It is diffcult to &ny that North Korea's present 

ec onomic hards hi p s are intercomected with the shortcomings of the central planning 

system and the inefficiencies of inward-onented developrnent strategy. uideeci, there cm 

be little doubt that the movement of North Korea towards economic development is 

impacted by such internai factors as levels of technological innovation, the availability of 

domestic investment the system of economic management and political dimensions. 

There is no intention in this thesis to underestimate the role of intemal factors in the North 

Korean development and to compte agamst the views cnticizing the structural problems 

of North Korea's economic and political system. The issues whch were discussed in this 

work are not about internal factors venus extemal factors. What ths thesis attempted to 

do was to approach the nature of the North Korean development with a comprehensive 

perspective. The reason that this study was carried out was to show the need of 

interpreting the economic trajectory of North Korea fkom an alternative perspective 

because the dominant view has appeared to focus on the internai aspect. For this reason, 

the thesis has dealt mainly with the interactions between the North Korean economy and 

the changing international environment. In exploring North Korea's development process 

and economic problems within this focus, we found that North Korea's development path 



has been profoundly infiuenced by extemai events. It was also demonstrated diat North 

Korea since the b~rth of its socialist regime reacted to a great extent to the changing Cold- 

War situation. We realize that some obstacles to North Korean development =ose from 

outside and consequently this understanding requires us to consider new ùisights into the 

present econornic situation in North Korea. So, the discussion in this thesis reaches its 

conclusion with the f d  remark that North Korea has never been divorced fiom the 

dynamics of the international system. 



(Table 1.1) 
Korean Rice Production,Export and Consummtion. 

(Table 1. 2) 
Fann Ownershio Pattern lin 19431 

Year 
191û-12 

' 1914-76 
, 1919-21 
1924-26 
1 929-31 

' 1934-36 
. 1939-41 
Sources: Rice Production and Export Indices (Kuznets. wEconornic Growth and Strudure 
in the Republic Korea." P.14). Annual Per capita Rice Consumption within Korea (Halliday. 
"The Economies of North and South Korea." P.20). Korea's Rice Production and Exports 
to Japan (Kim, Kwan Suk. An Analysis of Economic Changes in Korea." P.104.). 
One koku = 5.12 U S .  bushels. 

Owner-Famers 
Semi-Tenants 
PureTenants 
F m  Labomrs 

Annual Pew mita Riw 
. Consumption wiaiin Korea 

0.78 koku (1912) 
0.74 koku (1 91 5) 
0.68 koku (1 91 8) 
0.60 koku (1924) , 

0.45 koku (1 930) 
0.41 k o k ~  (7933) 

Rice Production Indices Riœ Export Indi is  
(7 929-31 = t 00) (1929-31 = 100) 

67.4 
, -  82.1 

85.9 
88.8 
100.0 - 

1 10.8 
142.8 

Sources: Chung, Joseph Sang-Hoon."The North Korean tconomy: Structure and L)evelopment." P.S. 
Lee, Sang Man. "A Study on the Norlh Korean Economy and Economic lntegration between 
South and North Korea" P.28. 
Original Sources:T he Bank of Korea. "Korea Economic Yearbookm,1948. 

North Karea 1 All Korea , 

4.0 
27.6 
37.7 
76.3 
100.0 
718.6 

. % Shan, 
17.6 

3t 9 4  
48.63 
1.83 

Nurnber of Househoiâs L% ~ ~ h i n  N u m k  of Housetmich 
251,261 
309,143 
435,789 
8,316 

25.0 [ 536,098 
30.67 
43.38 
0.95 

' 9&,4 t 5 
1,481,357 

44,231 



(Table 1.3) 
Chanaes of Industrial Structure in the Korean Economv dunna Sananese Rule 

Figures in parentheses provide another estimate from Kim, Kwan Suk. "An Analysis of 
Economic Chage in Korea." P.105. 

Year 
1910-12 
191 9-21 
1929-31 
1939-41 

(Table 1.4) 
Changes of Production Value within the Manufacturina Sectot 

Sources: Kuznets, Paul W.. "Economic G M h  and Stnidure in The Hepublic of Korea" P.19. 

Agriculture 
84.6 
78.6 
63.1 

49.6(42.8) 

Forestry 
5.3 
2.7 
6.6 

' 7.2(4.9) 

Heavy and Chernical industries 
Iron and Steel 
Machinery 
Chernical 

Lig ht Industries 
Food Processing 
Spinning 
Lumber 

Fishing 
1.9 
3.0 
5.8 

6.3(7.3) 

Sources: Kim, Kwan Suk. "An Analysis of Economic Changes in Korea" P.106. 
Original Sources: Grajdanzev, Andrew J. "Modem Koreaa (New York: John Day Co., 1944). 
Bank of Korea. "Korea Econornic Yearôook" (1 948). 

1 936 
27.9 
4.0 
1 .O 

22.9 
72.1 
45.2 
12.7 
2-7 
11.5 
100.0 

1 930 
16.5 
5.8 
1.3 
9.4 
83.5 
57.8 
12.8 
9.4 

min in^ 
1-5 
1.4 
2.2 

' 7.9(5.9) 

1939 1 1 943 

Others 1 3.5 

47.0 
9.0 

Total 

Manufadunn~ 
6.7 
14.3 
22.3 

Zg(39.1) 

49.5 
4.6 

100.0 

Total 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

1 OO(100) 

4.0 L 5.6 
34.0 
53.0 
22.0 
13.0 
1 .O 
17.0 

. 100.0 

39.3 
50.5 
19.0 
16.8 
5.4 
9.3 

- 100.0 



(Table 1.5) 
Regional Distribution of Resources in Korea lin lm-19451 (%) 

(Table 11.1) 

Sector 
'Heavy-lndustry 

Chernical 
Metal 
Machine 

'Light-lndustry 
Texiüe 

Food Products 
Agriculture 
'Commerce 

1 

North Korea's Aaricultural Collectivization Process 

Sources: Hwang, Eni-Gak. The Korean tconomies: A Cornparison of North and 
South." P.18. tiatliday, Jon. 'The Economies of North and South Korea." P.19. 

North Wea - 

80 
82 
90 
31 
30 
15 
35 
37 

Souar K- I 
20 
18 , 

10 
69 . 
70 
85 
65 
63 

. Year 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1 956 

18 I 82 

Sources: Lee, Sang Man. "A Study on the North Korean tconomy and kconomic 
lntegration between South and North Koman P.31. Kim, YounSoon The Economy 
of the Korean Democratic People's Republic 19451 977" P.47. 

Arable Land 1 Hwseholds 

1 

Chongbo 
11 

576 
885 

1 ,397 

, ?h Share Number 1 % Share 
O. 6 1 11,879 
30.9 1 332,662 
48.6 1 511,323 
77.9 1 864,837 

1.2 
31.8 
49.0 
80.9 



Korean Central News Agency: cited in J.S. Chung (1983) 172-173. 
S.M. Lee (1994) 11 8. E.G. Hwang (1993) 41. 

(Table II.?) 
The Performance of the North Korean Economv. 1947- 1960 

(Rates of growth per annum) 

(Table 11.3) 

. 
Gross Industnal Output 
Producer Goods Sector 

Consumer Goods Sector 
Gross Agricultural Output 

North Korea's Estimated Militaw €menditute 

Original Sources: Korean Central Yearbook (Choson Chungang Nyongam] of 1961. 

194749 
49.9 
53.3 
42.3 

(Percentage of the Annual Govemment Budgets) 

1 954-56 11 957-58( 1959-60 

Year 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 

36.6 
37.7 
34.9 

41 -7 
59.4 
28.0 

% Share 
15.2 
8.0 
6.2 
5.9 
5.3 

11.6 1 8.8 L 

44.0 
46.5 
42.2 

Year 
1 964 
1965 
1 966 
1 967 
1 968 

1958 
1959 
1 960 
1961 
1 962 
1 963 

Sources: Lee, Sang Man. "A Study on the North Korean Econorny and Econornic 
lntegration between South and North Korea" P.120. Han, SungJoo. "North Korea's 
Security Policy and Military Strategy." P. 149. 
Original Sources: Korean Central Yearbook [Choson Chungang Nyongam] 
Pukhan Chonso , vo1.2, p.51. 

% Share 
7.5 
10.0 
12.5 
30.4 
32.4 

1 969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 

4.8 
3.7 
3.1 
2.5 
. 
a 

31 .O 
. 31 -0 . 
. 3t.l 

17.1 
15.0 

I 
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(Table 111.1) 
The Total Value of North Korea's Foreign Trade (Estimates1 

(Million US Oallars) 
Year Exports lm ports 

1 06.0 
42.0 
60.3 
74.5 
166.0 
166.4 
128.5 

r 

1 946 
1949 
1953 
1955 
1956 
1960 
1961 

76.3 
31 .O 
45.0 
65.8 
154.0 
160.0 

Totalvalue 
22.8 
182.3 
73.0 
105.3 
140.3 
320.0 
326.4 

1962 1 224. O 

Democratic People's Republic 1945-1971." P.116 and Koh, Byung Chul. "The Foreign Pc 
Systerns of North and South Korea." The figures for 1970-1982 are from Chung, Jose 
"Foreign Trade of North Korea: Performance, Policy, and Prospects." P.82. 

, Trade Balance 

-29.7 
-1 1 .O 
-t 5.3 
-8.7 
-1 2.0 

I -6.4 

463.4 
499.8 
699.3 
708.7 
741.8 
954.9 
11 57.1 
1479.0 
21 08.5 
2062.3 
1677.1 
1659.6 
2270.0 
2927.3 
3334.2 
2597.5 
2856.2 

21 9.2 
239.6 
433.9 
402.0 
434.1 
640.0 
753.6 
989.7 
141 4.2 
1256.0 
1 106.6 
891.9 
1085.4 
1469.4 
1806.2 
1 529.0 
1620.0 

1966 1 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 , 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 

25. O 
20.6 

-1 68.5 
-95.3 
-1 26.4 
-325.1 
-350.1 
-500.4 
-71 9.9 
4 9 . 7  
-536.1 
-1 24.2 
99.2 
-1 1.5 
-278.2 
460.5 
-383.8 

Sources: The figures for 1946-1969 are dmwn 

244.2 
260.2 
265.4 
306.7 
307.7 
31 4.9 
403.5 
489.3 
694.3 
806.3 
570.5 
767.7 
1 ? 84.6 
1457.9 
1528.0 
1068.5 
1236.2 

fmm Kim, Youn-Soo. "The Ecanomy of th 

352.5 1 95.5 



(Table 111.3) 

(Table 111.2) 
North Korea's Trade with Japan 

North Korea's Trade with Westem Eurom 

Year 
1 956 
1960 
1961 
1962 

I 

1 965 
1967 
1968 
1 969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1 974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

Source: Lee, Pong S. "Economic Development Strategy and Prospects for Reform in North 
Korea" P.187. 191. Shin, Jung Hyun. "North Korea's Relations with Japan: The Possibilities 
for Bilateral Reconciliation." P 255. 
Original Sources: J€TRO (Japan External Trade Organization) "The Ma Chosen Kenkyu, 
June 1979, no.60.p.77 and Kita Chosen no Keizai to Boeki no Dembo , May 1983,p.89-90. 

(Million US Dallais) 
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(Table 111.4) 
Estimates on North Korea's Trade with Socialist Countries and 
NonSocialist Countries North Kama's Trcidina Partneml 

(As % of Total Trade of North Koma) 
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Year 
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the IMF's "International Direction of Trade (1 97 7)" 
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(Table 111.5) 
A Cornparison of the Prices of the Soviet Cnide OiI to 
Socialist and Non-Socialist Countries. 19554967 
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Source: Ebel, Robert E. "Communist Trade i 
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(Table 111.6) 
Estimates on North Korea's Trade Balances with 
Non-Socialist Countries from 1970 to 1982 
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(Table 111.7) 
North Korea's Crude Oil lmmrt Prices from the Soviet Union and China 

(US S 1 Ton) 

Chun, Hong-Tack and Sang-Ki kim (1997) P.15. 
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Original Source: Dechio, Murouca."Uncompiomisable Economic Relations between China and 
North Korea." Chinese Economy (March 1993). Korea Energy Economics intiiute, "World 
Energy Market, 1994." 
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